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John Underwood

226 Yang Nim Dong
Kwangju, Chonnam 500,

KOREA

May 27, 1986

Dear Sam and Eileen,

Don't mistake me for a letter-
writer! I just have some loose ends to tie up. After
getting some pretty firm support from some Koreans
in New York, I have now found what I wanted, here in

my own bookshelves in Kwangju. Absolutely beyond
doubt or danger of error, the Sino-Korean for the

Taedong river is that which is on the Pyengyang
east gate. So the gate's name is not The Great
East Gate but the Taedong Gate, because it is named
for the Taedong River.

~ UzJ
Among the definitions for the

"tong" of Taedong, the commonest .... let's change

typewriter's and use my bee u tiful bilingual.

xS of course
and but the

"o has other definitions too. Among them, in one
not another of my dictionaries ,, is 22

t
h you might call "peacable" or "harmony*. And°when you

reverse =the=eharaeters = 5Hd = === put the and the £
together, the concept of % ? Ja/ ) seei,-,s ve°rw
Definitely to be harmony or unity of spirit. so maybe
the Taedong River could be the Great Together River,
j. ± n i\ j. ng upstream and uuwns ti earn , o l maybe; Lhe- olCuL
Harihony River , or Greatly^Peaceabie Kivei

, openTug under-
standing along its course. who knows? Anyhow ,X£K88X

s run thinking about it.
wy own choice is too far f rom

its source to be justified, but I think it would ue fun
to call it the Great Link River, binding people together -r
so that both the ''Together” concept and the "Harmony” \Bt
concept are included. T*

_
So * Now :[

' ve i»iy fun and games, and the further
i-un of sharing their.. Now maybe I can do some work. It -h.might be suggested that that is more nearly what I wantectcmy visa for.

i^e happy. * It was good seeing yo4
Ever

f

-hove jiroiii Jean.
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8:45 am WORSHIP SERVICE

ORGAN PRELUDE

CALL TO WORSHIP

HYMN : #132 "All Hail the Power of Jesus' Name"
(Second Tune)

*THE APOSTLES' CREED Page 12

* GLORIA PATRI

PRAYER OF CONFESSION (In Unison)
Merciful Father, We acknowledge and

confess our sins before You. We wander from
your ways. We waste your gifts. We too often
forget your love. We fall into sinful paths.
Teach us, 0 Father, to hate our errors.
Cleanse us from secret faults, and forgive our
sins for the sake o£ Thy dear Son . Help us to

live in Your light and walk in Your ways. We
pray in Jesus name. AMEN.

ASSURANCE OF PARDON
Minister: Friends, believe tTie good news of

the Gospel

.

PEOPLE: In Jesus Christ we are forgiven.

PASTORAL PRAYER — THE LORD'S PRAYER

HYMN: #265 "Sing Them Over Again to Me"

THE OFFERTORY PRAYER and OFFERING
OFFERTORY "Prayer" Humperdinck

(from Hansel and Gretel)
DOXOLOGY

SCRIPTURE LESSON I John 4:7-19

SOLO "The King of Love My Shepherd Is" Thieman

"Andante Cantabile" by Widor
(from 4th Organ Symphony)
"Sanctus" by Gounod

SERMON "The Paralysis of Fear

HYMN He Will Hold Me Fast" (See back cover)

BENEDICTION

POSTLUDE "Gloria in Excelsis" Mozart
(from the Twelfth Mass)

+ + + + +

We welcome to our pulpit this morning the Rev.
Dr. Samuel H. Moffett, who was born in Pyeng Yang,
Korea where he finished high school. He has degrees

Wheaton College, Princeton Theological Seminary,and Yale University. He has been a professor atYenchmg University, Peking, China; Presbyterian

Tho^i
9

-

Cd
^ ^

Seminary' Seoul, Korea; and Princetonideological Seminary, New Jersey.

Our organist is Dr. Kenneth Scott. He attended
yeng Yang until 1931. He graduated from Davidson

Lol Lege and the University of Pennsylvania Medical
School. He served as a missionary in Korea and India
and > is presently employed by the North Carolina «

Division of Health Services.

Our soloist is Mrs . Mary Anderson Hunter . She
graduated from Pyeng Yang Foreign School in 1940.
She graduated from Erskine College and then earned
her M.A. from the University of South Carolina. She
and Mr. Hunter lived first in Charlotte and then
later in Aiken, S.C. where she taught for 30 years
They have 3 cnildren and 7 grandchildren.

Our Pastoral Prayer will be led by the Rev. Dr.
Donald Miller. He taught at Pyeng Yang Foreign School
then, later was professor at Union Seminary in
Richmond, Virginia and president of Pittsburgh
Seminary.

Our Worship Leader is the Rev. Dr. John Talmage
who attended Pyeng Yang Foreign School and then
returned to Korea to serve under the Presbyterian
Church for 40 years.



He Will Hold Me Fast.

Ada R. Haber*Hon, Robert Harkoeaa.
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Solvay

Asia/Pacific Management Centre
896 Dunearn Road 04-09
Sime Darby Centre
Singapore 2158
Tel : 4695644
Telex : RS 35977 SOLVAY
Telefax : 4695149

-/ & ~ (=>

Dear Uncle Sam and Aunt Eileen,

SOLVAY

It’s been awhile since I sent you anything except postcards,
knowing of course, how much you like postcards!
Dad mentioned that you both seemed very well on his recent trip
back to the U.S. I’m glad that you had a chance to see the
house in Carpenteria, and liked it. I feel better knowing that
Dad and Mom have a place to look forward to, and hope it makes
Dad’s disengagement from Korea a little easier when that time
comes. I'm sure you’re looking forward to your new place also,
although I know it’s been nice to be able to stay there on Alexander
St. awhile longer.

All here continues to get better, especially as I feel more
comfortable with my new little world of viruses and other pathogens.
I love Singapore, and fortunately have had a 3 week respite
from travelling to get to know it better. That ends this Friday,
when I leave for a month vacation in Bali. After that though,
I m afraid it s non-stop again for pretty much the remainder
of the year... Korea and the U.S. in August, New Zealand, Australia
and Europe in September ... The fun is beginning to wear off,
and I think I’ll be ready to trade it in for things like a regular
local tennis schedule before too long.

I see Chuck quite a bit, both here and in Hong Kong. He and
Joanna seem very well, and I really enjoy the times with them.
I 11 see Dad and Mom for a week at Taechon in August.
One recent development here at the office, which may mean a
change for me, is that Solvay, our parent company, is planning
to open a liason office for all of their varied business in
Korea. I’ve been very preliminarily approached for my interest,
which is uncertain: I d welcome the change to more general
liason work, as I still find the animal health a bit too technical,
but am not as interested as I once was in going back to Korea,
and doubt whether I have the experience such a job would require.
It may never require a decision, so we'll see....

Duphar b.v.
^ still planning to be back for X-mas, and see

Fromm Laboratories, Inc. you both then. Lots of love,
Salsbury Laboratories, Inc.

Solvay Veterinary, Inc. y
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Sam Moffett:
How to Retire , More or Less

S amuel Hugh Moffett retired

from his first career—as a
missionary in Asia— in 1981.

This summer, he retired from his

second, as Henry Winters Luce Pro-
fessor of Ecumenics and Mission and
chairman of the Seminary’s Church
Hisjdry Department. In the fall, he

begin a third career as a visiting
scholar at the Center of 'rheological

^flquiry. His project there: to finish

writing his history of Christianity in
Asia, an ambitious project he’s been
working on for the past decade.

Meanwhile, he’s staying on as a
guest professor, teaching the same
classes, even living in the same house.
“The only difference is I won’t have to

go to committee meetings. It;s my
idea of heaven," he says.

A Voice for Global Mission

^Sam Moffett is an authentic voice for

global mission on this campus,” says
Sang Lee, director of Princeton’s

Asian-American Program. Moffett,

Lee says, has been invaluable in

helping to establish cross-cultural

training for American students going
overseas as well as orientation ses-

sions for international students
coming to this country. He has also
been helpful in suggesting contacts
overseas and generally lending solid

support to all the cross-cultural efforts

at the Seminary.

None of this seems surprising
when one considers that Sam Moffett
has spent most of his life with one
foot in the Orient, the other in the
United States. Moffett was bom and
educated (through secondary school)

in Korea, where his father, Samuel A.
Moffett, was the pioneer resident
Protestant missionary in what is now
North Korea, as well as first moder-
ator of the country’s earliest presby-
tery and a much-loved figure. The
younger Moffett, whose mother was a
classics scholar, had already had four
years of Latin instruction from his

mother before he began learning
Greek at the age of 12. It was a log-
ical move, therefore, that when he
finished secondary school in Korea, he
should pursue a degree in classics,

which he did at Wheaton College
(Wheaton, IL) graduating summa cum
laude. It was just as logical that he
should turn to the Church for his
graduate degrees (a Th.B. from

Princeton in 1942 and a Ph.D. in re-

ligion and church history from Yale
in 1945).

After serving as an assistant
pastor and later as interim pastor in

churches in Bridgeport and New
Haven, Connecticut, he accepted a po-
sition as director of youth work for

the Presbyterian Board of Foreign
Missions (NYC). A year later, in

1947, China’s first year under the
Nationalists, he was back in Asia
again, enrolled as a student at the
College of Chinese Studies in Peking.
During the next three years, as the
revolution rolled over Peking, he

taught at Yenching University in Pe-
king and at Nanking Theological
Seminary.

During the Korean War, Moffett,

along with the other Americans still

in China, came under intense pres-
sure. Held in detention in the police
station in Nanking, he was convicted
of embezzlement at a hasty People’s
Trial at which he was given no de-
fense and no jury. Accused of mani-
pulating the books as mission trea-

surer, he was forced to add up figures
hour after hour through the night
while visitors filed through the police

station and shouted and spat at him.
Tlie errors he made substantiated the
accusation of embezzlement. He was
expelled from the People’s Republic
the next day, m January1 1951.

For two years during the early
fifties, Moffett was a visiting lecturer
at Princeton after which he returned
to Korea to begin three decades of
service there as a professor and co-

president at the Presbyterian Semi-
nary of Korea and as director of the
Asian Center for Theological Studies
and Mission in Seoul. He was also

president of the Royal Asiatic Society
and a member of the U.S. Educational
Commission on Korea, among other
positions.

In 1981, he returned to

Princeton once more to accept his
current appointment. (This summer,
he was elected president of the Amer-
ican Society of Missiologists.)

Like most who love what they
do. Professor Moffett finds it difficult

to stop doing it. And so he doesn’t

plan to. In addition to resuming his
writing career and continuing his
teaching, he looks forward to team-
teaching at the Summer School with
his wife, Eileen, also a writer and
teacher. Meanwhile, more missions
work is a possibility. ‘1 might go back
to Asia,” he says. “It is still one of the
great challenges to Christian mission.”

14



PRINCETON
THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY

August 20, 1986

Contemporary Authors
Gale Research Co.
Book Tower
Detroit, Michigan 48226

Dear Sirs:

Enclosed is my corrected listing.

For your information perhaps I should report
the publication of a children's book by my wife: Korean
Ways , Seoul : International Publishing House, 1986 [U.S.
distributor, Charles E. Tuttle, Publishers, Rutland, Vermont].

Pertinent information:

MOFFETT, Eileen Flower 1928-

Personal: Born March 12, 1928 in Spokane, Washington;
daughter of Glenn R. Flower and Marjorie (Frazier) Flower;
married Samuel Hugh Moffett, September 15, 1956. Education:
University of Washington, A.B., 1950; Princeton Theological
Seminary , M.A. , 1 955.

Career : member of faculty, Beirut College for Women (now
Beirut Women's University) Lebanon, 1953-54; director of
Christian Education, First Presbyterian Church, Caldwell, N.J.,
1955-56; Presbyterian missionary to Korea, 1956-81; assistant
professor, Presbyterian Theological Seminary of Korea, Seoul,
1960-81; Board of Trustees, Seoul Women's College, Posung
Girls High School and the Christian Children's Fund, Korea;
Director, Korea Bible Club Movement, 1976-81; President,
American Women's Club, Seoul, 1969-70; Princeton Theological
Seminary, Director of Professional Studies, 1977-78, lecturer
in Christian Education, Summer School, 1984, 1986; Board of
Directors, Latin America Mission, 1985- .

Writings : Joy for an Anxious Age (with husband, Samuel Hugh
Moffett) Board of Christian Education, United Presbyterian
Church, 1966; Korean Ways , Seoul: Seoul International Publ

.

House, and Rutland, Vermont: Charles E. Tuttle, 1986.

erel y,/)

1*YwL
Hugh Moffett

l

Samuel Hugh Moffett, Henry W Luce Professor of Ecumenics and Mission, 609'683I268

31 Alexander Street, Princeton, NJ 08540



p. 0. Box 737,
Penney Farms, FL 32079.
December 10, 1986.

Dear Ibmily and Friends t

Christmas once again, when we celebrate the
marvelous event of God's taking on our humanity and living among us as
one of us. Who but God could have thought of such a thing! And having
shared our life - including death - our risen Lord continues with us as
he promised

.

We are keenly aware of all of this as we live thru this year.
It has been a hard one, fighting the cancer that recurred and struck down
Jim's busy and active life last spring. Before going into the hospital
he did two things; his income tax returns and his sermon here on I^lm
Sunday. I was privileged to be his liturgist - a visible sign of the
partnership we have shared for fifty years of marriage. We had actually not
expected to make that milestone.

Well, it was operation in the spring, radiation therapy in the
summer, and chemotherapy in the fall, each one taking its toll of energy.
But there were three good trips in the summer; to Syoset, N.Y.

,
the first

week of June to honor Jim and others who were responsible for the expansion
of the Presbyterian Home facility; to New Haven to share in the surprise
reception to celebrate the twentieth anniversary of Blair's ordination to
the Christian ministry - and he was surprised. It was great. And then
to Wolfeboro, N.H.

, for a family reunion in the place that had meant so much
to all of us as the children were growing up. With four children, their
spouses, and seven grandchildren there were seventeen of us. A precious
opportunity to feel the family unity, and to visit with one another in
small and large groups. A precious time indeed.

And now we are having to face the fact that the cancer has outstripped
the therapy. Jim is in the hospital with the prospect of a few weeks more
of this earthly life. His body is very weak and thin, but his mind is clear,
still planning for the good of his loved ones. And, yes, he even told one of
his "corny stories" to the nurses! His faith is holding firm that we are in
God's hands as always, and His way is best. And I'm convinced that what is
best for Jim is also best for me.

We have been so conscious of the strong love binding our family together.
And so thankful for overy one of them and the many friends that have been
channels of God's love to us. Blair is here now, a strong support for us both.
Margaret Lee gave us a wonderful visit a month ago, and is coming again today
with Jim's brother Sam. His brother Tom was here this week. Jim asked for
Jamie and Nelle to come soon - while he is able to communicate. We expect
them to come from Arizona this next weekend

.

So now we celebrate Emmanuel, God with us, at this Christmas season
and thru the new year, and thru eternity. His blessings be upon each
one of you.

Our love,

Jim and Eleanor.
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Bio Brief

AGE: 70

EDUCATION: Pyongyang Foreign School,
Korea; Wheaton College, Wheaton 111 . A.B. in
classics; Princeton Theological Seminary; Yale
University, Ph.D. in religion and church history.
Studied at the College of Chinese Studies, Peking
and was a visiting scholar at Cambridge Univer-
sity.

BOOKS AUTHORED: “Wher’er the Sun,”

|

(1953); “The Christians of Korea,” (1962); “Joy
/or an Anxious Age,” (co-authored in 1966 with
Eileen Moffett); “The Biblical Background of
Evangelism,” (1968); “Asia and Mission,”
(1976, written in Korean); “First Encounters -

Korea 1880-1910,” (1982, co-edited with P.
Underwood and J. Sibley); plus articles and book
reviews.

HOBBIES: Playing tennis, collecting Asian
artwork and books.

By Marjorie Snyder
Staff Writer

Many airplane trips later, Samuel Hugh Moffett’s
first visit to the United States on a boat is still fresh in
his mind.

4

W3S 1922 when Samuel Austin and Lucia
Fish Moffett took their two boys on a furlough, then
permitted to missionaries once every seven years.
“The ship came sailing into the dock in San

Francisco and my little brother looked out and said
Papa, look at all the foreigners!’ ” said the Rev'
Moffett, laughing heartily at the memory. “All these
white Americans, they were rare.”

We didn't know much about the rest of the world
because we thought that WAS the world,” said the
Rev Moffett, referring to himself and his five-year-old
brother, the first of five Moffett sons.

BORN AND RAISED in Pyongyang — a village in
what is now considered North Korea — the Rev
Moffett has lived more than half of his 70 years outside
ihe United States. The son of American missionaries in
Korea spent most of his adult life spreading the
Christian faith in Asia and has written several books on
Ihe subject.

Like his father before him — one of the first
Protestent ministers in Korea— the Rev. Moffett is not
afraid to stand up for his beliefs.

See KOREA, Page 2B
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Love of teaching brought him back

to the Princeton Theological Seminary,

where he is a guest lecturer this year.

The well-dressed man wearing a navy

blue blazer jacket and red tie appears

more the part of Princeton theologian

than Korean missionary.

But anyone who talks with him soon

realizes that his heart belongs to Korea,

the land where his father set up the first

of 200 English-speaking schools and

where some townspeople threw stones

at him once for his efforts. Many years

later, he himself would be imprisoned

for trying to spread the word of Chris-

tianity in an Asian country.

However, a childhood spent learning

right from wrong did not prevent the

sons of missionaries from getting them-

selves into mischief every now and

then.

GROWING UP IN North Korea,

the two boys were “shocked” when
they first saw the modem offerings of

San Francisco. The Rev. Moffett still

keeps a newspaper clipping from the

“San Francisco Chronicle" which de-

scribed how he and his brother ran

away to the department store to play on

the “moving stairs."

“We spent the whole morning riding

up and down the escalator," said the

October 17, 1986
I
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Rev. Moffett during a recent interview

at his Alexander Street home.

Much to his father’s embarrassment,

the Chronicle headline touted,

“Missionary Boys on an Escalator

Jag," he said.

Similar to other little boys, he said,

he was “more of a liability than a

help" to his parents, sometimes fight-

ing with the Korean boys.

Although proficient in the classics,

his mother spent most of her mission-

ary life raising five sons, three of

whom became Presbyterian ministers

and another, a physician who lived in

Korea. A fifth son died in India.

The Rev. Moffett like his brothers

devoted most of his life to the church,

many times by teaching. He taught at

the Princeton seminary during the

mid-1950s when he met his second

wife, Eileen Flower. His first wife died

in 1955.

YEARNING TO RETURN to

missionary work, the Rev. Moffett

“went home to Korea" in 1956, three

years after the Korean War ended. He
married Eileen in Korea, the same

place where his parents were wedded.

Yet the quiet Korea he left as a

young man of 18, differed greatly from

the “basket case" he found after the

war. The country was split in half —
Communists to the north and the

Korean Republic in the south.

About 70 percent of Seoul, the

capital of South Korea, was “com-

pletely clobbered" from the war, in

which 5 million people died, he said.

For the next 26 years, the Moffetts

spread the Christian faith to a popula-

tion more accustomed to hearing the

merits of Buddhism, Confucianism or

Shamanism.
Koreans embraced Christianity, the

Rev. Moffett surmises, because many

pioneers of Korea’s independence from

Japan in the early 20th century were

Christians.

The Rev. Moffett also attributed the

change of religious preference to

Korean temperament and good
missionary methods.

“Koreans are a very religious people

and they weren’t satisfied with their old

religions," said the Rev. Moffett, who
speaks in slow and careful tones like a

teacher giving a lesson. “They took

very readily to what seemed a very

liberating, strengthening faith."

Confucianism provided for good

education and moral attitudes, but was

“miserable in the way it treated

women," he says, while Buddhism

was “very misty in its attitude toward

this world.”

A religion based upon mysticism,

Shamanism was “so superstitious— it

just didn’t fit the modem world," he

said.

But Christianity combined the best

of the past, the practical realism of the

present and hope for the future, in the

Rev. Moffett’s opinion.

THE NUMBER OF Christians ex-

ploded" from 100 Protestants in 1890

— when his father came to Korea— to

more than 25 percent of the Korean

population today, according to the

minister. Seoul now boasts the largest

Presbyterian congregation in the world

— 60,000 members, he said.

“Even while they were being unjust-

ly oppressed, they still had that hope

for the future," said the Rev. Moffett,

who holds a doctorate in religion and

church history from Yale University.

Yet the work of Christian mission-

aries like the Moffetts was not always

permitted by the government.

When the Communists stormed

China nearly 40 years ago. the Prince-

ton missionary was captured as an

“enemy" of the new government.

“I was taken by the Communists in

l48," said the Rev. Moffett, then a

teacher at Yenching University in

Peking. “(China) was falling fast to the

Communists.”

FOR THE NEXT two-and-a-half

years, life was “up and down," de-

pending upon the wishes of the Com-
munist government, he recalled.

“Sometimes I was allowed to teach,

sometimes I wasn’t,” said the Rev.

Moffett, who serves as guest professor

of Ecumenics and Mission at the

Princeton Theological Seminary for the

1986-87 academic year.

Despite a strong kinship with Asia,

the Rev. Moffett found himself “on the

wrong side of the lines" in 1950 while

teaching at Nanking Theological Sem-
inary. As a way of getting missionaries

out of the country, the government

came up with certain charges.

Mission treasurer at the time, the

Presbyterian minister said he was glad

to be convicted of “embezzlement"

rather than spying or immorality — a

charge which he joked, “would have

been a little hard to explain to the

church back home."
After spending three or four days in a

bare room at the police department, he

was sentenced to “immediate deporta-

tion as an enemy of the Chinese."

The news could not have been better.

“You know you’re going to be

found guilty. What you’re wondering

is, what will the sentence be," he said.

Undaunted by what some would

consider a dangerous experience, the

Rev. Moffett happily returned to

Korea, where he lived for 26 years.

WHEN HE RETURNED to Prince-

ton in 1981, he found that the “very

sleepy little town” had grown,

especially along Route 1.

“When I left, Princeton seminary

was a school for young gentlemen

training for the ministry. We even had

maid service,” the Rev. Moffett said.

These days, nearly one-third of semin-

ary students are women, he noted.

Photographs of his days in Korea

memories.

Although retired from the seminary,

he will teach one more year in the

seminary’s church history department.

After he completes yet another book on

Christianity in Korea, he hopes to

return to Asia.

“It’s no sacrifice for me to go there.

I like it there," he said. “It’s a mixture

of love for Asia and a sense of

Christian responsibility."

Numerous Korean and Japanese wall

hangings and sculptures placed

throughout the house reflect his love

for Asian culture. A paper screen

brushed with red ink characters con-

fill the Rev. Moffett with happy

sumes half of one livingroom wall; ^
large painting of his hometown hangs

in the hallway.

“I miss the enthusiasm that peopla

feel about the Christian faith. In

America, it’s sort of the thing to do,

not quite the enthusiasm,” said th^

Rev. Moffett.

In contrast, Korea is “a small, poorj

Asiatic country suddenly growing in s^

many different ways," he said, noting

that the 1988 Olympics will be hosted

in Seoul. “They’re proud of whaf

they’ve done and I’m proud of them.



Christopher v mi*h, Dundee, Scotland, review

a writing project over breakfast.

Andrew Walls, pro-

fessor from Aber-

deen University, Scotland,

visits with guest speaker

Fr. Jose Marins, from Brazil.

Missiology* ?. .

Charles Van Engen, foregrou •*,

Theological Seminary, Holl d. i

others enjoy a break.

Western
sh., and

Dana L. Robert, assistant professor of Inter-

national Mission at Boston University School
of Theology, adds her vote of confidence for new
ASM President, Samuel H. Moffett, Princeton, N.J.

Mission books get the attention of from left,

Robert VonOeyen, Clifton, Va., Maurice Smith,

assistant director, Interfaith Witness Department,

Home Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Con-

vention, Atlanta, Ga., and Edward Lekunze, pastor

In the Presbyterian Church in The Cameroon and a

doctoral student at Lutheran School of Theology,

Chicago.

the American Society of Missiology, founded in

1972, seeking to bring study and reflection of

theological, historical, social, and practical

questions to bear on policy and strategy in

missions of the Christian church, and to promote

fellowship, cooperation, mutual assistance, and

information exchange among the individuals

and institutions engaged »n mission activities and

studies.

The Society in addition to the exchange

through the annual meeting, publishes the

quarterly journal, Missiology: An International

Review Continuing Practical Anthropology , and

a monograph series in association with Orbis

Books.
Join us!

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MISSIOLOGY,
BOX 1092, ELKHART, IN 46515-1092

Reunited at the Ame-
rican Society of Mis-

siology annual meeting,

June 20-22, 1986, on the

42nd anniversary of their

appointment as mission-

aries, are Samuel H. Moffett,

Henry Winters Luce Pro-

fessor of Ecumenics and

Mission at Princeton The-

ological Seminary, Margaret

Flory, Stony Point Center,

N.Y., and Charles W. For-

man, professor of Missions

at Yale University Divinity

School.
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Sam Moffett:
How to Retire, More or Less

S amuel Hugh Moffett retired

from his first career—as a

missionary in Asia—in 1981.

This summer, he retired from his

second, as Henry Winters Luce Pro-

fessor of Ecumenics and Mission and
chairman of the Seminary’s Church
History Department. In the fall, he
will begin a third career as a visiting

scholar at the Center of Theological

Inquiry. His project there: to finish

writing his history of Christianity in

Asia, an ambitious project he’s been

working on for the past decade.

Meanwhile, he’s staying on as a

guest professor, teaching the same
classes, even living in the same house.

“The only difference is I won’t have to

go to committee meetings. It’s my
idea of heaven,” he says.

A Voice for Global Mission

“Sam Moffett is an authentic voice for

global mission on this campus,” says

Sang Lee, director of Princeton’s

Asian-American Program. Moffett,

Lee says, has been invaluable in

helping to establish cross-cultural

training for American students going

overseas as well as orientation ses-

sions for international students

coming to this country. He has also

been helpful in suggesting contacts

overseas and generally lending solid

support to all the cross-cultural efforts

at the Seminary.

None of this seems surprising

x
-when one considers that Sam Moffett

has spent most of his life with one
foot in the Orient, the other in the
United States. Moffett was bom and
educated (through secondary school)

in Korea, where his father, Samuel A.

Moffett, was the pioneer resident
Protestant missionary in what is now
North Korea, as well as first moder-
ator of the country’s earliest presby-
tery and a much-loved figure. The
younger Moffett, whose mother was a
classics scholar, had already had four
years of Latin instruction from his

mother before he began learning

Greek at the age of 12. It was a log-

ical move, therefore, that when he

finished secondary school in Korea, he

should pursue a degree in classics,

which he did at Wheaton College

(Wheaton, IL) graduating summa cum
laude. It was just as logical that he

should turn to the Church for his

graduate degrees (a Th.B. from

Princeton in 1942 and a Ph.D. in re-

ligion and church history from Yale
in 1945).

After serving as an assistant

pastor and later as interim pastor in

churches in Bridgeport and New
Haven, Connecticut, he accepted a po-

sition as director of youth work for

the Presbyterian Board of Foreign

Missions (NYC). A year later, in

1947, China’s first year under the

Nationalists, he was back in Asia
again, enrolled as a student at the

College of Chinese Studies in Peking.
During the next three years, as the
revolution rolled over Peking, he

taught at Yenching University in Pe-

king and at Nanking Theological

Seminary.

During the Korean War, Moffett,

along with the other Americans still

in China, came under intense pres-

sure. Held in detention in the police

station in Nanking, he was convicted

of embezzlement at a hasty People’s

Trial at which he was given no de-

fense and no jury. Accused of mani-

pulating the books as mission trea-

surer, he was forced to add up figures

hour after hour through the night

while visitors filed through the police

station and shouted and spat at him.

The errors he made substantiated the

accusation of embezzlement. He was
expelled from the People’s Republic

the next day, in January 1951.

For two years during the early

fifties, Moffett was a visiting lecturer

at Princeton after which he returned

to Korea to begin three decades of

service there as a professor and co-

president at the Presbyterian Semi-

nary of Korea and as director of the

Asian Center for Theological Studies

and Mission in Seoul. He was also

president of the Royal Asiatic Society

and a member of the U.S. Educational

Commission on Korea, among other

positions.

In 1981, he returned to

Princeton once more to accept his

current appointment. (This summer,
he was elected president of the Amer-
ican Society of Missiologists.)

Like most who love what they

do, Professor Moffett finds it difficult

to stop doing it. And so he doesn’t

plan to. In addition to resuming his

writing career and continuing his

teaching, he looks forward to team-
teaching at the Summer School with
his wife, Eileen, also a writer and
teacher. Meanwhile, more missions

work is a possibility. “I might go back
to Asia,” he says, ‘fit is still one of the

great challenges to Christian mission.”
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WORSHIP

"To worship is to quicken the conscience by the holiness of God, to feed the mind

with the truth of God, to purge the imagination by the beauty of God, to open the

heart to the love of God, and to devote the will to the purpose of God."

— William Temple, Archbishop of Canterbury, 1942 - 1944

A PRAYER FOR THE UNIVERSITY

0 Eternal God, the Creator and Preserver of all, we
beseech thee to bestow upon this University thy manifold

gifts of grace: thy truth to those who teach; thy laws

to those who learn; thy wisdom to those who administer;

and thy steadfastness to all who bear her name. Bind us

together by these gracious influences of thy Spirit into

the fellowship which can never fail, the company of

Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

— Donald B. Aldrich, Dean of the Chapel, 1947-1955

Summer 1986
Sundays, June 15 - September 7

10:00 a.m.



PRAYER OF CONFESSION

1 .

Almighty and most merciful Father, we have erred and strayed from thy ways like lost sheep: we have

followed too much the devices and desires of our own hearts; we have offended against thy holy laws;

we have left undone those things which we ought to have done; and we have done those things which
we ought not to have done; and there is no health in us. But thou, O Lord, have mercy upon us. Spare

thou those, O God, who confess their faults. Restore thou those who are penitent, according to thy
promises declared unto us in Christ Jesus our Lord. And grant, O most merciful Father, for his

sake, that we may hereafter live a godly, righteous, and sober life, to the glory of thy holy Name.

2.

Most holy and merciful Father, we acknowledge and confess in thy presence, our sinful nature prone to

evil and slothful in good, and all our shortcomings and offenses against thee. Thou alone knowest how
often we have sinned, in wandering from thy ways, in wasting thy gifts, in forgetting thy love. But thou,

0 Lord, have pity upon us, who are ashamed and sorry for all wherein we have displeased thee. Teach

us to hate our errors, cleanse us from our secret faults, and forgive our sins, for the sake of thy dear Son
our Saviour. And 0 most holy and loving Father, send thy purifying grace into our hearts, we beseech

thee, that we may henceforth live in thy light and walk in thy ways, according to the commandments
of Jesus Christ our Lord.

3.

Merciful God, we confess to you now that we have sinned. We confess the sins that no one knows and

the sins that everyone knows; the sins that are a burden to us and the sins that do not bother us because

we have become used to them. We confess our sins as a church. We have not loved one another as Christ

loved us. We have not forgiven one another as we have been forgiven. We have not given ourselves in

love and service for the world as Christ gave himself for us. Father, forgive us. Send the Holy Spirit to

us, that we may be given the power to live as, by your mercy, you have called us to live. Through Jesus

Christ, our Lord.

4.

0 Lord, holy and righteous God, we acknowledge before you that we do not fear you and that we do not

love you above all things. We do not delight in prayer, nor take pleasure in your Word. We do not really

love our neighbor; we lack the conscience that should accompany our Christian profession. Our hearts

are divided, crossed by doubts and guilty desires, and before you we accuse others rather than ourselves.

0 God, whose nature and whose name is love, we implore you to forgive us, and in forgiving, to heal us so

that in our lives something will finally be changed; through Jesus Christ our Lord.



WORSHIP

THE APPROACH
Organ Voluntary

Call to Worship

Minister: 0 Lord, open thou our lips;

People: And our mouth shall show forth thy praise.

Hymn of Adoration

Our fathers' God, to thee.

Author of liberty,

To thee we sing:

Long may our land be bright

With freedom's holy light:

Protect us by thy might.

Great God, our King.

Prayer of Confession

Assurance of Pardon

THE PROCLAMATION OF THE WORD
Psalter Selection

Gloria Patri

y Scripture Lessons

Hymn

y Sermon

THE RESPONSE TO THE WORD
Offering

Doxology

Prayers

Lord's Prayer

Hymn

Benediction

Organ Voluntary

Our offerings are used to support the program for underprivileged children

attending the Princeton Education Center at Blairstown, New Jersey.

Refreshments will be served after the service at the South transept door by

the sundial. Everyone is welcome.



GUEST PREACHERS

June 15

Rev. Dr. Samuel H. Moffett
Henry W. Luce Professor of

Ecumenics
Princeton Theological Seminary
Princeton, New Jersey

June 22
Rev. RichardS. Kauffman
Senior Minister

First Presbyterian Church
Morrisville, Pennsylvania

June 29
Rev. Dr. William D. Thompson
Professor of Preaching

Eastern Baptist Theological

Seminary
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

July 6

Rev. Dr. James I. McCord
Chancellor

Center of Theological Inquiry

Princeton, New Jersey

July 13

Rev. Dr. Marvin A. McMickle
St. Paul's Baptist Church
Montclair, New Jersey

July 20
Rev. Robert E. Sanders
Campus Pastor

Princeton Theological Seminary
Princeton, New Jersey

July 27

Rev. Dr. George W. Stroup 1 1

1

Professor of Systematic Theology
Columbia Theological Seminary
Decatur, Georgia

August 3
Rev. Dr. John M. Mulder
President

Louisville Presbyterian

Theological Seminary
Louisville, Kentucky

August 10
Rev. Dr. Edward D. A. Hulmes
Professor of Theology
University of Durham
Durham, England

August 17

Rev. Timothy J. Mulder
First Reformed Church
Bedminster, New Jersey

August 24
Rev. Dr. Kenyon J. Wildrick

Community Congregational Church
Short Hills, New Jersey

August 31

Rev. Prathia H. Wynn
Mt. Sharon Baptist Church
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

September 7

Rev. Dr. James E. Loder
Mary D. Synott Professor of

Christian Education
Princeton Theological Seminary
Princeton, New Jersey

Ushers

Mr. Robert C. Miller, Jr.

Mr. Jack Geisel

Organists

Mr. Curtis W. Lasell

Mr. David A. Weadon

Professor Donald Macleod

Liturgist at and Coordinator of Summer Services

(609) 394-0240

JS/
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ALUMNI/AE BANQUET

6:30 P.M.

MENU

Cran-apple Juice

Spinach Salad with Vinaigrette Dressing

Beef Tenderloin with Mushroom Sauce

(Fish available upon request)

Red Skinned Potatoes

Broccoli with Lemon Butter

Rolls and Butter

Chocolate Mousse Cake

Coffee Tea Sanka

****



PROGRAM \

\
4

>\

SINGING David A . Weadon , C.F. Seabrook Director

of Music, Princeton Theological Seminary

INVOCATION Robert W. Battles , Jr., 64M, Vice President
of the Alumni/ae Association

BANQUET

SINGING David A. Weadon

INTRODUCTION OF HEAD TABLE Dean E. Foose_, 64B
President of the Alumni/ae Association

INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL REUNION CLASSES
Dan C. Thomas, 44B
Vice President for Alumni/ae Affairs

Class of 1961 (25 Year) Robert A. Beringer, Convener
Class of 1936 (50 Year) W. Davidson McDowell, Convener

RECOGNITION OF RETIREMENT OF SAMUEL H. MOFFETT
Dr. Thomas W. Gillespie, 54B

President of the Seminary

PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS AWARD
Dean E. Foose

MUSICAL OFFERING

WELCOME TO ALUMNI/ AE ASSOCIATION - CLASS OF 1986
Dean E. Foose

Response from the class - Ann R. Palmerton

ADDRESS "The Reformation in Future Perspective"
Dr. Jane Dempsey Douglass

HYMN "When I Survey the Wondrous Cross " Led by

David A. Weadon

BENEDICTION Dean E. Foose

2
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ALLEN, HORACE NEWTON

commercial town was enhanced after its savage

reoccupation by British troops during the 1857 re-

bellion (mutiny), when it became the capital of the

North-Western Provinces and Oudh (Awadh; later

United Provinces). In 1866 it became the seat of the

provincial High Court; the creation of Allahabad

University in 1887 made it the most important ed-

ucational center in the region. The legal and com-
mercial communities of Allahabad were active in

nationalist and social reform activities after 1888.

Madan Mohan Malaviya represented the Hindu na-

tionalist strand, while the Nehrus, Tej Bahadur
Sapru and Purshottam Das Tandon were major fig-

ures in the secular, populist tradition. Allahabad

politicians remained “moderate” between 1905 and

1910, but from 1916a growing radicalism impelled

them into the Awadh countryside, where they forged

links with peasant protest. After 1920, with the

transfer of the provincial capital to Lucknow, Al-

lahabad, which had little industry, declined in im-

portance.

C. A. Bayly, The Local Roots of Indian Politics: Al-

lahabad, 1880-1920 (1975). H. R. Nevill, District Gaz-

etteers of the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh, vol.

23, Allahabad (1911). C. A. Bayly

ALLEN, HORACE NEWTON (1858-1932),
physician, diplomat, and first resident Protestant

missionary in Korea. Allen first went to China as a

Presbyterian missionary (1883) but transferred to

Korea, arriving 20 September 1884. Although mis-

sion activity was prohibited by Korean law, Allen

was permitted to stay as physician to the American
legation. In the December 1884 coup d’etat he saved

the life of Prince Min Yong-ik, nephew of the queen,

and was allowed to open a hospital, the first legally

permitted Christian institution and first Western
medical center in Korea. Shortly thereafter Allen was
given honorary noble rank as court physician. In

1886, with fellow missionaries Heron and Under-
wood, he started a medical school.

Allen’s brief career as a missionary pioneer in Ko-
rea (1884—1890) included a two-year leave of ab-

sence as adviser at the Korean legation in Washing-
ton, D.C. (1887—1890). On his return to Korea he

left the mission and accepted an appointment as

American legation secretary (1890-1897) and
American minister (1897-1905), but he always re-

tained his missionary interest and sympathies.

It was as a diplomat that Allen made his enduring

mark on Korean history. He used his close contacts

with royalty to promote American business interests

with vigor and played a significant role in the coun-
try’s modernization. He contributed to the intro-

duction of Korea’s first streetcars and railroad, the

first city water system and electrical city lighting,

and modern mines (the giant Oriental Consolidated
Mining Company, which prospered until World
War II).

In international affairs, Allen was as fiercely pro-
tective of Korean independence as of American dip-

lomatic and business interests. The triumph of Japan
in the Russo-Japanese War left him depressed by
Korean governmental weakness, angry at President

Roosevelt’s approval of a Japanese protectorate, and
unhappily convinced of the inevitability of Japanese
rule. He was recalled to America in 1905 and prac-

ticed medicine in Ohio.

Horace N. Allen, A Chronological Index (1901). F. H.
Harrington, God, Mammon and theJapanese: Dr. Horace
N. Allen and Korean-American Relations, 1884—1905
(1944; 2d ed., 1961). Samuel Hugh Moffett

ALLIANCE PARTY, the nucleus of a coalition

that has ruled Malaya, and later Malaysia, ever since

its independence in 1957. The coalition was born
in January 1952 out of a decision by the Selangor

branches of the United Malays National Organi-

zation (UMNO) and the Malayan Chinese Associ-

ation (MCA) to contest the Kuala Lumpur munic-
ipal election. Its electoral success inaugurated a

pattern of political representation that by and large

still obtains: a ruling coalition is formed by a group
of political parties, each carefully preserving its Ma-
lay, Chinese, Indian, or other ethnic identity but able

to reconcile competing demands within an alliance

of shared interests.

Historically, the Alliance was founded on two
basic premises. First, the moderate Malay and

Chinese elites needed to prove to the British that

they could work in harmony and that early inde-

pendence was possible. Second, the UMNO—the

leading power in the coalition then as well as now

—

felt that politics pursued by individual parties open
to all ethnic groups would result in direct ethnic

confrontation and conflict. UMNO wanted to dem-
onstrate that Alliance-style politics was preferable

to the multiracial party path advocated by the In-

dependence of Malaya Party in 1951. UMNO and
MCA leaders also agreed—for the first few years

after independence, at least—that Malays would ex-

ercise political power while the Chinese would con-
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Meanwhile, a vigorous Orthodox community was
founded in Japan by a Russian Orthodox priest,

Ivan Kasatkin (later known as Bishop Nikolai,

1 836-1 9 12), in one of the most remarkable chapters
in the history of Orthodox mission work.

All Christian groups had their vicissitudes from
the Meiji era through World War II. Protestants
developed their mission schools and pioneered in

education for women. Both Catholic and Protestant
medical and social welfare institutions attracted

widespread admiration among the Japanese public.

Buddhist and Shinto groups felt the competition,
and amid widespread talk that Japan might become
a “Christian country,” critics asserted that Chris-

tians were disloyal to the empire and its traditional

values. Yet Christians’ concern for the disadvan-
taged of Japanese society, as well as for its leaders,

was manifest in the work of the Roman Catholic
priest Iwashita Soichi (1888-1940) and the Prot-

estant pastor Kagawa Toyohiko (1888-1960).
In the 1930s, as Japan’s foreign conquests moved

the nation toward increasing tensions with the

United States, Great Britain, and France—from
which countries most Christian missionaries to Ja-
pan had come—the Japanese government took steps

to keep Christian groups under surveillance and con-
trol. The Religious Bodies Law (1939) sought to

eliminate foreign influence over Japanese religious

groups. After the Allies entered the war against Ja-
pan (1941), Japanese Christians suffered alongside
their compatriots through wartime privations and
devastating bombing raids.

The American military occupation of Japan
(1945-1952) unleashed a torrent of reforms on Ja-
pan, with substantial consequences for the country’s

slowly reviving Christian communities. Occupation
measures to further freedom of religion became em-
bodied in the nation’s new constitution (1947); this

led to a “religions boom” lasting several years, dur-

ing which older Protestant, Catholic, and Orthodox
groups increased their numbers, while newly intro-

duced conservative Protestant groups thrived. The
nation’s educational system and social welfare prac-

tices were thoroughly revamped by the Occupation,
and in the process Christian schools and social work
agencies greatly expanded. Cooperative ties between
Japanese and foreign mission agencies were reestab-

lished, and joint programs for mass evangelism and
for founding new churches were started.

By the time Japan’s sovereignty was restored in

the Peace Treaty of San Francisco (1951), the nu-

merical gains of the Christian communities in Japan
had become more modest, and altogether their total

had not exceeded 1 percent of the population. Yet

developments within the Christian groups were im-

pressive. New translations of the Bible and creative

theological works by Japanese Christians were

highly successful. The Catholic novelist Endo Shu-

saku (b. 1923) was widely read both at home and

abroad. Ideological conflicts within Protestant

groups sometimes led to polarization. The visit of

Pope John Paul II to Japan (1981) brought encour-

agement to all Christians, who felt that their com-
munities, despite difficulties and setbacks, would re-

main a significant influence on their nation’s future.

[See also Kirishitan; Xavier, Francis; Valignano,

Alessandro; Nikolai; Niijima Jo; Uemura Masahisa;

and Uchimura Kanzo.]

C. R. Boxer, The Christian Century in Japan (1951).

Richard H. Drummond, A History of Christianity in Ja-

pan. (1971). Joseph Jennes, A History of the Catholic

Church in Japan , 1549-1873 (1973). James M. Phillips,

From the Rising of the Sun: Christians and Society in

Contemporary Japan (1981). Stuart D. B. Picken, Chris-

tianity and Japan: Meeting
, Conflict, Hope (1983). Joseph

L. Van Hecken, The Catholic Church in Japan Since 1859

(1963). James M. Phillips

CHRISTIANITY IN KOREA

Christianity, which boasts a total community of

about 10 million (25 percent of the population) and

more than 25,700 churches, has become the strong-

est and most visible of all of South Korea’s religions;

in North Korea, however, it has been proscribed

since the division of the peninsula in 1 945. Although

the practice of Christianity was legally forbidden

throughout the nation until the 1890s, Catholics

established a permanent presence in 1784, while sig-

nificant Protestant activity began in 1883.

There is no verifiable evidence of Nestorians

reaching Korea from China during the Tang (618—

907) or Mongol Yuan (1279—1368) period. The first

Christian on the peninsula was probably Gregorio

de Cespedes, a Jesuit chaplain who arrived with in-

vading Japanese troops (1592). [See Hideyoshi’s In-

vasion of Korea.) In the early seventeenth century,

writings of another Jesuit, Matteo Ricci, filtered

across the border from China, but it was only when
a Korean scholar, Yi Sung-hun, was converted in

Beijing and returned in 1784 to organize a group of

Catholics, that Christianity took permanent root.

The first foreign missionary was a Chinese priest.

James Chu, sent to legitimize the church in 1789;

he was beheaded in 1801. With the arrival of the

first European priests, beginning with Pierre Mau-
bant in 1835, other persecutions followed, notably
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those of 1839 and 1846. Many were martyred, and

in the final persecution (1866) more than two thou-

sand Catholics were killed. Nevertheless, when Ko-

rea began to open to the West in 1882 there were

still perhaps seventeen thousand Korean Catholics.

A Catholic seminary was established in 1885.

Protestants entered as early as 1832, when Karl

Gutzlaff, a German pietist, made an exploratory

visit. An attempt in 1865 and 1866 by Welsh Con-

gregationalist R. J. Thomas ended wtih his martyr-

dom. As with Catholicism, permanent Protestant

work began with a Korean, So Sang-yun, who was

converted by Scottish missionaries in Manchuria

and returned to gather a group of believers in his

home village in 1883, a year before the arrival of

the first resident Protestant missionary, the Ameri-

can Presbyterian Horace N. Allen. In 1885 two cler-

gymen joined him, Horace G. Underwood (Pres-

byterian), and Henry G. Appenzeller (Methodist).

[See also Allen, Horace Newton.]

Although public evangelism was forbidden, when

Allen’s medical skill saved the life of a royal prince

he was granted permission to open a hospital in

1 885, the first legally permitted Christian institution

in Korea. Appenzeller organized the first Christian

academy, Paejae, in 1886. An even more dramatic

breakthrough was the founding the next year of

Korea’s first school for girls, Ewha Academy. In

1887 Underwood organized the first Protestant

church. All this activity, however, was in the capital,

Seoul. Not until 1893 was the interior outside the

treaty ports penetrated for open missionary resi-

dence by Samuel A. Moffett. Massive church growth

began in the northeast, reaching a climax in the

nationwide Korean Revival of 1907 to 1908. Prot-

estant membership leaped from a few hundred in

1890 to fifty thousand in 1905, and to more than

two hundred thousand in 1909.

The Japanese annexation (1910—1945) slowed

but did not stop the growth of Christianity. A series

of confrontations between Christians and the oc-

cupying authorities—the Conspiracy I rial (191 2

—

1913), the defense of the right to teach religion in

Christian schools (1915-1919), the 1919 Indepen-

dence Movement, in which Christians played a lead-

ing role, and the bitter controversy over imperial

shrine worship (1936-1945)—rather than dimin-

ishing Christian influence, increased its recognition

nationally as a champion of Korean identity. At the

same time Korea’s traditional religions, Confucian-

ism and Buddhism, were discredited by many as

powerless in national crises. The nation’s ancient

shamanistic religious base, although still pervasive,

saw its credibility eroded by Christian contributions

to Korea’s modernization, especially in education

and medicine.

It was largely the ability of Christians to plant

and organize their own institutions with effective

Korean leadership in churches, schools, hospitals,

and the YMCA and YWCA that kept Christianity

from collapse in this troubled period. Protestants,

especially Presbyterians, developed a successful mis-

sion strategy (the Nevius Plan) that stressed the au-

tonomy of the church under self-governing, self-sup-

porting, and self-propagating Korean direction. In

1901 they founded the first Korean Protestant theo-

logical seminary, in P’yongyang. In 1907 the Pres-

byterian Church in Korea was given its indepen-

dence from the missions. Methodists followed suit

in 1930, electing their first Korean bishop, Ryang

Ju-sam. Roman Catholics convened their first na-

tional synod in 1931 and consecrated the first Ko-

rean Catholic bishop, Paul Ro, in 1942.

At the outbreak of World War II it was estimated

that there were perhaps between 500,000 and

700,000 Protestant Christians and 150,000 Roman
Catholics. During the war years, however, church

membership fell sharply.

Postwar recovery brought another explosion of

Christian expansion that was only temporarily bro-

ken off almost at the outset by the trauma of the

division of the country and the Korean War (1950—

1953). Before the war almost two-thirds of Korea’s

Christians had been in the north, but persecution

soon wiped out organized Christianity in the Dem-

ocratic People’s Republic, and thousands fled south.

In South Korea Christianity has become the most

active, effective, and perhaps largest organized re-

ligious force in the republic. Government satisfies

reported that in 1982 the size of the Christian com-

munity was about 25 percent of the population of

39 million (1981), or 10 million. The various

churches claim a more modest membership, totaling

7.7 million Protestants and 1.6 million Catholics.

The remaining half million probably have no direct

church connection or belong to one of the many

fringe cults such as the Unification Church of Sun-

myong Moon. Growth has also been marred by

sharp denominational divisions. The largest group-

ings are Presbyterian (more than 4 million in some

thirty denominations), Roman Catholics (1.5 mil-

lion), Methodists (885,000 in four denominations),

Pentecostals (500,000 in seven denominations), and

the Korean Evangelical Church, or OMS (470,000

in three denominations).

However uncertain the numbers may be, there is
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no question of the strength and influence of Korean
Christianity. It has become a force in Korean politics

for democratic freedoms both within the govern-
ment and in opposition parties. The first two pres-

idents of the Republic were Christian, Syngman
Rhee (Methodist) and Yun Po-sun (Presbyterian).

Christians are increasingly middle class and well ed-
ucated. Three of the five most prestigious universi-

ties are Christian. Christianity has helped to raise

the status of women, to improve agricultural meth-
ods, and to introduce new standards of care for the
poor and the sick. It is a significant presence in the
arts and in the army. Most important for the future
of Christianity in Korea, its membership has been
growing at a rate of four times that of the population
as a whole.

Allen D. Clark, A History of the Church in Korea
(1971). J. Chang-mun Kim and J.Jae-sun Chung, Catholic
Korea Yesterday and Today (1964).

Samuel Hugh Moeff.it

CHU, one of the Warring States of ancient China.
Chu was the largest of the contending states that

emerged in the seventh century bce as the central

authority of the Zhou dynasty disintegrated. Lo-
cated in the central Yangtze region, Chu lay to the
south of, and was culturally distinct from, the older
states of the North China Plain. In the middle of
the seventh century bce the power of Chu inspired
the other states to form a defensive league against
the southern menace. In 334 bce Chu absorbed the
territory of Yue to the east and in 249 the tiny state

of Lu. Chu expanded its territory until 223 bce,
when it succumbed to Qin in the first imperial uni-

fication of China. Edward L. Farmer

CHUANG-TZU. See Zhuangzi.

CHU HSI. See Zhu Xi.

CHULALONGKORN (Rama V), king of Siam
(1868-1910), struggled to maintain Siam’s inde-

pendence in the face of Western colonialism and laid

the foundations of modern Thailand.

Chulalongkorn was born 21 September 1853, the

first son of King Mongkut by his half-sister and
queen Thepsirin. He received the traditional princely

education in the palace, to which was added some
instruction by the Canadian governess Anna Leo-
nowens. In his early teens he worked closely with

his father and, because of both his birth status and
experience, was an obvious choice to succeed to the
throne on Mongkut’s death on 1 October 1868. As
the prince was only fifteen, he was placed under the
regency of Somdet Chaophraya Sisuriyawong
(Chuang), the most powerful official and leading
member of the progressive Bunnag family.

During the regency period, Chulalongkorn con-
tinued his studies and traveled abroad to modern
European colonies, visiting Singapore, Java, Burma,
and India from 1871 to 1873. Approaching his ma-
jority and coronation as king in his own right in

November 1873, Chulalongkorn felt politically vul-

nerable. Measuring his state by Western standards,
he considered Siam corrupt, inefficient, and back-
ward; practical power was in the hands of those
either opposed to change or, like the Bunnags, with
vested interests in the existing scheme of things. He
looked to his younger brothers and the handful of
Western-educated young men in the kingdom for

support and began reforms. He announced the grad-
ual abolition of slavery and moved to curb judicial

and fiscal corruption. In 1874—1875 he provoked a

confrontation with the old order that came close to
costing him his throne and forced a slowing of the
pace of reform for the next decade.

Only as the older generation of ministers died or
retired in the mid- 1880s could the king finally seize
full power and implement the reforms that he con-
sidered vital for the kingdom to survive the threats
and demands of France and Britain. He began the
creation of a modern army, overhauled the revenue
system, reorganized the provincial administration
and extended the capital’s control in outlying re-

gions, began a modern education system, and re-

formed the bureaucracy. In most of these efforts he
relied upon the best-educated young men he could
find—men like the princes Damrong Rajanubhab
and Devawongse Varopakar, who happened to be
his brothers. Chulalongkorn’s efforts could not fore-

stall the loss of Laos and western Cambodia (now
Kampuchea) to France or of Kelantan, Trengganu,
Kedah, or Perlis to Britain. But with improving
transportation facilities (e.g., modern railways)

available to international trade, Western-style law
codes and administration in place, and a growing
reputation for progressive aspirations, Siam gained
sufficient Western goodwill, or at least grudging ac-

quiescence, to be allowed to retain its independence.
Chulalongkorn himself assisted in the diplomatic
effort, paying personal visits to Europe in 1897 and
1 907, where he was greeted as an equal by monarchs
and heads of state.
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the Dummer Academy. Yu thus became the first

known Korean student in America. After a visit to

several European countries in 1885, Yu returned
home but was immediately put under house arrest

because of his association with the leader of the
December 1884 emeute.

During his seven years of detention, Yu wrote
many poems and manuscripts on political, social,

and economic reform, notably Soyu kyomnun (Ob-
servations on the West), a book apparently modeled
after the Japanese advocate of modernization Fu-
kuzawa Yukichi’s Seiyd jijo (Conditions in the
West). "Yu’s work treated the questions regarding
reform and modernization that had been raised by
the Independence Party and the Independence Club.
When published in 1895, his book became a popular
text for reformist thinkers in Korea.

In the Japanese-sponsored reform governments of
1894 to 1895 Yu served as chief cabinet secretary
and home minister. With the accession to power of
a Russian-sponsored cabinet in early 1896, Yu fled

to Japan, where he remained until 1907. When he
returned to Korea, he spent much of his time or-

ganizing various “enlightenment” groups and run-

ning a progressive school, as well as in writing on
various topics of reform. After its annexation of
Korea in 1910, Japan offered him a title of nobility,

which he declined. Yu’s career substantially parallels

those of other Korean reformers who aligned them-
selves with Japan for bringing modern progress into

their country.

[See also Pak Yong-hyo; 1884 Coup d’Etat; and
Independence Party and Club.]

Ki-baik Lee, A New History of Korea, translated by
Edward W. Wagner (1984). V,pan Chandra

YUN CH I-HO (1865-1945), Korean aristocrat,

reformer, and Christian leader. Yun was sent to Ja-
pan for special training in international languages
and returned in 1883 as interpreter for the first

American minister to Korea, Lucius Foote. After the

uprising of December 1884 he sought safety in

Shanghai, enrolling in the Anglo-Chinese College,

where in 1887 he became a Christian, the first Ko-
rean Methodist, and the first Korean nobleman to

become a Protestant.

That same year Yun went to America, where he
became an eloquent student champion of foreign

missions at Emory College and in the theological

course at Vanderbilt University. He returned to

China in 1893 and two years later returned to Korea
with his Chinese bride. High family connections and

remarkable linguistic ability (he spoke Korean,
Chinese, Japanese, English, and French) won him
advancement at court as vice-minister of education
and Korean representative to the coronation of Tsar

Nicholas II of Russia and the jubilee celebrations of

Queen Victoria of England. His most important po-

sition was as vice-minister of the king’s powerful
Advisory Council.

In 1896, however, his international experience

and ethical convictions led him to risk his career and
join the young reformers Philip Jaisohn (So Chae-
p’il) and Syngman Rhee (Yi Sung-man) in founding
the Independence Club. As president of the club Yi

led mass meetings in Seoul in 1898 that wrung from
a reluctant officialdom rights of free speech and as-

sembly and certain democratic limitations on royal

power . He also edited two early Korean newspapers,
one of which, The Independent, was bilingual. The
official reaction to Yun’s activities was swift; he was
abruptly sent north as a district magistrate, and the

Independence Club collapsed. Yun returned to Seoul
in 1904 and served until 1905 as vice-minister of
foreign affairs, resigning with the stated goal of de-

voting himself to educational work when Japan es-

tablished its protectorate.

Yun founded a successful Anglo-Korean school

in Kaesong (1907) and was one of two Korean del-

egates to the World Missionary Conference in Edin-

burgh (1910). In 1911 he was arrested for alleged

conspiracy and sentenced to six years’ imprison-
ment, but was then pardoned in 1 9 1 3, at which time

he accepted the title of baron that the Japanese had
conferred on his father. Yun became general-

secretary of the YMCA (1915-1920) and during

World War II was president of what is now Yonsei
University.

[See also Independence Party and Club and Korea,

Japanese Government-General of.]

Donald N. Clark, “Yun Ch’i-Ho (1864-1945): Portrait

of a Korean Intellectual in an Era of Transition,” in Oc-
casional Papers on Korea, no. 4, edited by James B. Palais

and M. D. Lang (1975). Yun Ch’i-ho, Yun Ch'i Ho llgi,

5 vols. (1975), contains an English translation of Yun
Ch i-ho s diaries. Samuel Hugh Moffett

YUNG WING. See Rong Hong.

YUNNAN, province in southwest China with a

population of 32,553,817 (1982 census) in an area

of 380,000 square kilometers. Only loosely incor-

porated into the Chinese empire during the Han
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Yamnglichi and Hagi served alternately as its cap-
itals. The domain was founded during the Ashikaga
era by the Ouchi family but was taken over by Mori
Motonari in 1555. The loss of other Mori holdings
after the Battle of Sekigahara in 1600 left Choshu
with an unusually large number of samurai relative

to its productive land. Although more rigorous land
surveys and increases in productivity brought the
actual yield of the ban (domain) to more than
700,000 koku , this small domain of 600,000 per-
sons was still hard-pressed to provide for its I 1,000
families of samurai. I he government therefore en-
couraged silk production, salt farming, and craft
manufactures among peasants and then taxed these
activities to increase revenue.

To cope with growing indebtedness Choshu cre-
ated an agency of debt management, the buiki-
kyoku

, whose strategy was to maximize fiscal le-

verage by saving and borrowing simultaneously.
H<m reforms in the Horeki ( 1 75 1-1 764) and Temp6
(1830-1844) periods helped curb spending. Choshu
was known for the high educational standards main-
tained at its academy, the Meirinkan. It was known
as well for its flexible system of clique politics. Cho-
shu reformers such as Sufu Masanosuke, Kido Koin,
\ oshida Shoin, ltd Hirobuini, and Yamagata Ari-
tomo were prominent in the political movements of
the 1860s that led to the Meiji Restoration. Kido,
Ito, and others assumed high posts in the Meiji gov-
ernment after 1868. They persuaded the daimyo
Mori Takachika to take the lead in returning do-
manial land registers to the emperor in 1869. Cho-
shu became Yamaguchi Prefecture in 1871.

[See also Mori; Ito Hirobumi; Yamagata Ari-
tomo; and Yoshida Shoin.

J

Thomas M. Huber

CHOSON DYNASTY. See Yi Dynasty.

CHOU TUN-I. See Zhou Dunyi.

CHOWDHURY, ABU SAYEED (1921-1987),
president of Bangladesh (January 1972-December
1973). Before becoming president, Chowdhury
served as a justice of the East Pakistan High Court
and vice chancellor of Dhaka University. In March
1971 he was attending a meeting of the United Na-
tions Commission on Human Rights in Geneva
when the Bangladesh civil war began; thereupon he
began to serve as an unofficial roving ambassador

of the Bangladesh government-in-exile. He served
briefly as the foreign minister of Bangladesh in 1975.

[See also Bangladesh.)

Craig Baxter

CHRISTIAN GENERAL. 5ee Feng Yuxiang.

CHRISTIANITY

AN OVERVIEW
Christianity began in Asia, but of all the great

continents, Asia today is statistically the least Chris-
tian. In a world where one in every three people
professes to be Christian, Asia’s population of 2 75
billion (excluding the USSR) is only 5 percent Chris-
tian. Comparable estimates for other Asian religious
groups are 23 percent Hindu, 18 percent Muslim
and 10 percent Buddhist; 20 percent claim to be
nonreligious, principally in China. To understand
the reasons for the numerical weakness of Chris-
tianity on its home continent one must turn first to
history.

I he Christian faith spread eastward across Asia
as quickly as it moved west into Europe, but with
one significant difference: in the West it converted
and transformed the culture of a whole continent.
In non-Roman Asia, not once in its first sixteen cen-
turies did Christianity manage to achieve majority
influence in any enduring national power center.
A history of Asian Christianity may be charac-

terized in terms of alternating periods of expansion
and decline: (1) early advance (50-650); (2) reces-
sion: the rise of Islam and the fall of the Tang dy-
nasty in China (650-1000); (3) revival under the
Mongols (1000-1370); (4) years of devastation
(1370-1500); (5) the Catholic centuries (1500-
1700); (6) controversy and decline (1700-1792); (7)
Protestant beginnings and the rise of the Asian
churches (1792-).

In its period of earliest expansion Asian Chris-
tianity was impressively successful in geographical
extension, but less so in penetration of major cul-

tures. Before the end of the first century, Thomas,
the apostle to Asia,” had reached India, according

to an ancient and fairly reliable tradition. [See
1 homas.) About the same time the new faith broke
across the Roman border into eastern Syria and Per-

sian Mesopotamia. By the end of the second century
the border principality of Edessa (Osrhoene) was
largely Christian, and one of its kings, Abgar IX (r.

179—214), may well have been the world’s first ruler

of a Christian state. Around the year 300 Armenia
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officially adopted the Christian faith but ecclesias-

tically became more Western than Asian.

The church in Persia, however, was strong enough

by the early fifth century to organize itself into a

national church independent of the Western patri-

archs. It called itself the Church of the East but is

better known by its later name, the Nestorian

church. In the remarkable missionary advance

across Asia that followed, Nestorians carried the

faith from the Red Sea to the heart of China. Three

Arab Christian kingdoms emerged and some of the

tribes of Central Asia began to convert to the

Christian faith. Persian missionaries reached

Chang’an, the Tang capital of China, as early as

635. But it was only in the fringe kingdoms at the

edges of imperial power that decisive numbers be-

came Christian. The key cultural and political cen-

ters, Persia, China, and India, were often hostile, at

best tolerant. The first six centuries were thus years

of steady but limited success.

By contrast, the next 350 years brought sharp

setbacks. The first blow to the church was the rise

of Islam. When the Arabs destroyed Persia and

rolled Byzantine Rome back into Europe they

quenched the flickering hope that the Nestorians

might do for Asia what Catholic and Orthodox

Christianity was accomplishing in the West: the con-

version of a continent. Islam did not destroy Chris-

tianity, however, it simply encapsulated it, adapting

from the defeated Persians a form of religious mi-

nority control called the millet (or dhimmi) system.

Christians were offered no heroic choice of death

or apostasy, only the eroding humiliations of iso-

lation, second-class citizenship, double taxation,

and harsh social discrimination. The best that can

be said of the ghettos thus created is that they al-

lowed the Nestorians to survive for centuries and to

serve as conduits of Greek learning through the Ar-

abs to Europe.

' Beyond the limits of Arab conquest Christian

growth was less restricted. The Nestorians were able

to maintain intermittent contact with the Thomas

Christians of South India, and the Persian mission

to China flourished for two more centuries. Then

suddenly it disappeared. The fall of the Tang dy-

nasty in 907 was probably the major cause. The

church had become too dependent upon imperial

favor. But it had already been weakened by a spate

of antireligious persecutions in the mid-ninth cen-

tury, and more fundamentally by its failure to take

root among the Chinese. In fact, Nestorianism in

China seems to have remained a religion for Persian

priests and tribal groups.

By the year 1000 Christianity appeared to be a

receding wave in Asia. It persisted only in isolated

pockets in the Arab caliphates, South India, and

Central Asia. At this low point a Christian resur-

gence appeared in the wild heartlands of Asia among

the Mongol and Turkic nomads. A chieftain of the

Kereits was converted by Nestorian missionaries

and was baptized with many of his people. When
the Kereits were later drawn into the emerging

Mongol confederation they became the unexpected

avenue of Christian penetration into a new Asiatic

center of power. Genghis Khan married his fourth

son, Tolui, to a Nestorian Kereit princess. She be-

came the mother of three sons, all of whom even-

tually ruled major divisions of the Mongol empire:

Mongke, the third Great Khan (1251-1259); Hu-

legu, the ilkhan of Islamic Persia (1261-1265); and

Kublai, most famous of all, who became Grand

Khan (1260) and emperor of China (1280-1294).

|See Hulcgu and Kublai Khan.] None of the brothers

became Christian, but their reigns marked the high

point of the Nestorian church in Asia, and for a

fleeting moment a Mongol monk, the Nestorian pa-

triarch in Baghdad, Yaballaha III (1281—1317),

ruled at least nominally a wider spiritual domain

than did the pope in Rome. In 1287 Arghun, ilkhan

of Persia, confirmed the prestige of the Nestorians

by sending another Mongol monk as his ambassador

to seek alliance with the Christian princes of Europe

against the Muslims. [See Ilkhanid Dynasty.]

Once again, however, the Christian quest for po-

litical security in Asia proved illusory. The West,

disillusioned with crusades, hesitated to be drawn

into another. Arghuri’s son, the ilkhan Ghazan

(1295-1304), repudiated his compatriot the patri-

arch and embraced Islam. Worse yet, before the cen-

tury was out, Timur’s (Tamerlane’s) wars of anni-

hilation (1363-1405) displaced the more tolerant

Mongols with a Muslim Turkic fanaticism that dev-

astated Central and Inner Asia as far south as Delhi.

Few Christians were left alive and Nestorianism

never recovered from the breakup of Mongol power.

[See also Timur.]

It was also in the Mongol period that Roman

Catholicism first reached Asia. Between 1245 and

1346 ten Catholic missions were sent to the Mongol

khans. The most successful was that of the Francis-

can Giovanni da Montecorvino, who reached Bei-

jing in 1294, built two churches there, and was made

archbishop with the authority of a patriarch. [See

Giovanni da Montecorvino.] Like the Nestorians,

however, China’s first Catholics vanished with the

collapse of the Mongols in 1368.
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Lac Long Quan
Lac Viet

Ladakh
Lahore
Laksamana
Lakshmi Devi

Lamaism
Lambert, George Robert

Lamphun
Lam Son Uprising

Land Tenure and Reform: Land

Reform in Modern China

Land Tenure and Reform:

Land Tenure, Revenue, and

Reform in South Asia

Land Tenure and Reform:

Land Tenure, Revenue, and

Reform in Southeast Asia

Langkasuka
Languages and Literatures

Lanka Sama Samaja Party

Lan Na
Lan Sang
Lansing-lshii Agreement
Lanzhou
Lao
Lao Issara

Laos
Laotian Question, Geneva

Conference on

Laozi

Laurel, Jose P.

Laurel-Langley Trade Agreement

Law: Judicial and Legal Systems

of India

Law: Law in China

Law: Law in Southeast Asia

Lawrence, Henry
Lawrence, John
Ledi Sayadaw
Le Duan
Le Due Tho
Le Dynasties

Lee Kuan Yew
Legalism

Legazpi, Miguel Lopez de

Legge, James
Le Hoan
Le Lai

Le Loi

Lepcha

Le Thanh Tong
Letwethondara

Le Van Duyet

Le Van Khoi Rebellion

Lhasa

Liang Qichao
Liang Shuming
Liao Dynasty

Liao Mosha
Liaoning

Liaqat Ali Khan
Li Bai

Licchavi Dynasty

Li Dazhao
Liezi

Liga Filipina

Light, Francis

Li Hongzhang
Lijia System

Li Lisan

Lim Boon Keng
Limbu
Lin Biao

Lingayats

Lingga

Linschoten, J. H. van

Lin Yutang
Lin Zexu
Li Si

Literacy: Literacy in China

Literacy: Literacy in Southeast

Asia

Literati Purges

Liu Bang
Liu Bei

Liu Shaoqi

Li Xiannian

Li Yuanhong
Li Zhi

Li Zicheng

Li Zongren
Locust Rebellion

Lodi Dynasty

Loess

Lo-lang and Other Chinese

Commanderies
Lombok
Long March
Longmen
Longshan Culture

Lon Nol
Lopburi

Lop Nur
Lo Thai
Lovek
Low, Hugh
Lower Burma

Luang Phrabang
Lu Buwei
Lucknow
Lu Dingyi

Lumbini
Lunyu
Luoyang
Lutyens, Edward
Lu Xiangshan
Lu Xun
Ly Bon
Ly Cong Uan
Ly Dynasty
Ly Phat Ma
Ly Phat Tu
Ly Thoung Kiet

M
Macao
Macapagal, Diosdado
MacArthur, Douglas
Macaulay, T. B.

Mac Dang Dung
Mac Dynasty
Mahabandula
Madhya Pradesh

Madiun
Madras
Madrasa
Ma Duanlin

Madura
Madurai
Maeda
Magadha
Magars
Magatama
Magellan, Ferdinand

Magsaysay, Ramon
Mahabalipuram
Mahabandula
Mahabharata
Mahadhammayazadipathi
Maha-Meghavahana Dynasty

Maharashtra
Mahasena
Mahathammaracha 1

Mahathammaracha II

Mahathammaracha III

Mahathammaracha IV

Maha Thi-ha Thu-ra

Mahatthai
Mahavamsa
Mahdi
Mahendra
Mahinda
Mahmud II

Mahmud III

Mahmud of Ghazna
Ma Huan
Maine, Henry
Maitland, Thomas
Majapahit

Majlisi, Muhammad Baqir

Makassar
Makran
Malabari, B. M.
Malamati
Malaviya, Madhan Mohan
Malaya, Federation of

Malayan Chinese Association

Malayan Communist Party

Malayan Indian Congress

Malayan People’s Anti-Japanese

Army

Malayan Union
Malay Nationalist Party

Malays
Malaysia

Malcolm, John
Maldives
Malik, Adam
Maliki

Malkom Khan
Malla
Malolos Congress

Maluku
Malwa
Mamluks
Manchu Language
Manchuria
Manchurian Incident

Manchus
Mandalay
Mandokoro
Mandu
Mangelun Convention

Mangkubumi
Mangkunagaran
Mangrai
Mani
Manichaeism
Manila
Manila Bay, Battle of

Manila Galleon

Manipur
Manopakorn Nitithada, Phraya

Mansabdari System

Man Singh

Mansur Syah

Manucci, Niccola

Manyoshu
Mao Dun
Mao Zedong
Mappilas
Marathas
March First Independence

Movement
March Incident

Marcos, Ferdinand E.

Marhaen
Maritime Customs Service

Marshall, George C.

Martin, William Alexander

Parsons

Marwar
Marwaris
Marxism and Socialism:

Marxism and Socialism in

Southeast Asia

Marxism and Socialism:

Marxism in China

Mashhad
Masjumi
Mataram
Mathura
Mat Salleh Rebellion

Matsu
Matsudaira Sadanobu
Matsukata Masayoshi
Matsuo Basho
Matsuo Yosuke
Maududi, Abu’l A’la

Maukhari Dynasty
Mauritius

Maurya Empire
May Fourth Movement
Ma Yinchu
May Seventh Cadre Schools

May Sixteenth Circular
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May Sixteenth Military

Coup d’Etat

May Thirtieth Incident

Mazandaran
Mazdak
McMahon Line

Medan
Medes
Medicine
Megasthenes
Meghalaya
Meiji Restoration

Meireki Fire

Mekong Expedition

Melaka
Menander
Mencius
Merv
Mestizo
Metalwork
Metcalfe, Charles

Mewar
Miki Takeo
Mill, James
Mill, John Stuart

Mimana
Min, Queen
Minami Kikan
Minamoto
Minangkabau
Minaret

Mindanao
Mindon
Mines and Metallurgy

Ming Dynasty
Minh Mang
Mir, Muhammad Taqi

Mir Jafar

Mir Jamla
Mir Qasim
Mishima Yukio
Mithra
Mitra, Rajendralal

Mitsubishi

Mitsui

Mizo
Mizumo Tadakuni
Mleccha
Moellendorff, Paul George von

Mohamed Ali

Momoyama Period

Money: Money in East Asia

Money: Money in Pre-Islamic

India

Money: Money in Southeast

Asia

Money: Money in The Ancient

Near East

Money: Money in the Islamic

World
Mongkut
Mongmao
Mongol Empire
Mongolian Language
Mongolian People’s Republic

Mongol Invasion of Japan
Mongol Invasion of Korea
Mongols
Mongols and Southeast Asia

Mons
Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms

Mori Arinori

Mori
Mori Ogai
Morley-Minto Reforms
Moro

Moro National Liberation Front
Moro Wars
Mosque
Mossadegh, Mohammed
Motoori Norinaga
Mountbatten, Louis
Mudaliyar
Mughal Empire
Muhammad
Muhammad bin Qasim
Muhammadiyah
Mujibur Rahman
Mujtahid
Mukden Incident

Mulla
Muller, Frederick Max
Mulraj, Diwan
Multan
Munda
Munro, Thomas
Muong
Muqanna, al-

Murasaki Shikibu

Muromachi Culture

Murshidabad
Murshid Quli Khan
Music: Music in China
Music: Music in Iran,

Afghanistan, and Central

Asia

Music: Music in South Asia

Music: Music in Southeast Asia

Musso
Mu’tazili

Mutiny
Mutsuhito
Mutsu Munemitsu
Muzaffarid Dynasty
Myoch’ong
Mysore

N
Nabob
Nacionalista Party

Nadars
Nadir
Nadoungmya
Nagai Kafu

Nagaland
Nagarakertagama
Nagarjuna
Nagarjunikonda
Nagas
Nagasaki
Nagashino, Battle of

Nagoya
Nagpur
Nahdatul Ulama
Naicker, E. V. Ramaswami
Naidu, Sarojini

Nairs

Nakae Chomin
Nakama Ton’ya
Nakasone Yasuhiro

Nakhon Si Thammarat
Nalanda
Namban Bunka
Nambokucho
Namboodripad, E. M. S.

Namche Bazaar

Namgyal, Palden Thondup
Nam Tien

Nam Viet

Nanak

Nana Sahib

Nanchang
Nandabayin
Nanjing
Nanning
Naoroji, Dadabhai
Napier, Charles

Naqshbandi
Narai
Narapatisithu

Nara Period

Narathihapade
Narayan, J. P.

Naresuan
Nasir al-Din

Nasution, Abdul Haris

Nats

Natsir, Mohammad
Natsume Soseki

Natya Shastra

Naungdawgyi
Naw Bahar
Naxalites

Nayak
Negri Sembilan

Nehru, Jawaharlal

Nehru, Motilal

Neige
Neo-Confucianism
Neo-Confucianism in Korea
Nepal
Nepalese Art, Architecture, and

Archaeology
Nestorianism

Netherlands East Indies

Neva’i

Newar
New Forth Army Incident

Ne Win, U
New People’s Army
New Religions in Japan
Ngam Muang
Nghe-Tinh Uprising

Ngo Dinh Can
Ngo Dinh Diem
Ngo Dinh Nhu
Ngo Dinh Thuc
Ngo Dynasty
Ngo Quyen
Nguyen Du
Nguyen Dynasty
Nguyen Hoang
Nguyen Kim
Nguyen Lords

Nguyen Thai Hoc
Nguyen Trai

Nian Rebellion

Nichiren

Nicholson, John
Nihonbashi

Nihon Shoki

Niijima Jo
Nijo Castle

Nikitin Afanasi

Nikolai

Nilgiri Hills

Ningxia
Ninomiya Sontoku
Nirvana
Nishapur
Nitobe Inazo

Nizam al-Mulk
Nizami
Nizamuddin Auliya

No
Nogi Mareseuke

Nohonshugi
Nomadism
Nomonhan
Nomura Kichisaburo

Norgay, Tenzing

Norodom
Norodom Sihanouk
Norodon Suramarit

North, Frederic

North East Frontier Agency
Northern Expedition

Northern Liang Kingdom
Northern Qi Dynasty

Northern Wei Dynasty

Northwest Frontier Province

Now Ruz
Nozaka Sanzo

Nu, U
Nuncomar
Nung
Nurhaci
Nuri, Fazl Allah

Nur Jahan

O
Occupation of Japan
Occupation of Korea and the

Korean War
Oc Eo
Ochterloney, David
Oda Nobunaga
Odoric of Pordenone
Ogata Koan
Ogedei
Ogyu Sorai

Ohira Masayoshi
Oi Kentaro

Oirats

Okada Keisuke

Okakura Tenshin
Okinawa
Okubo Toshimichi
Okuma Shigenobu
Okura Kihachiro

Old Persian

Onin War
Onn bin Ja’afar, Dato
Opium
Orang Asli

Orang Laut
Ord, Harry
Ordos Region
Orientalism

Orissa

Orkhon Inscriptions

Osadamegaki Hyakkajo
Osaka
Osaka Campaigns
Osmena, Sergio

Osso
Osugi Sakae

Otsuke Gentaku
Ottama, U
Oudong
Ouyang Xiu
Overseas Chinese

Oxus River

Oyama lawo
Ozaki-Sorge Incident

Ozaki Yukio
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P

Padahlin

Padang
Paderi War
Paekche

Pagan

Pagan Mm
Pahang
Pahang War
Pahlavi

Pahlavi, Ashraf

Pahlavi, Mohammed Reza
Pahlavi, Reza

Painting: Chinese Painting

Painting: Iranian and Central

Asian Painting

Painting: Japanese and Korean
Painting

Painting: South Asian Painting

Pajajaran

Pakhtuns

Pakistan

Paknam Incident

Pakualaman
Pakubuwana
Pak Yonghyo
Pala Dynasty

Palembang
Pallava Dynasty
Pallegoix, Jean-Baptiste

Pamir Range
Panchasila

Panataran

Panchayat

Panchen Lama
Pandit, Vijayalakshmi

Pandya Dynasty
Pangkor Engagement
Panim
Panipat, Battles of

Panjikent

Pan-Malayan Islamic Parry

Panmunjom Peace Talks
P’ansori

Paper

Parakramabahu I

Parakramabahu II

Paramara Dynasty
Pararaton

Parhae

Parian

Paris Peace Conference
Park Chunghee
Parliament of India

Parsis

Partai Komunis Indonesia
Partai Murba
Partai Nasional Indonesia
Partai Sosialis Indonesia
Parthians

Partition

Pasai

Pasargadae

Pasisir

Pataliputra

Patan

Patani

Patel, Sardar

Patenotre Treaty

Paterno, Pedro A.

Pathans

Pathet Lao
Patiala

Patna

Pavie Mission

Peace Prevention Law
Pearl Harbor
Pechenegs

Pedir

Pegu
Peikthano

Pemerintah Revolusioner

Republik Indones

Penang
Peng Dehuai
Peng Zhen
Peninsularand Orient Steamship
Company

People’s Action Party

People’s Communes
People’s Parry of Burma
People’s Party of Thailand

Pepper

Peradeniya

Perak

Percham
Perera, Nanayakarapathinage

Martin

Perlis

Perry, M. C.

Persepolis

Persian Cossack Brigade

Persian Literature

Pescadores

Peshawar
Peshwa
Peta

Phadke, V. B.

Phags-pa

Phahon Phonphayuhasena,
Phyraya

Phalke, Dadasaheb
Pham Hong Thai
Pham Quynh
Pham Van Dong
Phan Boi Chau
Phan Chu Trinh

Phan Dinh Phung
Phan Thanh Gian
Phaulkon, Constantine
Phayao, Kingdom of
Phayre, Arthur
Phetracha

Phetsarath, Prince

Phibunsongkhram, Luang
Philippine-American War
Philippine Commissions
Philippine Independent Church
Philippine Languages
Philippine Revolution
Philippines

Philippines, British Occupation of
Philippines, Commonwealth of
Phnom Penh
Phot Sarasin

Phoui Sanamkone
Phoumi Nosavan
Phrakhlang
Phrakhlang, Chaophraya
Phra Nang Klao
Phra Pathom Chedi
Phra Phutthaloetla Naphalai
Phra Phutthayotfa Chulalok
Phra Pin Klao
Phule, Jotirao Govindrao
Pigneau de Behaine
Pilar, Marcelo H. del

Pillai, Ananda Ranga
Pindaris

Pinyin

Piracy, Malay World

Pires, Tome
Pitt, Thomas
Plassey, Battle of

Poligars

Polo, Marco
Polonnaruwa
Pol Pot

Poona Sarvajanik Sabha
Poonch
Population: Population in Asia

Population: Population in China
Population: Population in Japan
Porbandar
Poros

Port Arthur

Portsmouth, Treaty of

Portuguese in India

Portuguese in Southeast Asia
Portuguese in Sri Lanka
Prajadhipok

Prambanan
Praphas Charusathian
Prarthana Sajam
Prasad, Rajendra
Prasat Thong
Pratiharas

Preah Vihear

Premchand
Priangan

Pridi Phanaomyong
Princely States

Principalia

Prinsep, James
Prithvinarayan Shah
Prithviraj Chauhan
Priyayi

Prohibition of Liquor in India

Prome
Propaganda Movement
Province Wellesley

Provisional Revolutionary
Government of Vietnam

Pune
Punjab
Puranas

Pure Land
Pushyabhuti Dynasty
Pu Songling

Puyo
Pyongyang
Pyu

Q
Qadi
Qajar, Ahmad Shah
Qajar, Muhammad Ali

Qajar Dynasty
Qavam, Ahmad
Qj
Qianlong Emperor
Qi Baishi

Qin Dynasty
Qingdao
Qing Dynasty
Qingtan
Qin Shihuangdi
Qiqihar

Qiu Jin

Qom
Quetta

Queyroz, F. de
Quezon, Manuel L.

Quoc Ngu
Qu Qiubai

Qur’an
Quriltai

Qutb ud-Din Aibak
Qu Yuan

R

Radhaknshnan, Sarvepalli

Radhasoami Satsang
Raffles, Thomas Stamford
Rahmat Ali, Chaudhuri
Rai

Rai, Lala Lajpat

Rai San’yo

Raj

Raja

Rajagopalachari, Chakravarti
Raja Muda
Rajasinha I

Rajasinha II

Rajasthan

Rajput

Rakugo
Ram, Jagjivan

Ramadan
Ramakian
Ramakrishna
Ramanathan, Ponnambalam
Ramannadesa
Ramanuja
Ramasami, E. V.

Ramathibodi I

Ramayana
Ramesuan
Ramkhamhaeng
Rampur
Rana
Ranade, Mahadev Govind
Rangaku
Rangoon
Ranjit Singh

Rann of Kutch
Rashtrakuta Dynasty
Rashtriya Svayamsevak Sangh
Rathors

Ratu Adil

Razadarit

Raziyya

Razmara, Ali

Rebellion in China
Reddy, N. Sanjiva

Red Eyebrows
Red Fort

Red Guards
Red Spears

Red Turbans
Refugees

Regents

Rennyo
Republican Party of India

Responsibilty System
Reuter Concession
Revolutionary Committees
Reyes y Florentino, Isabelo de los

Rezanov, Nikolai Petrovich
Rhee, Syngman
Rhodes, Alexandre de
Riau

Ribeiro, Joao
Ricci, Matteo
Rice Riots

Richardson Incident
Rishi

Risshisha
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Ritsuryo State

Rizal, Jose

Robe-Wrapping Controversy

Robinson, George Frederick

Roe, Thomas
Rohillas

Roju
Rokumeikan
Rolin-Jaequemyns, Gustave

Rome, Relations with Asia

Romulo, Carlos P.

Rong Hong
Root-Takahira Agreement

Roxas, Manuel
Roy, M. N.

Roy, Rammohun
Ruan Yuan
Rudaki
Ruijin

Rulin Waishi

Rupee
Russo-Japanese War
Ryoanji

S

Saadabad Pact

Sabah
Sadhu
Sa’di

Safavi

Safavid Dynasty

Safdar Jang
Saffarid Dynasty

Saga Rebellion

Saicho

Saigon, Treaty of

Saigo Takamori
Saigyo

Sailendra

Saionji, Kimmochi
Saipan

Saka Dynasties

Sakai

Sakai Incident

Sakamoto Ryoma
Sakanoue no Tamuramaro
Sakdal

Sakdi Na
Sakuma Shozan

Sala

Salar Jang I

Salat

Samanid Dynasty

Samar
Samarkand
Sam Fang Kaen
Samkhya
Samskara
Samurai
Sanchi

San Francisco Treaty

Sangha
Sangkum Reastr Niyum
Sanjaya

Sankin Kotai

Sanskrit in Southeast Asia

Santal

Santri

Sanyan
Sarabhai Family

Sarawak
Sarbadarids

Sarekat Islam

Sarit Thanarat

Sarnath

Sarraut, Albert

Sasanid Dynasty
Satavahana Dynasty
Sati

Satingpra

Sato Nobuhiro
Satrap

Satsuma
Satyagraha
SAVAK
Savangvatthana
Savarkar, V. D.

Saw, Queen
Saw, U
Sawah
Saya San
Sayyid Ahmad of Rai Bareilly

Sayyid Dynasty

Schall von Bell, Johann Adam
Schwartz, Christian F.

Sculpture: Chinese Sculpture

Sculpture: Japanese and Korean
Sculpture

Sculpture: Southeast Asian

Sculpture

Seclusion

Secret Societies

Seiyukai

Sekigahara, Battle of

Sekisho

Selangor

Seleucid Dynasty

Seleucus I

Seljuk Dynasty
Semaoen
Sen, Keshub Chandra
Sena Dynasty
Senanayake, Don Stephen

Senanayake, Dudley
Sendai

Senggerinchin

Sengoku
Seni Pramoj, M. R. W.
Sen no Rikyu
Senoi

Seoul

Sepoy
Seppuku
Serendib

Seringapatam

Servants of India Society

Sesshu Toyo
Setthathirat

Seven Sages of the Bamboo
Grove

Shaanxi

Shafi’i

Shahiya Dynasty

Shah Jahan
Shahnama
Shahr-i Sukhta

Shahrukh
Shaibanid Dynasty

Shaikh al-Islam

Shaikhi

Shaivism

Shaka Dynasty

Shamanism
Shamsher, Bir

Shamsher, Chandra

Shandong
Shandong Intervention

Shandong Question

Shanganning
Shang Dynasty

Shanghai

Shanghai Communique
Shanghai Incident

Shang Kexi
Shanhaiguan
Shankara
Shans
Shan State Independence Army
Shantou
Shanxi

Shanyu
Shapur 1

Shapur II

Shari'a

Shari’ati, All

Shastri, Lai Bahadur
Shato Turks
Shen Buhai

Shen Xuanhuai
Shenyang
Sherpa

Sher Shah
Shi’ite

Shiba Kokan
Shibli Nu’mani, Muhammad
Shidehara Kijuro

Shiga Naoya
Shigemitsu Mamoru
Shijiazhuang

Shi Kefa

Shimabara
Shimazu Hisamitsu

Shimazu Nariakira

Shimoda
Shimonoseki, Treaty of

Shimonoseki Bombardment
Shingon
Shinjinkai

Shinran

Shinshu

Shinto

Shiraz

Shivaji

Shoen
Shogun
Shokyu Incident

Shotoku Taishi

Showa Period

Shoya
Shuddhi

Shudra
Shugo
Shuja ud-Daulah

Shunga Dynasty

Shuster, William Morgan
Shwedagon Pagoda
Siang Khwang
Siberia

Sichuan

Sidotti, Giovanni Battista

Siebold, Philip Franz von

Siem Reap
Sigiriya

Sijo

Sikhism

Sikkim

Silang, Diego

Silk Route
Silla

Sima Guang
Sima Qian
Simla

Simon Commission
Sin Ch’aeho
Sind

Sindhia

Singapore

Singh, Bhagat

Singh, K. I.

Singh, Sant Fateh

Singh, Tara
Singosari

Singu, King of Burma
Sinhala

Si Nhiep
Sino-Japanese War of 1894-1895

Sino-Japanese War of 1937-1945

Sino-Tibetan Languages
Sinyetha Parry

Siraj ud-Daulah
Sirhak

Sirhindhi, Ahmad
Siribunyasan

Sisavangvong

Sisodai Dynasty

Sisowath

Sisowath Monivong
Sistan

Sisuriyawong

Six Dynasties

Sixteen Kingdoms
Sjafruddin Prawiranegara

Sjahrir, Sutan

Slavery and Serfdom: Slavery in

China
Slavery and Serfdom: Slavery and

Serfdom in South Asia

Slavery and Serfdom: Slavery and

Serfdom in Southeast Asia

Smedley, Agnes
Sneevliet, Hendricus

Snouck, Hurgronje C.

Snow, Edgar

Socialist Republic of the Union
of Burma

Soe, Thakin
Soedirman
Soga

Sogdian

Sogdiana
Soisisamut

Solo

Somnath
Song Dynasty

Song Qingling

Song Tham
Son Ngoc Thanh
Son Pyonghiu

Soong, T. V.

Soong Mei-ling

Soulbury Commission
Souphanouvong
South Asia

Southeast Asia

Southeast Asia Treaty

Organization

Southern and Northern

Dynasties

South Persia Rifles

Souvannaphouma
Sowon
Spain and the Philippines

Speelman, Cornelius Janszoon

Spice Trade
Spiritual Pollution

Spratly Islands

Spring and Autumn Period

Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka Freedom Party

Srinagar

Srivijaya

Stilwell, Joseph W.
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Strachey, John
Strachey, Richard

Straits Settlements

Strong, Anna Louise

Stuart, J. Leighton

Stupa

Subandrio
Subukrigin, Abu Mansur

Su Dongpo
Suez Canal

Sufi

Sugar

Sugawara no Michizane

Sugita Gempaku
Suharto
Suhrawardy, Husain Shahid

Sui Dynasty

Suika Shinto

Sukarno
Sukhothai, Kingdom of

Sukiman Wirjosandjojo

Sulu

Sumatra
Sumitomo
Sumo
Sumulong, Juan

Sunni

Sun Quan
Sunthon Phu

Sun Yat-sen

Supayalat, Queen
Surabaya

Surat

Suri Dynasty
Surinyavongsa

Suriya Mai Campaign
Suraj Mai
Surman’s Embassy
Suryavarman I

Suryavarman II

Suvarnabhumi
Suzhou
Suzuki Daisetsu

Suzuki Kantaro

Swabasha Campaign
Swadeshi

Swantantra Party

Swat
Swettenham, Frank

Syahbandar

Sykes, Percy

Sylhet

Symes, Michael

Syriam

T
Tabaristan

Tabataba’i, Mohammed
Tabin Shwei Hti

Tabligh Movement
Tabriz

Taewon-gun
Taft, William Howard
Taft-Katsura Agreement
Tagalog
Tagore, Debendranath
Tagore, Dwarkanath
Tagore, Rabindranath
Tahirid Dynasty
Taiheiki

Taika Reform
Tainan
Taipei

Tai Peoples

Taiping Rebellion

Taira Kiyomori

Taisho Political Change

Taiwan
Taiyuan
Taizhou School

Tajikistan

Taj Mahal
Takahashi Korekiyo

Takamagahara
Takano Choei

Takeda Shingen

Takizawa Bakin

Taklamakan
Taksin

Talauva, Pilima

Taleghani, Mahmud
Taluqdars

Tamang
Taman Siswa

Tambralinga

Tamil Nadu
Tamils in Sri Lanka

Tanaka Giichi

Tanaka Kakuei

Tan Cheng Lock
Tanegashima

Tang Dynasty

Tangshan
Tan’gun
Tanguts
Tamzaki Junichiro

Tanjore

Tan Malaka
Tan Sitong

Tantra

Tanuma Okitsugu

Tan Vien Mountain
Tarai

Taraki, Noor Mohammed
Tarim Basin

Taruc, Luis

Tashkent
Tashkent Agreement

Tata Family

Tatars

Taxila

Tay Do Citadel

Tay Son Rebellion

Tea Ceremony
Tea in India and Sri

Lanka
Tehran Conference

Telangana Movement
Temenggong
Temmu
Templer, Gerald

Tempo Reforms
Tempyo Era

Tenasserim

Tendai

Ten Kingdoms
Tennent, J. E.

Tepe Hissar

Tepe Yahya
Terauchi Masataka
Tet Offensive

Teuku Umar
Thadominbya
Thagi

Thailand
Thammayut
Thaneswar
Thanom Kittikachorn

Than Tun, Thakin
Thapa, Bhim Sen

Tharrawaddy
That Luang
Thaton
That Phanom
Thibaw
Thieu Tri

Thiphakorawong,
Chaophraya

Thirty Comrades
Thomas
Three Feudatories Rebellion

Three Hans
Three Kingdoms
Three Later Kingdoms
Thuc Dynasty
Thunberg, Carl Peter

Tianjin

Tibet

Tich Quang
Tian Shan Range
Tilak, B. G.
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GLOBALIZATION OF THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION: REPORT
FROM PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

Samuel Hugh Moffett

Even at its beginnings in 1812 when the seminary separated

from the college to concentrate on education for Christian minis-

try, a global thrust was built into Princeton’s structure. Those

were the days when America was sending its first missionaries

overseas, and the General Assembly of 1811 insisted in its Semi-

nary Plan that the new school be more than a theological training

school. It must also be "a nursery for missionaries.”

Princeton has been globally oriented ever since. Historically,

three strands of tradition have become interwoven into its theolog-

ical world view: first the missionary strand, then the international,

and finally the ecumenical.

A recent Academic Dean here observed, "Globalization, is not

an exercise machine on which we work out. It is part of our

circulatory system.”

Students

The first student organization formed at the seminary, in 1814,

was a missionary society. There is still an active student mission-

ary group on campus, but the dynamics of mission have changed,

and the largest student organization today is the International

Student Association whose president is from Liberia.

In almost every year, according to the census study by the

Institute of International Education, the greatest numbers of di-

vinity students in residence on any campus in the U.S.A. are at

Princeton Seminary. A total of 61 degree candidates are now in

residence. If wives and children are added, the present interna-

tional community on campus numbers 108.

Korea has the largest number of foreign students working for

degrees (9), followed by Ghana and Canada with 5 each, but there

are thirty different countries represented on the campus.

The seminary provides, when needed, full tuition, board and

room plus additional funds up to $1,200 for books and necessities.

Supportive endorsement from church leaders back home is re-

quired to ensure that the proposed program of study will be helpful

to the life of the national church. Because it is Princeton’s aim to
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honor the life and growth of overseas seminaries very few interna-
tional students are admitted to the Master of Divinity program.
Several who are, anticipate serving in churches in this country
which minister mainly to people from their homeland, as in

Korean-American parishes.

The presence on campus of these representative men and
women plays a very significant role in a theological education.

They bring discernment and the opportunity for ecumenical en-
richment through the daily dialogue of a campus fellowship. They
also bring insights into the life of vital, distant churches and of
other nations. Often the first opportunity some church leaders
have to talk with representatives of churches beyond their own
country is at Princeton Seminary. Indeed, for some of them, this is

the first time they have been able to meet and talk at length with
citizens of countries with which their own homelands have been at
odds. Many of these become friends for life and lasting symbols of
international reconciliation.

It seems likely that in the years ahead Princeton’s responsibil-
ity will increase at the level of preparing teachers for theological
seminaries overseas. This means that the Ph.D. program of multi-
ple year residence, or the four semester M.A.T.S. may become a
more characteristic engagement for international students than
the present most popular degree program, the 8V2 month Th.M.

Such a shift in priority will mean that, given our present
resources, we shall have fewer total international students en-
rolled, but those who are here will be in a more extended time-orbit
of association with us. The presence of additional family members
will entail yet more generous provision by the seminary both in
scholarship funds and in residential accommodations. This seems
to be the direction in which we are moving, without, however,
abandoning the extremely useful shorter study possibilities of the
Th.M. program. In the past Princeton has trained more people at
the research degree level from Asia and Latin America. Today
there are an increasing number from Africa.

Faculty and Curriculum

Princeton s faculty is as internationally and globally oriented
as its student body. Historically, as was the case with the student
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body, the earliest motivating force in this direction was the en-
thusiasm generated by the early nineteenth century missionary
movement.

Today the Princeton faculty’s links with the world outside of
the North American continent are two-directional. Thirteen mem-
bers of the regular faculty in 1984-85 have international back-
grounds. An annual Guest Professor is from India. Visiting lectur-
ers have come from Thailand, Japan and South Africa; and special
lectureships have brought speakers from Argentina, Switzerland,
England and Australia.

Courses with a global perspective are sprinkled throughout the
catalogue with titles such as "Russian Orthodoxy,” "Cultural An-
thropology and Theology,” "Asian-American Theology and Minis-
try, 'Churches of the Third World,” "Buddhism and Comparative
Religious Ethics,” "Biblical History in its Ancient Near Eastern
Context,” "Nature, Science and Technology in Theological
Perspective.”

But it is in the Program in Ecumenics, Mission and History of
Religions that the seminary’s curriculum is most clearly focused
on the global parameters of a theological education. Its stated aim
is "to widen the horizons of preparation for the ministry with
interdisciplinary inquiry into the challenges and implications of
the worldwide mission of the Christian faith.” It relates to all

academic levels.

Infrastructural Programs

A whole web of related but independent programs undergirds
the seminary’s historic and continuing commitment to the whole
world. Some are student initiated. Others are more formally inte-

grated into the administrative and academic structure.

1. Program for Asian-American Theology and Ministry A
grant of $95,000 from the Henry Luce Foundation launched the

initial phase of Princeton’s most ambitious and innovative venture

in the globalization of theological education. It is designed to

promote the training of professional leadership for what is proba-

bly the fastest growing group of American Christians, the Asian
immigrant churches. Korean churches alone in America already
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number more than 1500, and are growing at the rate of 80 new
churches a year. Most of them are Presbyterian.

Dr. Sang Hyun Lee, newly appointed Director of the program
defines its purpose as three-fold: 1) to recruit, train and place

bilingual and bicultural second-generation Asian-Americans in

the M.Div. program; 2) to provide continuing education for first-

generation Asian immigrant clergy and laity; and 3) to develop

theological, educational, and bibliographic resources for ministry

in Asian immigrant contexts.

Above and beyond its service to the Asian-American churches,

the program aims to help all students at the seminary to prepare

for their future ministry of the Gospel of Jesus Christ in an ethni-

cally diverse world.

2. The Cross Cultural Training Program The student-initiated

Cross Cultural Training Program offers summer opportunities to

students for direct overseas service in other cultures and for fel-

lowship with Christians of those cultures.

Beginning in 1982 with a student-led team ministry to the

Middle East, the program has expanded to include contacts in

India, Europe, Japan, and Central America. In the summer of 1985
teams of from three to five students spent about two months in

India, the Middle East, and another perhaps in Eastern Europe.

The students raise their own expenses (about $1600 to $2100
apiece) and can receive academic or field education credit. Re-
quirements include assigned preparatory readings and orienta-

tion, and a paper on a topic determined in consultation with the

instructor.

3. The Cross Cultural Missions Group The Cross Cultural Mis-
sions Group continues a 170-year-old missionary tradition on the
campus. It holds a well attended open meeting every Monday noon
featuring visiting speakers from the third world, missionaries on
furlough, mission board executives and international students at

the seminary. Fellowship and dialogue with the International

Students Association is actively promoted at meetings and jointly

sponsored special events.

4. January Seminars The seminary co-sponsors with other
seminaries in the East a series of January seminars on the world
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Christian mission organized by the Overseas Ministries Study
Center and held at the Center in Ventnor, N.J. Each of the three
weeks program is a unit, but students may enroll for any or all
three weeks.

5. The Students Lectureship on Mission The Students’ Course
of Lectures on Foreign Missions, established in 1893, is designed to
provide for an annual course of lectures on some topic connected
with Christian missions "which shall be of practical importance for
those looking forward to missionary service abroad, and at the
same time introduce the whole Seminary community to the world
mission of the church.”

6. Global Emphases at the Center ofContinuing Education The
Center of Continuing Education which offers ministers and
laypersons an opportunity to participate further in theological
inquiry and to increase their effectiveness in the ministry is
uniquely fitted to organize and promote seminars and directed
reading for specialized groups, including those interested in all the
facets of a global Christian ministry.

In January 1985 the Center began an annual series of travel-
ling seminars. The first involved a select group of students, pas-
tors, and laypersons on a three-week study tour to Africa, one week
in Liberia and two weeks in South Africa. The 1986 travelling
seminar will spend three weeks in Latin America.

Library

Speer Library, named for a missionary statesman of a genera-
tion ago, with its collection of more than 365,000 catalogued books,
offers superb resources for theological study in the field of world
Christianity. It is particularly strong in its collection of 19th cen-
tury missionary books and journals, and has one of the best up-to-
date collections of material on Latin American theology and mis-
sion. An added asset is the availability of access to the University’s
Firestone Library for research materials on a wide range of related
subjects such as world religions and global social and political
issues.
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International Alumni

One out of every ten Princeton Seminary graduates in the
school’s existence has served outside the United States. Eight
hundred and fourteen of the present 9,370 living alumni (in 1984)
reside beyond this country’s borders.

Countries with the greatest number of alumni, other than
Canada, are the United Kingdom (96), Japan (47), India (44),

Korea (43), West Germany (37) South Africa (35), Australia (29),
Brazil (26), Indonesia (17) and Hungary (15). This reservoir of
living global connections is a surpassingly effective source of in-

formation and challenge to the seminary community.

The Ecumenical Dimension

The most recent of the strands woven into the seminary’s tradi-
tion of globalism is the ecumenical.

The seminary’s ecumenical commitments today range far be-
yond the bounds of the confessional, national, regional, and world
councils of the modem ecumenical movement. In recent years
seminarians have come from more than 90 denominations, and
from 100 other seminaries as diverse as the Leningrad Theological
Academy, the Pontifical College Josephinum, Westminster
Theological Seminary and the Assemblies ofGod Graduate School.

The seminary, of course, is denominationally Presbyterian, but
generally about 35 to 40% of the 800 or so resident students (out of
a total active enrollment of 1100) are non-Presbyterian.

Conferences on campus regularly involve a wide spread of ecu-
menical concerns, sometimes concerning Roman Catholic and Or-
thodox relationships, sometimes analyzing and encouraging Prot-
estant union movements such as the Consultation on Church
Union (COCU), and sometimes moving beyond the strictly ecu-
menical towards the prickly problems and opportunities of inter-
faith dialogue. This is an ecumenical Presbyterian theological
school.
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Conclusion

No neat summaries and no sharp conclusions emerge from so

brief a survey. Perhaps the most important lesson to be learned is

that it is only in the thrusts and counter-thrusts, the complemen-
tary balances, of the three strands of its tradition that globaliza-

tion at Princeton becomes clothed with life.

It is not a seamless robe. There are times when the missionary

enthusiasm and urgencies of world evangelism fit awkwardly into

appropriate bonds of ecumenical unity, and when personal preju-

dices, national divisions, and ethnic rivalries imperil the goals of

social justice and international peace. If so, then all the greater is

the challenge to theological education on such a campus as this as

we seek Christian models of life and thought that will harness the

energies of all the three strands—missionary, international, and

ecumenical—into the service of Christ as Lord and Saviour, and

into the great and global harmonies of the Kingdom of God.
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ST. VINCENT DE PAUL REGIONAL SEMINARY:
A BILINGUAL/MULTICULTURAL PROGRAM

Pilar Aurensanz

Introduction

Global theological education is education which values cultural

pluralism and appreciates how the cultural perspectives of the

developing countries influence religious communities of the devel-

oped world. Global theological education rejects cultural, political

and geographical provincialism. Instead, global theological educa-

tion attempts to "recognize programs designed to aid students in

understanding and appreciating Second and Third World social

and cultural perspectives as they influence and are influenced by

religious communities .” 1

At St. Vincent de Paul Regional Seminary concern for global

theological education has found an expression in its bilingual/

multicultural program. This bilingual program in theological edu-

cation was bom as an answer to the need to integrate high quality

theological education and ministerial effectiveness for a Catholic

population of diverse backgrounds: men and women from all areas

of the United States, and natives of Ireland, Cuba, Puerto Rico,

Haiti, Dominican Republic and of a great number of South Amer-

ican republics.

Background

The identity of St. Vincent de Paul Regional Seminary is stated

in it’s Mission Statement: "The primary purpose of St. Vincent de

Paul Regional Seminary is to provide a spiritual, intellectual and

cultural program designed to educate and train candidates for the

Roman Catholic priesthood. Its geographical position justifies its

twofold orientation: to offer bilingual, multi-cultural programs in

a professional school of theology .” 2

Preparation for priestly ministry, bilingual/multi-cultural pro-

gram, and professional school of theology are, therefore, three

distinct elements of the present mission statement.

In order to arrive at a judgment about the fitness of bilin-

gualism in a program of priestly ministry of high academic qual-

ity, several questions had to be answered.
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October 8, 1985

Dear Sam:

I know there are many who would like to

have copies of your splendid address to the

laymen at the General Assembly. You surely

said many very important things in a very

impressive way.

I have kept a copy for myself, though

I have defaced it with marginal notes such as,

"How true! " and "File under Illustrations"

and "Amen!!")
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The Global Mission of Our Presbyterian Church

A Great Announcement; A Great Commandment;
A Great Commission

INDIANAPOLIS. 6-8-85 (PCN) — Presbyterians here were warned that
"world mission without conviction would fail” because mission is not only
related to the "coming of the Kingdom but also means proclaiming it." Rev.
Samuel II. Moffett, professor of ccumenics and mission at Princeton
Seminary, said "Liberals arc busy building the Kingdom and forget the
King, confusing the two in definition."

In I)r. Moffett's view, the social gospel is not complete. "Good news to the

poor, sight for the blind, release of the oppressed" must he seen in a global

perspective. "There are 150 million people physically hungry in this world,

but 3 billion arc spiritually hungry," he asserted.

My subject is the Biblical base for

mission I have heard from some
people who are critical of recent
trends in mission that what we need
is a return to "Great Commission"
missions. I'll agree with that but it is

not enough One-text for missions is

too narrow a base.

The same thing is true for struc-

ture. I believe that a one-legged
structure for missions, one agency
for all the mission programs of our
church around the world, is as inade-

quate as a one-text Biblical base for

global Christian missions.

Of course it is the whole Bible that

is our theological foundation, but if

we must simplify, at the very least

we need three legs, as a stool needs
three legs or it topples over My
three indispensable Biblical legs for

mission are the Great Announce-
ment tLk. 4:16-20), the Great Com-
mandment (Mt. 22:36-40), and the

Great Commission (Mk. 16:15-16).

Even that is too weak. It takes a

fourth leg to change a stool into a
respectable chair. The announce-
ment, the commandment and even
the commission are meaningless
without the Christ who gave them.

The all-important word in mission is

not the world, and not even an-

nouncement, commandment or

commission, but Christ. "The mis-

sion is Christ”, wrote Max Warren
years ago.

If we start with the world in shap-

ing our agenda for mission, as some
theologies of mission have advised
us to do, our limits are already set

by what we know or think about the

world, and then all too often we end
up not with a global perspective, but

with ourselves. That makes for a

very small perspective Like the

Auca Indians Elisabeth Elliot tells

about You remember how her hus-
band Jim was killed by the Aucas in

one of this century's most
memorable missionary
martyrdoms.
Thirty years ago five young

fellows barely out of college were
run through by the sharp spears of

the fiercest, most primitive tribe in

the Ecuadorian jungle Two years
later, Elisabeth Elliot and Rachel
Saint, unafraid and undeterred by
(he savage murder of a husband and
a brother, went back into the jungle

alone And where the men had fail-

ed, the two women won their way in-

to the hearts of the Aucas.
"Where do you come from?” one

of the Indian women asked
Elisabeth. How could she answer?
America'1 The Atlantic seaboard?
Philadelphia? The Aucas knew
nothing about nations and continents
and oceans. Their whole world was
only what they saw: the river and
the jungle. So Elisabeth quietly

answered, "We come from down the

river."

Like the Aucas, many of us ap-

proach the world mission of the

church with a "just down the river"

mentality But Christian mission
begins with God and the Lord Jesus
Christ, who formed the galaxies and
flung the stars across the sweep of

his creation

I read recently that scientists have
reached out 20 billion light years into

space trying to measure the scope of

God’s creation, and have not yet
found its limit. A distance of 20

billion light years is 20 billion times
30 million times 186,000 miles.

Figure that out on your computer,
and you still have not reached the

end of God’s creation. That is God’s
perspective on mission It makes our
earth little more than one small
spinning speck of matter in God’s
great universe.

Yet God sent his Son, his only Son
to this spinning speck as a mis-

sionary. "For God so loved the world
that He gave his only begotten Son
that whosoever believes in Him
should not perish but have
everlasting life." And suddenly, in

God’s perspective, the liny, walking
bits of life on this small speck of

matter lake on a consuming impor-

tance as the climax of all his crea-

tion, and the objects of his eternal

love The global mission begins with

God.
It begins with God in Christ "And

God was in Christ reconciling the

world to himself " (2 Cor. 5:19).

"The Christian mission is Christ." It

does not belong to any individual, or

any group or society to define — not

even to any church. It belongs to God
who "sent his Son, and it is Christ

because in the Son alone do we find

God’s perfect will for the world em-
bodied,” wrote Max Warren. David
Livingstone had said much the same
thing long ago, "God had only one
Son, and He made that Son a

missionary”.
With the Great Commission Christ

passes on the mission to us. “As the

Father sent me, so send I you,” is

John’s version of the Commission
(John 20:21). Even the Great Com-
mission is no one-text base. There
are five texts of the Commission in

the New Testament, one in each of

the four gospels and another in the

Book of Acts.

But before we focus on these ex-

tremely important commissioning
passages, let me remind you again
that the church's world Christian

mission is not based on proof-texts

It proceeds from the whole heart of

the revelation of God in Jesus Christ

through the Holy Spirit as given to us

in the Scriptures It is trinitarian,

and it is Biblical, and its complete
force and meaning cannot be
grounded in any isolated passages of

our own choosing but only in the

whole Word of God
However, since we rarely have

time to study the whole Bible at any
given time, let me urge you that

when we seek a Biblical view of mis-

sions, as a minimum let us link any
emphasis on the Great Commission
with two other extremely important

seed texts in the New Testament To
the five texts of the Great Commis-
sion (Matt. 28:18-20; Mark 16:15-16;

Luke 24 45-49; Acts 1:8, and John
20:21 and 17.18) add the Great An-

nouncement of Jesus in Luke 4 16-20,

and his Great Commandment in

Matthew 22:36-40.

The Great Announcement.
"And he came to Nazareth, where

he had been brought up, and he went
to the synagogue, as his custom
was And he stood up to read; and
there was given him the book of the

prophet Isaiah (61:1-2). 'The Spirit

of the Lord is upon me, because he
has anointed me to preach good
news to the poor. He has sent me to

proclaim release to the captives and
recovering of sight to the blind, to

set at liberty those who are oppress-

ed, to proclaim the acceptable year
of the Lord

' ” And he began to say

to them, 'Today this scripture has

been fulfilled in your hearing.'
"

This passage makes two extraor-

dinarily important points about
Christian mission. First, it relates

mission to the coming of the

kingdom. It not only announces that

the Kingdom of God is already here
,

it begins to describe what the com-
ing of the Kingdom means. It means
good news to the poor, release to

captives, sight for the blind, and
liberty for the oppressed. It is a

social gospel

If to some that smacks of heresy,

all I can say is, "It's Biblical " Here
is our evangelical justification for

social action in Christian mission. It

is our Biblical justification for good
works, and education and healing

and justice as an integral part of the

missionary task It broadens the

whole scope of mission.

It is no accident, 1 am sure, that

the pioneer who opened up the closed

country of Korea a hundred years
ago — we have been celebrating the

centennial of Protestant missions in

Korea ever since last September —
was a medical doctor, a layman
Horace Allen landed on the Korea

coast in September 1884. America
had just signed a treaty with that

closed land, a treaty which made no
provision for mutual recognition of

freedom of religion. When Allen

made his way to the capital, the

dismayed American Minister (am-
bassador) told him, "You can't stay

here Missionaries and foreign

religions are not allowed.” But by

the grace of God the ambassador's
wife was a hypochondriac, and there
were no western physicians in

Korea She whispered in her hus-

band’s car, and the diplomat thought

it over again. "Perhaps," he said,

"if you will act as a doctor for the

American legation we can arrange
to have you stay."

And good works — healing, sight

for the blind — not evangelism open-
ed the door for the gospel and
prepared the way for the hundred
years of miracles in Korea that

followed.

No Kingdom Without the King
But in so broadening the good

news as the announcement of the

coming of a kingdom where the blind

are healed, the poor are fed and the

oppressed liberated, some lately

have begun to distort it and take it

out of focus by consciously or un-

consciously omitting the final

phrase of the Great Announcement:
"the acceptable year of the Lord."
This affects the whole meaning of

the passage. It is the focussing
phrase, a messianic phrase that lifts

it out of utopian fantasy into the
reality of the Kingdom of God.

It speaks not just of the coming of

a kingdom, but of the coming of the

King. Jesus, having quoted Isaiah,

"The Spirit of the Lord is upon me to

preach the good news" (the Greek
word is "to evangelize"), lays aside
the scroll and quietly announces,
"Today this Scripture has been
fulfilled in your eyes." There is no
Kingdom without the King.

And there is no Christian mission
without this double announcement:

The King and the Kingdom! Why do

we let Christians today separate

them — evangelicals busily pro-

claiming Christ as King and Saviour

but often missing the amazing
breadth of His Kingdom; and
liberals busily trying to build the

Kingdom but forgetting, too often,

the saving, ruling King
There is nothing quite so crippling,

I must say again, both to evangelism
and to Christian social action as to

confuse the two in definition, or to

separate them in practice. A world
mission must keep them together

The Great Announcement belongs

with the Great Commission in our
mandate for mission.

The Great Commandment
, But there is another word of the

Lord that belongs beside the Great
Announcement as a building block

for mission It is the Great Com-
mandment (Matt. 22:36-40).

"You shall love the Lord your God
with all your heart and with all your
soul and with all your mind. This is

the first apd greatest command-
ment And a second is like unto it.

You shall love your neighbor as
yourself. On these two command-
ments depend all the law and the

prophets." On these two command-
ments — not on the Great
Commission!
We must not let busyness about

the mission take us away from this

pivotal, two fold, anchoring demand
of God who is the author of all mis-

sion. First, the demand for vertical

commitment. "Thou shalt love the
Lord thy God with all thy heart...",

echoing the Old Testament's "Thou
shalt have no other gods before me."

In the dark days in Korea before

World War II the Japanese con-

querors came to Korea's Christians

crushed under imperial military

rule, with this deceptive offer of a

compromise. "You already worship
three gods, Father, Son and Holy

Ghost. All we will ask you to do is to

add a fourth God. the Japanese
emperor " And they could not

understand why Korea’s stubborn

Christians refused to make that sim-

ple, appealing compromise
One reason the Korean church has

grown, doubling its membership in

every decade, every ten years since
the War. is that it held firm to the

first commandment. "Love God
with all your heart

"

But there is another half to the

great commandment: "And thy

neighbor as thyself " A world mis-

sion without compassion is no Chris-

tian mission at all, and a mission of

compassion can cover a multitude of

missionary shortcomings.

Dr James Hall, an early pioneer

in Korea, was so busy caring for the

sick and dying that he never really

learned the Korean language But
when he died, after only a few short

years on the field, a Korean said at

his funeral, "He never learned to

speak our language, but he loved

some of us into the kingdom.”
The Great Commandment, with

its two lines of commanded commit-
ment, the vertical line of love to God.
and its horizontal line of a love that

reaches out without discrimination

around the world to all humanity,
those are the lines of power for mis-

sion. Take any other direction, any
other line, and we-pull out the plug,

or cut the cord. The power stops The
Great Commandment is a mis-

sionary commandment.

The Great Commission
The Great Announcement; the

Great Commandment, and now the

Great Commission. "Go ye into all

the world, and preach the gospel ’’
I

do not think I need to dwell on this

aspect of our base for mission. It is

familiar territory. It is our mandate
to globalism in mission. We all know
that Then why have we not obeyed
it? Or do we think we already have 9

If we do, here are some figures that

might make us all pause and ques-

tion that assumption
Four-hundred and fifty million

people are physically hungry,
without bread in this world. Three-
thousand million (3 billion) people

are spiritually hungry, without the

bread of life, Jesus Christ. We must
learn to keep our global perspectives

themselves in perspective.

As we learn to love our neighbors,

the450 million who are starving with

a hunger we can see every night on

TV with our eyes, and try in every

way possible to serve them, how can
we pass by on the other side the 3,000

million who have not yet found

Christ as the bread of life?

This was in large measure the

challenge that sent me to China

years ago. Dr Robert E. Speer stood

one day in the Princeton Chapel,

took out his watch and said, "Your
watches could tick for 9M> years

without numbering the lost without

Christ in China alone.” Today the

same watch could tick for many
years longer

In today's world, 2 billion out of

the 3 billion non-Christians in the

world are reckoned to be not even in

close enough contact with Christian

neighbors to hear the good news first

hand
So "Go ye into all the world." That

is the Great Commission. It says

"all the world" That includes

Europe and North America, and if

your ministry is to be here in the

West, your mission will be in one of

the most critical areas of Christian

decline in the world. On all the other

continents the number of Christians

increases every year. In Europe and
North America the number of prac-

ticing Christians decreases on the

average at the rale of 7,200 a day.

We Presbyterians are not only los-

ing church members at home — in

the former United Presbyterian

church we lost almost one-third of

our church membership (29%) in

just 17 years from 1966 to 1982 — we
are also sending out fewer Christian

workers around the world.

Now that is not all loss. The third-

world churches are growing so fast

they are taking up some of the slack

with a dynamic missionary move-
ment of their own. We have the

beginnings of a global partnership in

mission which has been called “the

great new fact" of our age.

But we in the mainline churches
are not doing our part. The decline in

the overseas church missions of

what some call the "ecumenical
denominations" is shocking. The
percentage of decline in overseas
career missionaries in some major
American denominations between
1972 and 1979 is almost unbelievable:

Episcopal 79 percent decline, United
Presbyterian 72 percent, Lutheran
Church in America 70 percent.
United Church of Christ to percent
Methodist 46 percent. Southern Bap-

tists, by the way, in that same
period, reported an 88 percent

increase.

But let me close with some good

news from the third world to balance

this global mainline gloom. By con-

trast with Europe and North
America, where the number of prac-

ticing Christians is decreasing by

7,200 a day, in East Asia the number
is increasing by 1,000 a day, in South

Asia by 1,200 a day, and in Africa by

an amazing 16,400 a day
Africa is no longer the “dark conti-

nent." In terms of Christian expan-

sion and vitality it is one of the

brightest spots on the globe

Now we do not worship numbers,
but why should we abandon our own
responsibility and leave to the third

world churches the work of Chris-

tian proclamation and growth? Is

there no global perspective left for

us? Must we continue to decline? Is

that our missionary strategy for the

future, with two-thirds of the world

still not effectively reached with the

good news of Jesus Christ? What we
need is more Christians engaged in

active missionary witness, not less

God's will for us is still by way of

the Great Announcement, ^ancTThe'-

Great Commandment, asui^Jhe

Great Commission, and alwaysTTT"--

the name of Christ

Years ago a professor from Yale

came out to visit Korea with the best

of motives. He wanted to see mis-

sions at first hand, and lend a help-

ing hand if he could. He asked if he

might preach in a country church, so

on Sunday morning he was taken out

on a short trip.

The professor began impressively

His first sentence was, "All thought

is divided into two categories, the

abstract and the concrete." But his

translator was a missionary. The
missionary looked at the congrega-
tion of farmers and grandmothers
and barefoot children, and
translated without hesitation, “I

have come here all the way from
America to tell you about the Lord
Jesus Christ."

The Announcement, the Com-
mandment, the Commission, all are
important, but the mission is still

Christ, the Christ of the announce-
ment, and the Christ of the com-
mandment, and the Christ who gives

the commission.
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EXCITING THINGS ARE HAPPENING

This issue of M. M. F. Dollars at Work is given over entirely to overseas

mission.

Sam and Eileen Moffett, who for 26 years ministered in Korea on our behalf,

till ’oTTecelving a*Tetter from a "young person in Pennsylvania asking

what we do to help the people of Korea. She said her inquiry was a part

of a Communicants class assignment. Her basic question was, Is your main

concern converting them to Christianity or giving them medical aid, rooa,

clothing, and love?" 1

In part the Moffets 1 response was this: "Dear Lisa: Real love for people

does involve ‘us Tn their need for food, clothing, and medical care.

Christians must get out where the hurts and hungers are and be counted

among those who bring relief from poverty, hunger, injustice, illness, ig-

norance, and other symptoms of a sick world. But that isn t enough. Only

Christians have an answer to the greatest need of all. There is a deep

vacuum in every human heart which only Christ can fill. So, it is our

constant prayer and purpose to introduce people to Him in an effective way.

As you join the Church, we hope you will think about what God may lead you

to do in the future."

IN KENYA

"Listen-Africa Speaking" is a College Study Program sponsored Jointly by the International

College of Rockland Community College and the Religious and Cultura l Roots Proje_£t of the

Major Mission Fund of the Synod of the Northeast and the Program Agency. Five students from

churches within the Northeast recently have returned from a pilot three-week program at the

Communications Training Centre of the All Africa Council of Churches in Nairobi , Kenya

Students participated in seminars on the history, religion, and culture of East Africa an

i

visited village projects of the church throughout this area. In September this project will

be expanded to offer a full semester program of Africa study, which includes learning from

the people of the African communities by living and serving among them.

IN INDIA

The Presbyterian Church of Mizoram in Northeast India is actively 1

i ?pracv
?A

Development Project designed to supply sound religious literature and to y ’

knowledge, and religion among the Indian people. The Synod Literature Committee outlines

literature needs and the Publishing Board then produces the books which are distributed

in bookshops operated by the project. Teams organized by the Synod Publishing Board

visit villages to help the people develop their reading habits and to provide books at an

affordable rate. This project receives financial aid from the Major Mission Fund through

the World Association for Christian Communication.

IN TAIWAN

Social workers and field workers from villages in Taiwan participated in a seminar, “Life of

the Aborginal," to discuss the problems facing this particular group of People In an attempt

to help improve the quality of life of aboriginals, several themes were targeted to be in-

corporated into an Aboriginal Audio Slide Production . Disease, vocations, inter-person

relationships, alcohol problems, persona! finances, and mental problems will be included in a

manuscript that currently is being prepared for this slide show. When completed, the a -

visual will be used in group communication programs for aboriginal people throughout la

This project has received a $1,500 grant from the Major Mission Fund through the World

Association for Christian Communication.



IN KOREA

"My Five Minutes," a daily five-minute broadcast presented by local pastors, is just one of

the many programs offered by the Christian Broadcasting System (CBS) in Korea. Assisted by

funds from the Major Mission Fund, this network consists of five stations located in Seoul,

Pusan, Taegu, Iri, and Kwangju. CBS has been spreading the gospel over the airwaves for

twenty-seven years. Weekly programs deal with urgent issues facing the church, documentaries,

dramas, and newsreports. The Rev. Kim Kwan Suk, president of CBS writes "We are deeply

grateful for your support which encourages and enables our work for the church and the people

of Korea, and strengthens the bonds of trust and solidarity between our people.

IN SOUTH SUDAN

In South Sudan, Christian education is taught in the public schools and is the responsibil-

ity of the government's Ministry of Education. Poverty there is so severe that in many

schools there are almost no Bibles available, no textbooks, and a very limited Christian

curriculum. $30,000 has just been allocated by the Program Agency from Major Mission Fund

receipts to provide materials and equipment for production of a Christian education

curriculum at the request of the Sudan Council of Churches.

IN BURMA

In order to prepare the Christian Communication Board of the Burma Council of Churches to meet

the challenge of Christian communication, the Task Force on Croup

met to re-examine the priorties, strategies, and roles of the Board in light of present-day

needs of Burmese society. Recommendations of the task force include facilitating, monitoring,

and coordinating media work among existing groups in Burma. Profiles of Christian communica-

tion, including evangelism, social concern, and Christian education, have been explored as

necessary components for the group's future work in the field of electronic and print media.

This outreach program is supported in part by gifts to the Major Mission Fund.

IN COSTA RICA

"That Christ may be known, obeyed, and glorified in all the world," is clearly the purpose

of ALFALIT Internacional ' s Literacy and Evangelism program in Latin America. The Kev.

Ramiro Alvarez, regional director of the ALFALIT project in Siquirres, Costa Rica, is

developing leadership among pastors and community leaders in this area. Tom Price, direc-

tor of ALFALIT Internacional, recently wrote, "the group at Siquirres is going great guns

and continues to be enthusiastic. We visited with a group from the United States and you

could see and feel the interest and warm response to Mr. Alvarez s low-key but effective

leadership." Gifts to the Major Mission Fund are helping ALFALIT to erase illiteracy and

spread the Good News of Jesus Christ to the people of Latin America.

IN MALAWI

Roqer and Charlotte Thomas, United Presbyterian fraternal workers in Malawi, Central Africa,

arP traininq fortv midwives each year. Students with two years of nursing school arein-

structed to care for mothers and infants during the birthing process. This program will

greatly increase the health security of the people touched by these trained hands. The Thomas

healing ministry is supported by the Major Mission Fund.

Quantities of this publication may

be ordered free from the following

address:

Fund

475 Riverside Drive, Room 925

New York, New York 10115

2-2872
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ThfSHmrrier series of loh.m
chancel services in the Prince-
ton University Chapel will
begin this week. A number of
distinguished preachers from
the United States and abroad
are scheduled to preach.
The guest preacher this week

will be the Rev. Samuel H Mof-
fett, Henry Luce Professor of
Ecumenics and Mission at
Princeton Theological Semin-
ary Dr Moffett is an alumnus
of Wheaton College, Princeton
Theological Seminary and Yale
University. Bom in Korea of a
distinguished missionary fami-
ly. he has served as minister,
teacher and administrator in

China and Korea. He was direc-
tor of the Asian Center of The-
ological Studies in Korea
His sermon topic will be "The

Paralysis of Fear "
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PTS Missions: Yesterday and Today
Today: Missions’ definition has broadened

By Sieve Weber

In the Spring of 1919 William Miller

graduated from Princeton Theological

Seminary with his eyes and heart set on

sharing the good news of Jesus Christ with

the Islamic world. That summer he boarded a

ship for Persia (Iran) and for the next 44

years he served as a missionary of the

Presbyterian Church there.

Miller, in one of his many books concerned

with Christian mission to Muslims, writes of

the day Sameul M. Zwemer came to the

campus to deliver a series of lectures about

his work among Muslims in Arabia. The

lectures stirred Miller's heart enough to

convince him that God must want him to go to

the Muslim world.

Miller recently wrote about Zwemer’s

visit to Princeton. "The fire in Dr Zwemer's

soul kindled a blaze in other hearts, and a

number of us who listened to his appeal heard

in it God’s call to us to go to the Muslim world

with the Good News of Christ"

Now. in his nineties. Miller himself lectures

occasionally with the hope that God will call

Christians to the Muslim mission field. But,

nearly 68 years after Miller left PTS for a

foreign mission assignment the question

Continued on page 5

Yesterday:

Tradition is

rich and storied

By Scott Sunquist

At the center of Princeton’s tradition is

more than just reformed theology, there is a

double helix of mission passion linked to

reformed theology. Though the seminary did

not separate from the “College of New

Jersey" until 1812. one of the earliest presi-

dents ofthe college, Jonathan Edwards was a

pastor-missionary to American Indians in

the wilds of western Massachusettes before

moving to Princeton. Edwards also published

the famous diary ofDavid Brainard, who had

given his life to the Indians in the frontiers of

New Jersey

By the beginning of the mnteenlh century it

was becoming clear to many Presbyterian

leaders that a separate institution needed to

be set up for the training of pastors. The

motives for setting up a separate Presbyterian

seminary were varied, but one of the primary

concerns of the General Assembly in 1811

was. ‘to found a nursery for missionaries to

the heathen and to such as are destitute of the

stated preaching of the gospel: in which

youth may receive that appropriate training

for missionary work." As the first (and

only) professor in 1 8 1 2, Archibald Alexander,

sat down with his entering class of three

students, missions was a central concern

In fact many of the early founders and

professors were concerned that Princeton

take the lead in training “young men" for

home and foreign missions. The two other

leaders in the founding of the seminary.

Ashbel Green and Samuel Miller, were

equally as concerned about missions. Charles

Hodge, after hearing missionary William

Ward who visited the seminary in 1821,

Continued on page 4
The entire class of 1907 committed itself to overseas missions following a series of lectures in

that year.
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Yesterday — from page 1

remarked, “1 never felt the importance and

grandeur of missionary labors as I did last

evening I could not help looking around on

the congregation and asking myself, ‘What

are these people living for?' " Hodge's son,

A.A. Hodge, was so influenced by his fathers

passion that he sailed to India, only to return

three years later due to illness. A. A. Hodge

continued teaching the tight reformed theol-

ogy of his father, but with even more mission

conviction. The first seminary in the world to

hire someone even part-time to teach "mis-

sions" was Princeton. In 1 836 John Brecken-

ridge was hired to teach Pastoral Theology,

half of which was missions and apologetics

for the faith.

It would be misleading to assume that the

interest in missions was primarily a faculty

concern. In fact, the interest in missions at

Princeton, as with the founding of the first

mission societies in Europe and North

America, was student led. The first student

organization at PTS was the "Society of

Inquiry Respecting Missions and the General

State of Religion." The Society was founded

in 1814 and 20 of the 21 students were

members. Throughout most of the century

the society sponsored monthly meetings,

brought in missionaries to speak, organized

Sunday schools, raised money to support

fellow students who became missionaries,

cared for the poor in Trenton, and spent a

sizable amount of time in prayer.

It is hard to estimate the impact of all this

missions energy among students at Princeton.

For example, in 1 832 the Society wrote to a

missionary in South Africa asking their "Ten

Dr. John A Mackay

categories" of questions. Rev John Philip

responded with a 3
1
page document which

was soon published with a preface by Presi-

dent Alexander. The published letter gives us

a rare glimpse into the well-reasoned group

the " Society" must have been. As Alexander

mentioned in his “Advertisement;" “. in

my opinion, no part of the exercises in the

Theological Seminary has been attended

with more manifest good effect than those

which appertain to the proceedings of this

Society.”

And the influence was such to produce

pastors with missionary hearts as well as

missionaries with pastoral hearts. Around

the middle of the century a New Jersey

student accepted a call to a church in Beaver

Dam, Wisconsin. When the Civil War broke

out Rev. Thomas Scott Johnson left his

parish to serve as chaplain to a “colored

troop" in Missouri. Rev. Johnson's two

daughters picked up their father's mantle

after the war and helped to set up a school for

freed black women in Mississippi The school,

Mary Holmes College is still supported by

the Presbyterian church today. My great-

great grandfather picked up his mission in-

terest while at Princeton and passed it on to

his daughters. There are multitudes of stories

like this, and all of them arc rooted in a

mission-minded and mission-active commun-

ity at PTS.

During the 19th century Princeton pro-

duced many students who travelled to the

frontiers ofAmerica or to the opposite side of

the globe. John Nevius whose “Nevius

Method” was so influential in the surprising

church growth of Korea, was a missionary to

China. John Forman, one of the first secre-

taries for the Student Volunteer Movement

toured American campuses recruiting students

for foreign missions before entering as a

student Over 2,000 students took "the

pledge" on that tour. Samuel A. Moffett

pioneer missionary to Korea, notonly became c

commitedtoTTiissions-while-at Princeton, but

returned, to rekindle the fire in 1907.

Continued on page 7

Ecumenics and Missions chair sits empty . . . still

By Steve Weber

It has been over three years since a

committee was first called together to begin a

search to fill the Henry Winters Luce chair of

Ecumenics and Missions. After several set-

backs the committee is essentially back in the

starting gate in its efforts to recommend a

successor to Dr. Samuel H Moffett, who

retired from the chair last spring

“We're back at the beginning right now,"

Dr. Patrick Miller, chair of the search com-

mittee and professor of Old Testament

theology, said. "We are hard at work and we

are looking at several names but we are not

closing in on someone. We have no immediate

names to present to the faculty now.”

The committee did present some names to

the Princeton Seminary faculty during the

1985-86 school year and the faculty did

invite a " world-reknowned missiologist” to

accept the position, according to Dr Daniel

Migliore, professor of systematic theology

and the chair of the search committee last

year. But for personal reasons the position

was not accepted, forcing the committee back

to the drawing board.

MofTett accepted an invitation to be a

guest professor in ecumenics and missions

for the 1986-87 school year while the search

continues.

The committee, which consists of Miller,

Dr. Karlfned Froehlich, professor of ec-

clesiastical history. Dr. Charles Ryerson,

associate professor of the history of religions,

Dr. James Lapsley, professor of pastoral

theology and academic dean, and Scott

Sunquist, Ph.D. candidate in ecumenics,

mission and the history of religions, hopes

the chair will be filled by the beginning of the

next academic year. “It’s feasible,” Miller

said, “but it’s not going to be easy. It takes a

certain amount of time."

The committee’s central criteria in the

search process is to find someone who is

qualified in both ecumenics and missions.

“This is not an easy kind of position to fill,"

Miller said. "You lend to find people come

down heavy on one side or the other We
don’t want to lose the strong missions

emphasis that has been there in Sam Moffett.

We want to continue that"

The committee is also looking for a person

with direct experience in a mission area and

in the work of the Church, not someone who

has only a knowledge of missions work. Also,

the committee wants this person to be able

"to give a theological interpretation of the

Church and its quest for unity, and be able to

convey and transmit a kind of vision of the

Church," Miller explained. The person is

also expected to be a scholar and a teacher in

this field.

“Whoever comes we hope would be able

to bring a sense of global character and

assume a strong commitment in the life and

work of the Church," Miller said.
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Today — from page 5

dedicated people to enter into missions," he

says.

Dr Dan Thomas, vice-president for

alumni/ae affairs, says that in recent history,

there hasn’t been an M.Div. graduate who

has gone directly into overseas service through

the Presbyterian Church (USA). But some

graduates have served in churches in the

states for a few years before gaining an

appointment to the mission field. Currently

832 PTS alumni/ ae, or about eight percent,

are living beyond the borders of the United

States, slightly more than the number living

in California.

PTS president Dr. Thomas Gillespie calls

the state of overseas missions in the Presby-

terianChurch(USA) a“tragedy. The problem

with missions in the church is the denomina-

tion has by and large lost its nerve on

missions. It keeps calling home missionaries

instead of sending new ones out," he says.

Princeton has always been committed to

missions, Gillespie says. The difference be-

tween today and the day of Samuel Miller, he

believes, is that the church was more com-

muted to missions then.

Gillespie is convinced that the task of

world evangelization is not over. “I under-

stand a part of that," he says in reference to

the belief that national Christians should

complete the task in their own nations. “But

there are parts of the world where no one has

ever gone with the gospel and parts (in their

own countries) where locals won't go.”

What Gillespie sees happening now in

world missions is the disappearance of the

Presbyterian missionary and the continuing

presence of the fundamentalist missionary.

"The Presbyterian missionary has always

acted as a leavening agent among missionaries,

but they are not there any more. People like

Jimmy Swaggert and Jim Baker, they re

going to continue to send people and we’re

sitting on our hands.

"The basic issue is Christology. When

Chnstology goes, everything goes," Gillespie

believes. "When we're not convinced Jesus

Christ makes a difference to life, we don’t

have anything to give. If people are willing to

settle for less than a full Christological

vision, they can do that But they can also

have a view which informs and empowers

their ministry."

Moffett agrees: “Once we accept that each

religion is good enough in itself, we lose the

universal urgency which has always been a

part of Christianity."

Pnnceton Seminary has since its beginning

been deeply concerned with the mission of

the Church worldwide As that commitment

has evolved and progressed through the years

Yesterday — from page 4

The first “Princeton Seminary Bulletin"

records that the academic year ending 1907

was a “Missionary Year” on campus. By this

time the YMCA was the center of mission

interest among students. There was a sizable

YMCA missionary library, various prayer

and work meetings, speakers, and the con-

tinual correspondence. During that year for

several months Rev. Chohachiro Kajiwara,

professor of theology in North Japan College,

and Rev Samuel Moffett D.D. of Pyeng

Yang, Korea stayed as guests of the seminary

The impact of these two men must have been

remarkable, for the entire class commited

itself to missions. Not all eventually sailed,

but all were equally trained in the reformed

tradition, and the missionary tradition.

In the 20th century the focus on mission

has taken two forms. First, there has been

continued instruction and fervor for students

to go overseas and to the frontier and cities.

But increasingly the seminary has been in-

volved in training young church leaders now

coming from the churches that were planted

in the 19th century. In 1984 there were 814

PTS alumnae who were serving outside of

Weir speaks out — from page 3

tinian self-determination was particularly

polarizing. “This issue is more than the U.S.

and Russia," stated Weir

The moderator of the General Assembly

also expressed concern about the strong

pressure on Congress to support perceived

Israeli national interests at the expense of

other policy options in the Middle East.

"There are a variety of opinions (on issues)

within Israel which are not given to the

American public,” Weir said. The influence

of this “well-organized Israeli lobby” has

“prevented an impartial view on matters on

the Middle East-"

When asked why his captors chose to

release him as opposed to any of the other

hostages Weir replied, "There was a live

network of concern for me, especially in the

Presbyterian Church. My captors were aware

this network was in place and knew that this

would create tension.”

Weir commented on the ongoing tension in

Chnstian-Jewish relations. "I think we need

to look at Chrislian-Jewish relations and

Christian-Moslem relations in the same light

There are a variety of issues taking place in

all three faiths. For Christians, taking part in

this ecumenical dialogue means trying to

understand, appreciate, and honor other faiths

without giving up what is essential to one s

from the golden age of missions of last

century and early part of this century to the

broad social and ecumenical efforts of today,

there is no question among those concerned

with Princeton's involvement in world mis-

sions that this evolution has been essential to

meet the needs of the Church and the world.

However, there is still a deep vein of

concern that this new era of global conscious-

ness not be rooted soley in ecumenical and

social awareness. For there is still a concern

at Pnnceton that the definition of missions

include what has always been the urgent task

of evangelism and new church development

among those of the world who have not heard

the good news of Christ.

the United States. Of these, 272 were in Asia

and the Pacific, 97 in Africa, 54 in Latin

Amenca and 26 in the Caribbean (some have

included the 698 in California). Every year a

large percentage of the ThM and PhD candi-

dates come from overseas

Teaching in the field of mission dunng this

century was J Ross Stevenson, Samuel

Zwemer, John A. Mackay. J. Chnsty Wilson,

Richard Shaull and Samuel H. Moffett. Of

these, it was John Mackay, president and

first professor of Ecumenics who most shaped

the mission emphasis as we know it today.

Again, Mackay was fundamentally a re-

formed theologian, but with an ecumenical

spirit. For 22 years Mackay taught a required

first year course in ecumenics. This course

provided a foundation for generations of

students, placing the passion for mission in

the broader theology of the Church UmversaL

This is a rich tradition which we have

inherited. Whether the influence be from the

students or the faculty. Princeton constantly

strives to be what Mackay has termed, "Not

the church of the balcony, but the church of

the road."

own faith.

"One of the great tragedies of recent

history in the Middle East is that two or three

times we have had very serious offerings for

negotiation (on the Palestinian issue)," Weir

said. "We need to talk, however, on the basis

of mutual respect We must recognize Israel,

but the Palestinians must also be recognized.

We have a long way to go in a complicated

situation. As Presbyterians, we have a great

responsibility to familiarize ourselves with

the outline of the issue."
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The Henry Luce Foundation

program for day care in the Bronx. Much of the money went to

renovate an obsolete facility. In 1975, when the foundation made its

final payment, about fifty black and Hispanic children were being

cared for there, with church members making up half of the day care

center’s board of directors.

In the field of theological education, where a large number of its

grants have been made, the Luce Foundation has concentrated chiefly

on the divinity schools at Yale and Harvard and on the Princeton

Theological Seminary. At Princeton, the foundation’s assistance be-

gan in December 1964, in response to a confluence of a couple of the

interests of Henry R. Luce. At that time, the foundation made a grant

to the seminary to fund the Henry Winters Luce Chair of Ecumemcs

and Mission. Henry Winters Luce, as we have seen, was a missionary;

he was a member of the Princeton Seminary’s class of 1896 and did

some teaching there in later years. Henry R. Luce, said John Jessup,

“inherited from his father an interest in the Protestant ecumenical

movement, the great effort to end ‘the scandal of disunity’ among the

churches." In a talk he gave forty years ago, Luce spoke of “wc

Christians—Christians of all sorts, good, bad and many of our friends

—we number 600 million.” Since he had thus begun to grapple with

ecumenism, and since his father had been so closely associated with

the Princeton Theological Seminary, the chair seemed a logical choice

for foundation help and, continuing an established pattern, a further

memorial to Henry Winters Luce.

The early choice made by James I. McCord, then the president of

the seminary, of a man to fill the chair was undeniably a happy one,

since the same man still teaches the same course very successfully.

Samuel Moffett had been a student of Henry Winters Luce at Prince-

ton in 1940. Moffett recalls today that Henry W. Luce “deluged us

with material—much more than we could ever read—Confucianism,

Taoism, Buddhism. He knew these religions not just from books but

from personal contact. Then he would just sit down and talk about

some of the things that he had been through.”

One of Moffett’s recent lectures put forward for examination the

proposition that John Calvin—the protesting Protestant who rejected
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the views of the Church of Rome, of the Lutherans, of the Anabap-

tists, and of a number of other divine groups and gave the world

Calvinism—was really a believer in an ecumenical church. After

opening with a word of prayer (“There are a good many empty cha.rs

today because the seniors are taking their ordination exams and we

should have a word of prayer for them as well”), Moffett declared,

You cannot leave Calvin out of any proper discussion of ecume-

nicity during the Reformation. All his life as a reformer Calvin

worked for the union of French and Swiss Presbyterians. All his

life he worked for cooperation in the gospel with the Lutherans.

Calvin called the divisions of the church the mutilation of the

body of Christ. This spirit of ecumenicity chimes through all of

Calvin's writings. He dreamed of a great ecumenical Reforma-

tion council that was never held. “Even if a church otherwise

swarms with many faults,” Calvin said, “as long as it keeps to

the essentials, the lesser faults are not sufficient reason for leav-

ing it. What were the three essential doctrines? One was the

unity of the Godhead. The second was the deity of Christ. And

the last was that salvation is by God's grace and not by our

works.”

To laughter, Moffett made a final point: “Then Calvin added the

phrase 'and the like.’ That's the lawyer speaking.”

After Henry Luce 111 became a trustee of the Princeton Theological

Seminary, its board was asked to drop the requirements for profi-

ciency in biblical languages. To offset this deemphasis in basic schol-

arship, Luce and the board in i 973 approved an amendment to the

effect that English-language Bible courses should be augmented. Mc-

Cord agreed; he was especially troubled by the prospect of neglect o

biblical studies because "it is through investigations of the biblical

texts themselves that formative new insights for the life of the church

have arisen.” In recommending McCord’s request to the Luce board

for a foundation grant, Martha Wallace and Robert Armstrong ex-

panded on the point: “Since Biblical studies should logically provide
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EDITORIAL
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Korea In Transition

T he beautiful, moun-
tain-dominated LAND
OF SOUTH KOREA is under-

going a dramatic transition. Evidences

of change are everywhere. These

changes are particularly start ling to

me, for I spent my high school

years, just over a half-century ago,

in “the land of the morning calm."

The forty million inhabitants seem

to be passing through a time tunnel,

emerging as a dynamic world-class

nation that has much to offer the

rest of the world.

Nowhere is this more evident

than in its one-of-a-kind capital

city. Seoul. A metropolis of ten

million people, Seoul is now one

of the ten largest cities in the world.

One could not use a photograph

taken ten, five, or even two years

ago to illustrate what the capital

city is like. Its skyline is constantly

changing. The old Seoul is last

disappearing, transformed by

modernization.

The Koreans are a fiercely inde-

pendent and distinctive people, de-

scendants of tribes that migrated to

the peninsula from central Asia.

They remain unlike any other of

Asia's people, but bear the unmis-

takable marks of a strong Confucian

heritage. Filial piety and patriotism

are cardinal virtues. Respect for

authority is deeply ingrained, and

people prefer their authority to be

strong and unquestioned. Group ties
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are very strong in Korea, reflecting

their tribal origins. It is expected

that the individual will work hard

to contribute toward the success

of the group. But at the same time

Koreans are a strongly individualistic

The Koreans are a fiercely

independent and distinctive

people,
descendants of

tribes that migrated to the
peninsula from central Asia.

people. At times this seems to be

their most dominant characteristic.

The Koreans have had to be a

tough, resilient, individualistic people

just to survive. The country's geo-

graphical location bordering China

and Russia and adjacent to Japan

has meant that over the centuries

and in recent times war has left

Korea bleeding, but not broken. The

people are certainly well acquainted

with suffering. For 35 years before

World War II, Korea was a Japanese

colony - a period of brutal occu-

pation that was ended by decree.

Like Berlin and Vietnam, Korea

was divided to placate the Russians.

North Korea remains a fiercely

communist state A bloody war

(1950-1953) between North and

South Korea resulted in a half-

million casualties and a lasting

mutual hatred. The 38th parallel

still bristles as one of the world’s

most heavily-armed borders, with

the armies of North and South

eyeball-to-eyeball. Air raid sirens,

blackouts, and curfews are part of

South Korea’s way of life. But in

spite of it all, the amazing South

Koreans have forged a highly success-

ful economy, emerging from the

category of underdeveloped nations

to become one of the world’s most

rapidly industrialized countries. The

Korean people have never been so

well-off.



Economic progress has created, as

it usually does, a demand for the

democratization of the political

process. The fact is that democracy

is foreign to the culture of Korea.

But overseas education, foreign pro-

fessors teaching in Korea, the role

of the United States in Korean

affairs since the war, and to some

A bloody war (1950-1953)
between North and South
Korea resulted in a half-

million casualties and a
lasting mutual hatred.

degree, the influence of Marxism in

the academic world - all these

have created a call for democracy.

Consequently, South Korea today

is no stranger to protests, rallies,

demonstrations, and other political

agitations - primarily by student

groups.

Some Christian leaders have joined

the cry for political change. Catholic

Cardinal Stephen Kim, following

the lead of Cardinal Sin of the

Philippines, has called on his people

to press for democracy; this in spite

of vast dissimilarities between South

Korea and the Philippines. However,

unlike the Philippines, South Korea

has only two million Catholics. In

making their point, Protestant clergy

have been arrested or otherwise

restrained for their political involve-

ment.

The Korean Church is unlike

any other Church in the world,

reflecting the individuality of the

Korean people. Undoubtedly it is

among the fastest growing Churches

in the world. Almost 30 percent

of the Korean people are now
Christians. The largest Presbyterian

church in the world is in Seoul; so is

the largest Methodist church in the

world, and the largest Pentecostal

church. In fact the Full Gospel

Central Church is the largest church

in the world. And all this is within

the city limits of South Korea’s

capital!

Dr. Yonggi Cho. pastor of Yoido Full Gospel

Central Church, Seoul. Korea.

These are not the only super-

latives that characterize the Korean

Church. Not only do the Koreans

flock to the house of God in record

numbers, they are undoubtedly the

prayer leaders of the Christian

world. Both the amount of time

spent in prayer and the fervency and

power of their praying sets an

example for all of us. Their “prayer

mountains” are a focal point of their

prayer involvement. The Korean

Church has also demonstrated to the

rest of the Christian world the

effectiveness of cell groups as an

agent in church growth and dis-

cipling. The Church in Korea is also

training more Christian workers than

all the rest of Asia combined. Its

seminaries and Bible schools are

usually fUled .to capacity. Yes,

the Korean'Xnurch, which did not

even exist a century ago, is a Church

of superlatives.

Korea’s cross-topped church build-

ings are scattered throughout the

whole country. Some are massive,

seating as many as 25,000 people,

others are tiny. They form a vital

aspect of the nation’s landscape. No

Korean is ever far from a Christian

church.

Korean Christians worship God
with typical Korean intensity. They

sing heartily and well, putting their

hearts into the music. A Korean

The largest Presbyterian
church in the world is in

Seoul; so is the largest

Methodist church in

the world, and the
largest Pentecostal

church.

Christian carries a large hymnbook

along with a large Bible They give

generously when the offering plate

is passed, having been well taught

in the stewardship of the believer.

They pray lustily in unison, swaying

back and forth, often with tears

rolling down their faces. Tears come

easily to these people who have

endured so much suffering.

All-night prayer meetings are a
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regular part of church life, as are

early morning prayer meetings before

the people go to work. It may well

be that the prayer power of the

Korean Church has been a greater

factor in keeping communist North

Korea at bay than the combined

military forces of South Korea

and the United States. All tlirough

South Korea the Christian influence

is readily seen and felt.

Like Churches everywhere, the

Not only do the Koreans
flock to the house of Cod
in record numbers, they
are undoubtedly the
prayer leaders of the

Christian World.

Korean Church is strongly influenced

by its own culture and tradition.

The foreigners who brought Chris-

tianity to Korea naturally left

their foreign imprint. But it is the

distinctive Korean flavor that has

been the most important factor in

the development of the Korean

Church. It is this that accounts

for their fervor, their dependence

on God, their often strong autocratic

leadership, their successful home
groups and their ability to work as

one for the good of the whole.

When one examines the Korean

Church critically to discover some
reasons for the rapid growth, some
interesting factors are seen. The
Korean government is not anti-

Christian. Traditionally no other

religion has been a dominant
force opposing the message of

Christianity. The prayer power of

the Korean Church has been a

decisive factor. Their easy adaptation

of the cell-group principle cannot

be ignored. To an extent quite

remarkable in Asia, dedicated women
in large numbers are mobilized to

serve and share leaders’ responsibil-

ities for church ministries. Another

factor is the Korean bent to individ-

ualism. Pastors prefer to serve their

congregations alone rather than to

work with someone else. This is one

of the reasons for the proliferation

of churches.

The famous Korean “prayer moun-

tains” may also have their roots in

the national culture. Dean Gilliland

of the Fuller School of World

Mission has pointed out that

“Theology is the thinking about and

explaining of the faith in ways

which have maximum meaning in a

given culture.” I think the prayer

mountains are culturally derived

from an attraction to the mountains

which is a part of the Koreans

nature. Korea is one of the world’s

most mountainous regions. Mountain

retreats for prayer were common in

Korea long before the coming of

Christianity. Both Korean Confu-

With its rapid growth, its

growing maturity, and its

very real economic
strength, the Korean
Church is beginning to

recognize its responsibili-

ties for world evangelism.

cianism and indigenous Shamanism

incorporated prayer and meditation

in the mountains as an integral part

of their practice.

The Korean Church today owes a

debt of gratitude to the prayer

mountains. These are Christian retreat
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centers, some of which can accom-
modate thousands at a time. Here,

either in concert or in solitary

retreat in cave-like areas, Christians

can pour their hearts out in prayer

to God. Just being there can be a

life-changing experience. These prayer

retreats are sources of spiritual

power - power that has, through

the years, enabled them to overcome
in both personal and national crises.

They have also been a definite factor

Korean missionaries are
now serving in 46

countries. It is hoped that
the vision of the growing
Church in Korea will

continue to broaden.

in the dramatic growth of the

Korean Church. It is interesting

that attempts are being made in

several countries to duplicate the

prayer mountains.

1 noted with pleasure an increased

missionary emphasis in the Korean
Church. With its rapid growth, its

growing spiritual maturity, and its

very real economic strength, the

Korean Church is beginning to

recognize its responsibilities for

world evangelism. This development
has been slow in coming. Statistics

published by the Asian Center for

Theological Studies (ACTS) in Seoul

reveal that 511 Korean missionaries

are currently serving outside the

country. This is an encouraging

increase from 323 in 1982.

A plethora of missionary societies

is springing up According to the

document published by ACTS, there

are 46 “supporting” missionary

— v/«x • ( 5 *
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isocieties. These range from the

“Korean Christian Hallelujah World

[

Missions Society" and the "Christian

Missionary Sprouting Agency” to

the denominational societies. Some
local churches have, or are now
constructing, multi-storied “missions

headquarters" adjacent to their

sanctuaries. Schools of World Mis-

sion, some short-term, others con-

nected with graduate schools such

as ACTS, are springing up. All of

Elderly Koreans are oflen disturbed by the

changes in their country

this augurs well for the future.

These training schools are urgently

needed, particularly because of the

strong mono-cultural nature of the

Korean people. For instance, of the

511 currently serving missionaries,

only 82 are working with or to

peoples who are not Korean. Korean
missionaries are now serving in 46
countries. It is hoped that the vision

of the growing Church in Korea
will continue to broaden. Many more
missionaries need to be sent out.

and a better understanding of what

it means to cross cultural lines

needs to be developed. This is part

of the transition process through
which the Church is now going.

Since its beginning the Korean
Church has been basically conser-

vative in its theology. This has been

one of the strong factors behind its

rapid growth. Indications are that

liberal theology, possibly imported

by seminarians studying abroad, is

now making strong inroads. Of
Korea’s 1

1
^Seminaries, only three

would be considered evangelical or

conservative. This does not portend

well for the future In fact Lite

impact is already being felt. For
churches where this trend is most

visible, current growth rate is almost

zero.

Transitions are not easy. The
transition from an agricultural to a

manufacturing-based economy is not

easy. The transition from an under-

developed to a developed nation

poses many difficulties. The tran-

sition from a little-known Church to

one that boasts the largest attend-

It is my conviction that
Korea's praying Church
will yet have an even
greater impact upon a

needy world.

ances in the world is fraught with pit-

falls. The transition from a receiving

to a sending Church does not occur

without tensions and mistakes. All

in all, the dynamic Korean Church
is coping well with transitions. It is

my conviction that Korea's praying

Church will yet have an even greater

impact upon a needy world. £D
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NEW LEADERS FOR NEW ZEALAND AND AO INTERNATIONAL

After serving for five years as Director of Asian

Outreach New Zealand, Rev. Dan Mulvagh is now trans-

ferred to Hong Kong as Director of Operations, assist-

ing with ministry coordination at AO International
Headquarters. "I am very happy to be on the cutting

edge of AO's evangelistic thrust," says Dan. "I want

to help fulfill the vision of ASIA 2000 -- that by the

year 2000 we will have an effective ministry in every

Asian country." Pray for the Mulvagh family as they

adjust to their new life in hectic Hong Kong.

^esihuYze''
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New Director of AO New Zealand is

Mr. Peter van der Westhuyzen
(pronounced west-hazen ) . During
a year spent at Faith Bible College
in New Zealand, Peter and his wife
Beverly (affectionately known as

"the Vans") were very clearly led of

God to serve the cause of missions.
They saw the needs and opportunities
on every hand, particularly in the
Philippines where they served on
special assignment by their college.
With a background in engineering,
Peter also considered a tentmaker
position in China. However, through
a series of providential circum-
stances, it became clear to the
that God had prepared and guided
them to serve missions through the
ministry of Asian Outreach.

"This is a great step of faith for
us," the Vans testify. "But God's
provision has always been quite
marvelous. We look forward to join-
ing our efforts with those of the
AO family in taking the Gospel to
Asia's millions."
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Our Christmas Eve In China
By Marjorie K. Baker

M Y HUSBAND Jim and I

have learned to expect the

least expected when we go
into China, but our visit to Kunming,
Yunnan at Christmas time brought
us a most unusual surprise. It had
been just one year since Trinity

Church was returned to the Christians

after nearly 30 years’ confiscation.

The old building on a shop-lined

street had always been simple - not

like the imposing, western-style

churches of some coastal cities.

Its front door opened directly

onto the crowded thoroughfare. On
preihous visits we had been so
interested in the people and the

overflow crowds attending services,

we had hardly noticed the dark,

dilapidated condition of the build-

ing’s interior.

Nothing had prepared us for the

startling transformation of Trinity

Church as we saw it on Christmas
Eve! Walls and ceiling of the large

sanctuary were bright with new

paint. Light from shiny new fixtures

reflected on sparkling streamers

strung out in many directions.

Chinese characters cut from bright

red and gold paper glistened from
the walls - “Christ the Savior is

born.’* Outside the building, tradi-

tional festive lanterns of red and

gold silk hung over the entryway
beside the words, “Celebrate the

birth of Jesus Christ!"

In that far western city of two
million people, it was a strange
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"Angels" announce ihe good news

A Shepherd" bows ai the manger

new sight tor the curious throngs

passing by. Even the name Jesus

Christ was strange to most of them

An hour before the celebration

every bench was crowded. The

people spilled into the aisles and

entryways; they sat on the floor

around the platform - country

people, city people, minority tribes-

people in colorful embroidered

clothing. Many had come for the

first time. Others had traveled many
days. All were surprisingly quiet

as they gazed at the Christmas

trees with flickering lights and the

painted murals of Bethlehem high

on each side of the platform.

As we wound our way through

the crowded center aisle to a spot

beside the platform, I remembered

what we’d heard about the previous

Christmas. The church had just

opened. Since there were no benches,

the believers brought in loads of

pine needles from the mountains
and spread them on the cement
floor to sit on It must have been
fragrant!

From our vantage point by the

platform facing the crowd, it was
our turn to gaze! The obvious joy

on the faces of the people, the

friendly smiles, the excited, starry-

eyed children - it was all very

captivating.

The brightest stars seemed to

shine in the eyes of ten little black-

haired angels who were the first

to come down the crowded aisle to

position themselves on the platform

We held our breath as those tiny

tots held their lighted candles high

and tried not to step on anyone.

Some serious little shepherds fol-

lowed, then the junior wise men,
and finally the white-robed choir.

Members ol Ihe Yi nationality wore bright smiles

and colorful dress for the celebration



Just as the program was about

to begin, Hannah, a Chinese Bible

woman, arrived at the back of the

church. Hannah had spent 23 years

in a forced labor camp, but now she

was very active in village ministry.

That same day I had spent the

afternoon listening to her testimony.

She had told me how a friend of

her mother’s, an old blind woman
living in the country, had been

healed. When Hannah learned that

the eye specialists at three Kunming
hospitals had turned the blind

woman away without hope for

recovery, she rallied her friends

to pray. Then, following three

days of fasting and prayer. Hannah
had gone to the village, laid hands

on the blind woman, and prayed

in faith for her healing. The woman’s
sight was miraculously restored. As a

result, her family and some thirty

others in the village were baptized.

As Hannah entered the packed

church, she spied me where I sat by
the platform and waved excitedly.

It didn’t matter that the Christmas

program was about to begin - she

had something to tell me! 1 watched
as she, too, began winding her way
down the aisle, stepping carefully

through the crowd.

Then I saw that she had hold of

a little country woman, about 60,

and was pulling her along behind her.

Just as the two worked their way
through the crowd near us at the side

of the platform, Hannah gently

pushed her friend forward, and said

to me from over her shoulder, ‘‘Here

she is! Here is the woman who was
blind! She can tell you all about it!”

The little country woman smiled

at me shyly. Like so many others,

she wore a blue cotton jacket and

black apron. A black crocheted

cap all but covered her white hair.

Her clear, bright eyes were lit with

joy as she spoke. My heart beat

faster as I grasped the miracle of

what 1 was seeing. This dear woman
had lived in darkness for a long,

long time, but now the light in her

eyes outshone all the bright stars

and dazzling decorations in that

church building.

The Christmas program went on
and it was all enchanting. It was

an indescribable joy to hear the

story of Jesus told to hundreds

who had never heard it. But nothing

compared to that brief moment
when I saw God's power and love

in the sparkling, clear eyes of a blind

woman made whole. Hannah and

the little country woman had made
our Christmas Eve in China a beauti-

ful, shining event! ZD

Tribal Christians came long distances to attend

Christmas services in Kunming
Signs over entry to Trinity Church proclaim the

birth of Jesus Believers studv the words of Christmas carols
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CHINA

China Tour: Always
a Life-Changing
Experience

Traveling in China with AO's President

and Mrs. Paul Kauffman can be an en

lightening experience. In the following

account. Janet Kauffman gives highlights

oftheir most recent tour.

S
PECTACULAR HONG KONG,
gateway to China, was

the first stop of our tour.

It was here that 24 people from

the four corners of the U.S.

and Canada got their first intro-

duction to China's millions. Each

one had come with a willingness

to let the light of their Christian

love shine in China. So with a sense

of anticipation they listened to

orientation and briefing at AO’s

International Headquarters. What

could they expect in the way of

opportunities to share their faith?

What would be the best way to

give literature’
1 These and other

questions were answered.

Our party began their tour in

the southern city of Guangzhou.

At a famous 100-year-old restaurant

we enjoyed typical Chinese delicacies.

We couldn’t help but feel the friendli-

ness of the people. Afterward, as we
strolled the city streets, their bright

smiles made us all feel welcome.

Here, as in other cities on the

tour, we had impromptu conver-

sations with people who wanted to

practice English. Some of these

led to opportunities for giving

literature. While some witnessed,

others would quietly pray. One of

our tour members, a businessman,

was asked by a young Chinese,

“Can you tell me about Jesus?”

The businessman spent several hours

The ancieni Temple ol Heaven is an imporiani.

unforgettable sight in China’s capital. Peking

with him and gave him literature.

Later he said with tears in his eyes,

“No one in my country ever asked

me that.”

One of our tour guides was named
Grace. She seemed to enjoy our

spontaneous singing as we traveled

along in the bus. When we told

her we knew a song with her name
in it, she immediately wanted to

hear it. We sang "Amazing Grace”
and explained the meaning to her.

She asked for the words and after

we wrote them down we observed

her practicing the song on a number
of occasions. Tour members showed
real interest in her and she was
touched by their love. On the way
to the airport she surprised us by

singing the song to us all before

saying goodbye. We prayed that

the saving grace of God would

become real in her life.

Our visit to the Stone Forest near

Kunming. Yunnan was fascinating.

This is where an unusual geological

formation of vertical limestone pillars

covers an area of several square

miles. The inhabitants of the area

are Sannis, an important minority

people of Yunnan province.

Our four-hour bus ride through

the countryside to get there gave

us close-up views of women trans-

planting rice in the well manicured

paddy fields. Men were ploughing

with oxen preparing the soil for

another planting. Children played

happily alongside. Everyone was

willing to stop and smile for pictures.

The tall limestone pillars of the

Stone Forest were like spires forming

a natural cathedral, so it seemed

fitting to stop and sing there. Our

blended voices echoed among the

pillars as we sang “How Great Thou

Art” and “Majesty, Worship His

Majesty.” One of our group, Rev.

G.L. Johnson, read to us from

the Psalms. In that place of natural

wonder, we sensed the presence

of God.

For many the most memorable
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President Paul Kauffman and Dr. G.l Johnson, member of AO’s

International Board, stand on the Great Wall, Peking.

Christians wait to attend the second service at the open church in Xi'an,

China

moments came as we worshiped

in the open churches of two major

cities. There it was deeply moving

to take Communion with Christians

who had endured years of persecution

for their faithfulness to God. We
attended one service which was

packed with between 1200 and

1400 people, a large percentage

young people.

It brought tears to the eyes of

our tour members when we listened

to the Chinese Christians sing, “Let

the beauty of Jesus be seen in me."

Looking around it seemed to us

that the beauty of Jesus was already

in the faces of those saints who had

suffered so much. And there was

victory in their voices as they wor-

shiped the Lord in song. We came

away thankful for the privilege of

seeing China’s victorious Church at

first hand.

One of the great needs of China

was demonstrated as we passed

through a small village. A young man

in a wheelchair wheeled his way

over to our group and from his

pocket pulled out a Bible. He was

joined by other young Christians,

all with the joy of the Lord on

A boat inp on the Li River is part ol every visit to Guilin in south China

their faces. They were anxious for

any Christian literature we might

have. Like hungry sheep, they

reached out to us, symbolic of

millions of China’s Christians. We
were glad we had had just a small

part in supplying that tremendous

need.

Fellowship with China’s Christians,

both in the open churches and

in unexpected encounters, was an

unforgettable experience. It was the

best part of the tour. The memory

will continue to challenge all of

us to pray for the spiritual needs

of that land. Life will never be the

same again. £D

We invite those who are interested

in joining an Asian Outreach

China tour in 1987 to write to

Wendy Chen. G.P.O. Box 3448.

Hong Kong, or contact your

nearest Asian Outreach office.

We will also assist groups that

wish to travel independently.

1
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INDONESIA

GCI: a
I

N DECEMBER. 1985 Dr. Paul

Kauffman and Rev. David Wang
visited Indonesia to explore to-

gether a ministry project. They went

there to respond to a call from

Indonesian Christians to help estab-

lish a School of Evangelism and

Mission. After the visit Dr. Kauffman
commented, "In terms of Asia

evangelization and mission, this new
school could very well be the most

important involvement of Asian

Outreach in our 25 years of history.”

In September and October. 1986

the pilot program was launched in

Jakarta.

Asian Report interviewed David

Wang about this new ministry.

AR What is this "most important

involvement” of Asian Out-

reach?

DW We call it the Great Commis-
sion Institute (GCI). It is a

dynamic training experience

designed to be a launching

pad for Asia missions and
evangelism.

AR What do you mean?
DW Let me first make clear

that we are not anti-Bible

school, nor are we anti-Bible

seminary. Most of our leaders

are teaching in such training

centers. But we notice that most
Bible schools and seminaries

in Asia are geared primarily to

Launching Pad For
producing pastors and church-

oriented Christian workers. If

we are really serious about

reaching 64% of the world's

people living in Asia, we must

produce many more Asian

missionaries and evangelists.

Therefore we have been praying

for a number of years about

the training of such workers.

AR: In what ways is the Great

Commission Institute different

from other Bible schools?

DW First of all, we are talking

about very intensive short-term

training - just two months at

a time. Reinforcement training

follows at a later date.

Second, our emphasis is on

practical experience based on

a Biblical understanding of

evangelism and mission. Faculty

members inspire and motivate

as well as impart the know-how
and momentum for evangelism.

Third, the Great Commission
Institute is cross-cultural. Both

faculty and participants come
from diversified ethnic and

cultural backgrounds.

Fourth, each participant must

have a definite gift as an evange-

list or missionary. All are ex-

pected to go from the Institute

back to the world with the

Gospel

Fifth, the Great Commission
Institute is mobile! It is de-

signed so that it can be con

ducted in almost any Asian

country using existing facilities.

It was started in Indonesia and
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or Asia Mission
it will continue to serve the DW: From the standpoint of

Indonesian church. But future

GCls will move from city to

city where the need is greatest.

AR: Why did you conduct the pilot

GCI in Indonesia?

evangelism strategy, we see

four types of Asian countries:

1 .Open countries where the

situation is open and people

are receptive to the Gospel,

AR

DW

such as the Philippines.

2. Sensitive countries where the

situation is delicate but the

people are receptive. Today’s

China is in this category.

3. Hostile countries where

government and people are

not particularly friendly to-

ward the proclamation of the

Gospel. Bhutan and Sikkim

are in this group

4. Closed countries where direct

evangelism is extremely dif-

ficult. North Korea. Vietnam,

Cambodia and Outer Mon-
golia are in this category.

Indonesia, as a country, has

all four such types of situations

and peoples. In addition. In-

donesian society is very multi-

cultural. In Asia Christian

workers are often involved in

cross-cultural evangelism at the

grassroots level. So Indonesia

is an ideal laboratory. Another

positive aspect is its genuine

“Asianness.” Countries like

Japan, Hong Kong and Singapore

are becoming too modernized.

Indonesia typifies most of Asia,

in social conditions as well as

world view.

Where do the participants come

from?

We recruit students from

all over Asia. Even Western

ASIAN REPORT



Christians, if called to be

missionaries in Asia, can come

to the GCI for orientation and

short-term training. But we
do emphasize that we are

encouraging and equipping grass-

roots Christian leaders - people

who are actually involved in

touching and changing lives.

The pilot program has 24

participants from nine different

countries. After spending a

week teaching at the GCI. Dr.

Kauffman commented, "The

students reflect a true picture

of Tlurd World mission! They

are enthusiastic about evangeliz-

ing their own people, and

they are keen to reach out to

other people groups."

AR What about the finance?

DW. "Jehovah Jireh” is definitely

being exalted in tins project.

National leaders (rom Thailand (bottom left) and
Nagaland (top right! share their faith and
experience with fellow participants

He does provide! And 1 am so

glad to say that funds for the

initial feasibility study as well

as a great portion of the pilot

program have come from Chris-

tians within Indonesia! The

Indonesian Christians are res-

ponding most generously. It is

encouraging to see how they

are endorsing tins project.

AR Who are the teachers?

DW: The faculty is interdenom-

inational and international.

Established leaders with years

of experience in evangelism and

mission are contributing to the

program. They come from the

West, from Asia, and from

Indonesia itself, all of them
pouring their lives and experi-

ences into these younger leaders.

It is very “high-touch." They
live with the participants and

lead them in different kinds of

actual on-site evangelistic activ-

ities. The ratio of faculty to

participants at any given time

is approximately one to four.

AR What are the results of this first

GCI?
DW It is perhaps too early to

draw conclusions. However, the

initial response from both fac-

ulty and participants is most

positive. A faculty member
told us. “The spiritual atmos-

phere is dynamic! And the

practical aspect of the training

is working out beautifully." A
participant from the Philippines

exclaimed after being there just

one week, "I am exploding with

new ideas! I am eager to get

back to my people and put

them into practice.”

GCI does not end after just

eight weeks. Faculty members
will be visiting the participants

after they return to their

homes, helping them implement

their personal Great Commission
strategies. As Dr. Kauffman
said, "The potential of GCI is

tremendous. It is indeed an

important step toward ASIA
2000. As more and more doors

are closed to Western missions,

Asians must bear the responsi-

bility for reaching their own
people.”

If you are interested in knowing

more about the next GCI, truly a

life-changing learning experience,

please write to

Great Commission Institute

c/o Asian Outreach International

GPO Box 3448
Hong Kong
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CHINA

Thefollowing story is based on a testimony received by the AO
Radio Departmentfrom China.

An Evening at Mrs. Chang's

I

T WAS EARLY evening in a

south China village. The Chang

family had eaten their simple

supper. The clatter of rinsing dishes

and chopsticks had died down.

Mrs. Chang scrubbed the round,

wooden tabletop scarred by years

of use, while her daughter filled the

thermos with freshly-boiled water.

The neighbors would soon start

arriving and the little one-room,

mud-brick house must be ready.

Following his usual routine, Mrs

Chang’s son placed what few stools

they had along the wall, and laid a

few round mats on the earthen

floor. They were made of thick

straw, just large enough for one

person to sit on.

Mrs. Chang dried her hands and

carefully placed a radio on the table.

It was always tuned to the Christian

station broadcasting from outside

China, so without delay music filled

the room and poured into the street.

Now that times had changed, she had

no fear of being reported. Neighbors

began filing in, as they did every

evening at this same hour. Some
carried bamboo stools; others

brought straw mats. There were

those who had better radios at home,

but here they enjoyed warm fellow-

ship, and they were free to listen for

hours. There was always hot tea. and

sometimes melon seeds or pine nuts

were passed around. Everyone was

made to feel welcome. It was a good

place for Christians to bring friends

who wanted to know more about

God.
One evening as the broadcast

ended and people were leaving, an

attractive young couple lingered

behind. They had come just once

before and they had many questions

to ask Mrs. Chang. "God seems to be

so real to you.” said the young wife.

“How can He be real like that?"

To this Mrs. Chang replied

modestly, "I can’t explain the Bible

very well because I’m not a well-

educated person. But I can tell you

how good and faithful God has been

throughout my life.” Then Mrs.

Chang, who was in her 50s,

began telling her story. Her hair was

ASIAN «£IWT 1
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white and her face lined with care,

but there was deep joy reflected in

her eyes and smile as she spoke.

“There have been several critical

times in my life when God proved

His love for me,” she began. “Years

ago on the eve of the communist
‘liberation’ of China 1 made a trip

to see my aging grandmother in the

countryside. It was a chaotic period.

We often heard the whistle of shells

as there were both soldiers and

bandits in the area. I took a small

boat to go down the river and just

as it grew dark we neared the shore.

The young boatman threw my
belongings onto the riverbank and
said tome curtly, ‘Get off!’ I thought

1 had reached my destination, so I

stepped ashore. But the boatman
rowed away quickly, shouting and
laughing, ‘Sorry to drop you off

here. Miss!’

“Stunned, I watched his boat

disappear in the distance. 1 was in

the middle of nowhere with no idea

which direction to go. I was about

20 and the prospect of spending the

night alone in this deserted place in

such a time of danger so terrified

me I cried and cried. Suddenly I

remembered the song, ‘Precious

Lord, Take My Hand.' Still weeping,

I prayed. ‘Jesus, I’m lost. Please take

my hand and show me where to go.’

“When I opened my eyes, I saw an

elderly peasant woman smiling down
at me. She said. ‘Young lady, what
are you doing here all by yourself?

You should be at home!’ When I

told her what had happened, she

kindly took my arm and led me all

the way to my grandmother’s home
It was a long walk on a dark trail I

never would have found. She must
have been an angel sent by God!”

The young couple was listening so

attentively to Mrs. Chang’s story.

"I look a small boat to go down Ihe river

they forgot what time it was. The
woman’s testimony continued,

“Later I married a Christian brother,

and although we worked hard, we
were very poor I was often ill and

once had to lie in bed for^ five

months. My mother was about to

resort to idol-worship, hoping to

cure me, but I protested, ‘Mother,

we are Christians! We cannot worship

other gods!’ Then quite unexpectedly

a retired Christian doctor heard

about my case. He recommended an

iron-rich diet of black beans, red

dates and lotus roots. These were not

costly and 1 was completely well

within a month! God honored my
trust in Him!

‘‘During a drought year in the early

’70s, our harvest was very poor. We
were a family of four with exactly

ten cents to our name. We had a few
scraps of food, but with no oil, no
salt, and no matches to light the

stove, how could I cook? I went to

16 asian mimr



Christians attend a house church meeting, overflowing into the alleyway

the local co-op and bought two cents’

worth of matches, five cents’ worth

of oil, and three cents’ worth of salt

The clerk was so angry at my meager

purchases, he became insulting and

rude.

“When the supervisor heard his

loud voice he came out to investigate.

He saw that in spite of our need we

had not borrowed or stolen money.

He was so impressed that he arranged

government relief for us. Food

arrived at our home the next day!”

The young couple still wanted to

hear more, for they had never heard

of such things. Then Mrs. Chang told

them about her little son. “When the

doctor said he had appendicitis and

needed an operation, I knew he

would never live through it," she

said. “1 looked at his frail body and

plead with the doctor to find another

way to cure him. But he shook his

head emphatically. Then I carried

my son to a quiet comer of the

hospital and started to pray, ‘Dear

Heavenly Father, have mercy on my
child. Please be his Great Physician'

and heal him.

“After the prayer I felt great calm.

I returned to the doctor and to my
surprise he said, ‘We will not operate

- we will try medication instead for

30 days.’ My son was well in 28 days.

Our Lord says, ‘Come to me. all you

who are weary and burdened, and 1

will give you rest.’ Throughout the

course of my life. He has shown

Himself to be my refuge and strength,

my ever present help in trouble,”

Mrs. Chang concluded.

The young couple spoke softly as

they thanked Mrs. Chang and took

leave. The street was quiet and dark

as they found their way home.

Before turning the corner into their

alleyway, they looked back at the

little mud-brick house with light still

shining from its windows. A thought

struck the young man - “What we

heard tonight is like light shining in

darkness. We have seen a strange,

new way. 1 wonder .

Inside the house, Mrs. Chang put

the treasured radio back on the shelf

and covered it with a cloth, It had

done its work again, serving as

evangelist and Bible teacher for the

people on her street Before she slept

she prayed for each one who had

listened. And she prayed especially

for the young couple who stayed

behind to hear more. £D
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THE HIMALAYAN REGION

Wanted-A Cup of Clean
Water By Kennedy Warne

east India. “Their conversion to
Christianity is considered by Hindus
and Buddhists as a kind of treason.

It is punishable by ostracism and
humiliation, and in some parts of
the Himalayan region, even by
death.”

Dan’s trip took him far off the
well-worn tourist tracks. In some
villages, he discovered, every place
where a Christian has walked or sat

is washed with cow dung. The dung

from a so-called holy animal is con-
sidered to have cleansing capabilities.

“In one village the Christians

told me they needed a well," Dan
said. “There was a well nearby so

I asked them, 'What’s wrong with
that one?’ They told me that since

Christians were considered 'unclean,’

the Hindu villagers would not allow
them to draw water from the well
lest they defile it. So they had to

walk a long distance every day to

T HERE is one basic problem
when people become Chris-

tians in India. They think
nothing of eating the cows! While
this may provoke mirth on the part
of westerners, it is just the tip of
the iceberg for persecuted Indian
Christians.

“They suffer tremendous hard-
ship,” says AO’s Director of Oper-
ations, Dan Mulvagh. who recently
spent ten days ministering in north-
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Pastor B L David stands before village outstation

and Moa Pangnem, AO Director for

the Himalayan region, to give a

disturbing report. His mud-and-

thatch church building had been

destroyed by a cyclone and he needed

help to build a new one. This was

one of several urgent needs for

church buildings Dan found on

his trip.

We asked Dan, “Of all the special

needs you encountered, which was

the most urgent?”

His answer was immediate - "The

wells for Christians in Hindu villages.

We must do something so little

children will not have to walk three

kilometers for a cup of green,

stagnant water. USS500 will con-

struct a new well providing a supply

of fresh, clean water for an entire

community. Simple mud-and-thatch

church buildings costing a few

hundred dollars each would also be

high on the list of urgent needs."
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get water.”

What was Dan’s reaction? "1 was

shocked,” he said. "This little

community of Christians was forced

to walk three kilometers to get

green, stagnant, foul-smelling creek

water to drink, when just 200

meters from where I was sitting

was a well with beautiful, sparkling

fresh water. And this was just one

type of harassment."

Another village Dan visited was

near the Nepalese border. Through

the ministry of AO co-workers, all

45 inhabitants were Christians. "But

physical needs in that village were

enormous,” Dan pointed out. “1 met

the father of a family whose members

suffered from both tuberculosis and

leprosy. The man worked as a night

guard for a pittance and his wife

picked tea leaves for the same.

The couple supported their four

parents. The man’s father had lain

paralyzed for a year following an

accident. Our co-workers prayed for

Indian Christians sing praise at Sundav service

his healing and now he can walk.

He has to use a walking stick, but

he can walk. Most of the 45 people

were day laborers, living at a bare

subsistence level."

A young mother at another

village was ill with tuberculosis

"Pray for me," she begged and

tears came to her eyes as hands

were laid on her head.

“Few of these people have ex-

perienced genuine love even as

children,” Dan explained, “so it is

overwhelming for them to under-

stand that God loves them. They

wept when 1 prayed for God's love

to be made real to them. It was a

moving experience for me as well!”

At each of the villages the people

would flock to the roadside to

welcome the visitors arriving by

jeep. The AO team would sit with

them till long after dark, talking

about the Kingdom of God
At the fishing village of Puri,

a distraught pastor met with Dan



THE PHILIPPINES

A Little

Love
Goes a
Long
Way

T he people of ozamiz in

the southern Philippines call

it “The Happy Church." And
for good reason: the Christians in

this young church have found both
the joy of knowing Jesus and the

joy of demonstrating His compassion.

They have learned that "a little

love goes a long way" as they work
with Pastor Elvie Go in the church’s

“Ministry of Mercy.”

Our missionary, Carolyn Fannin
of New Zealand, a graduate nurse
who ministers with Pastor Go,
wrote about one of their projects,

“Gloria and Vicente Tactacon and
their ten children lived in a one-room
house. Their three-year-old Johnny
was unable to walk and two other

Tactacon children were hospitalized

with measles and pneumonia. Because
of their severe malnutrition these

Pastor Elvie Go holds Ayding. age 4. who is ill with TB and pneumonia
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Missionary-nurse Carolyn Fannin joins builders eating lunch ol bananas

dipped in sailed shrimp.
Young people cook lunch lor the believers

diseases were life-threatening.

"When a tropical storm struck

our island of Mindanao, this family’s

house collapsed. We knew we must

help them. We had no outside funds

at that time but the church members

contributed what they could. We
mobilized volunteers to cut lumber

and build a new four-room house

for them.”
"The Happy Church” has been

extending practical relief like this

to many of the neediest people of

Ozamiz. With the help of friends

who responded to their appeals,

the "Ministry of Mercy” is now

sending nursing teams to care for

the sick in every section of the city.

Crops are growing and some have

been harvested to feed the hungry;

six new houses for the homeless

have been built in six months by

church volunteers.

What started this indigenous relief

effort? We see part of the answer

in Pastor Elvie Go herself. Her deep

concern is evident as she explains,

"We knew we couldn’t ignore all

the hungry and sick people we saw

every day. But our funds were

limited and we didn’t know how

much we could do to help them.

Then as church members heard our

teaching on being merciful, they

were moved with compassion and

began to give what they could.
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Many said they grew spiritually

when they began to show mercy

through their gifts and volunteer

labor. It brought light and joy to

the entire church."

Carolyn Fannin adds. “Many
of the families we are helping are

now Christians and attending church.

In one neighborhood we have had

to start two new Bible studies for

these families. Our little bit of love

indeed goes a long, long way."

The “Ministry of Mercy" is

mixing love with every available

resource. They are faced with

staggering needs on a daily basis. We
invite you to help! Please designate

your gift to our Philippine ministries.

SD "Three-year-old Johnny was unable lo walk

SRI LANKABANGLADESHTHE
HIMALAYAI
REGION

SIA 2000" is not just a slogan, nor a foolish

dream. It is, by God's grace, an attainable

goal — to see an effective AO ministry in

every country by the year 2000. Our first step is in

the Philippines.

It was just one year ago that two vibrant, indige-

nous ministries in the southern Philippines joined

forces with Asian Outreach resulting in much
blessing. Furthermore, during the past 12 months
the vision of “Asia 2000" has become an expanding

reality in several nations of the Himalayan region,

often referred to as the “Dark side of Asia."

Attention is now focused on Bangladesh, the

poorest nation on earth. Already AO has provided

a million Gospel booklets in the local language, but

among that country’s one hundred million people,

it is just a small beginning. Sri Lanka, that nation

beset with war and riots, is next in line of priority

for extending our ministry.

Pray for us as we set our faces “like a flint"

(Isaiah 50:7) toward reaching the goal of "ASIA
2000." And surely, as Isaiah said, the Lord God will

help us.
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lion, and live chiefly

of Mindanao, the

Palawan. They are commonly referred to

as Moros, a name given them by
Spaniards who found they had the same
religion as the Moors of Africo.

Ethnically the Moros are of the same Ma-
layan and Indonesian stock as most other
Filipinos, but they have a separate culture

and identity. They were converted to Islam

by Arab missionaries and Malay immigrants
in the 1 300s and 1400s. When the
Spaniards arrived in the 1 6th century the

Moros showed unyielding resistance to
Spanish military domination and the
advances of Catholicism.

The Moros' demands for secession
from the Republic of the Philippines led to
armed revolt in 1 970. Since then the on-
going rebellion has claimed more than
100,000 lives.

Pray for peace in the southern Philippines.



Shaher
the salt of the earth..." Matt. 5:13

VOLUME VIII MAY 1986 ISSUE 8

By Itev. Samuel II. Moffett. Ph.U.

Where's the power 7
I love the

Church; I believe in il I love our

own Presbyterian segment of the

Body of Christ most of all. but

where’s the power?
I was so discouraged about the

Presbyterian Church 40 years ago

that I wrote to my father. "I don't

think I'll go to Princeton I'm not

sure I want to be a Presbyterian."

My wise father wrote back. He
said. "Sam, you'll find a lot of good
Christians outside the Presbyterian

Church and a lot of good mis-

sionaries, but before you make your

decision, why don't you look around

and see if you can't find some places

here and there where the Holy Spirit

is working through Presbyterians.

And if the Holy Spirit can work

through the Presbyterian Church,

perhaps you can.”

There is power in our Church.

There is power because the Spirit

has promised it power, and it still

works in the church. I came across a

letter from Africa from some
African evangelists telling how they

preached the Gospel there in East

Africa. "We did not begin to

preach." they said, "until we had

called for the power of God That

power came. We took it and went

forth to preach, and people came
confessing Jesus like the fish of the

sea in number."
There comes a time to stop

criticizing the Presbyterian Church
and to try praying for it. And when
the power comes, don't keep il for

Presbyterians; lake it out to the rest

of the world.

The power is for a witness. Two-

thirds of this world still does not

have enough to eat. It goes to bed

hungry every night. Mission is

feeding.

Still most of the world suffers and

lies in pain. Mission is healing.

More than half of the adult world

is blind. It doesn't know how to read.

Mission is opening the eyes of the

blind. Il is literacy.

Most of the world is oppressed by

unjust powers. Mission is liberation.

Go forth and feed and heal and

open the eyes of the blind and

liberate, and still you have not

fulfilled your mission because two-

thirds of this world has the greatest

need of all. Il still does not know the

Lord Jesus Christ as its savior.

Where's the power 7

If we don't have it, perhaps it's

because we’ve forgotten to ask for it.

Those African evangelists said, "We
did not begin to preach until we had

called for the power of God." That

power came We don't call for the

power, we don't get it, and we com-
plain about it.

We re more naive even than the

Arab chieftains Lawrence of Arabia
brought with him to the Paris Peace
Conference I suppose you have read

the story. Those men of the desert

were amazed at many things, but

nothing surprised them quite so

much as the running water in their

hotel room.

They knew the scarcity of water
and its value, yet here it was to be

had by the turning on of a lap, free,

exhauslless. And when they were
ready to leave Lawrence caught

them trying to detach the faucets so

that out there in their deserts they

might always have water

Presbyterians, behind us are all

the reservoirs of God's power, and

we try to detach the faucets instead

of just turning on the lap The pro-

mise is (or any who will believe and

receive.

When by faith and by grace we

turn the taps, and the power flows,

then watch out. Because it's the Holy

Spirit who controls the temperature,

the Spirit works when and where and

how He pleases. You pray for cool

refreshing and a still small voice.

Watch out. Perhaps He'll send the

fire and the earthquake. And you

pray for the fire, and perhaps what

you really need is the gentle rain and

the still small voice. Don't ask me
again, “Where’s the power?" It's

already here

It's power for witness to this sick

and hungry, this oppressed and

frightened, this lost
.
world. It is

power that will witness to that world

that there is a Savior, that there is a

Lord, and He is Jesus Christ, and the

way to Him is through the Spirit.

You shall have power when the

Spirit comes, and you shall be my
witnesses to the end of the earth.

There's the power.

Samuel H. Moffett. Professor of

Ecumenics and Mission. Princeton

Theological Seminary,



Joe and Barbara Anderson moved

to Danville following his retire-

ment from the U.S. Air Force. Joe
presently works as an executive
scientist with O.R.I., Inc. (Rock-

ville, Md.) and Barbara is an

executive secretary at the Advocate
Messenger. They have two children
Becky age 26 and Jeff age 24. Joe

and Barbara join our church by

reaffirmation of faith.

seventh grade at Boyle County.
The Donnenwerths come to our
church by letter of transfer
from the Resurrection Lutheran
Church in St. Paul, Minnesota.

Frank and Betsy Hayba come to Uan-
vi Me from Cleveland, Tennessee.
He is a senior product engineer

with the Whirlpool Corporation.

Betsy is a professional story teller.
They are the parents of three child-
ren. The Haybas come to our church
by letter of transfer from the

First Presbyterian Church in Cleve-
land, Tennessee.

Bob and Carolyn Dillon came

to Danville several months ago

from Wisconsin. Bob is a sales

man with Sentry Insurance Co.

Carolyn has become very active
in the community and in our

church, recently starring in

the Good Friday drama, "Christ

in the Concrete City". They

have one daughter, katie, age

7, who is in the second grade

at Jennie Rogers School. The

Dillons come to our church by

letter of transfer from the

Frame Memorial Presbyterian

Church in Stevens Point, Wis-

consin.

Gary and Judy Donnenwerth moved

to Danville from Minnesota with

the Whirlpool Corporation where

Gary works as procurement

supervisor. Judy is a housewife

and gives baton lessons. They

are the parents of two children

Jeff, age 19, who works at

Binford Nursery and who will

be entering the University of

Minnesota in the fall; and

Katie, age 13, who is in the

Walter 0. Jones recently moved to

Danville to live with his daughter
and son-in-law, Betsy and Frank
Hayba. Mr. Jones comes to our church
by letter of transfer from the First
Presbyterian Church in Cleveland,
Tennessee.

Eric and Jean Smith are the proud

parents of a new baby born March 25,

1986, Elizabeth Woods. Eric works

as a territory manager for the Keebler
Company and Jean is a legal secretary
for attorney Banks Hudson. Jean's
parents are Bill and Peg Weigle. The

Smiths come to our church by letter

of transfer from the First Christian

Church (Disciples of Christ) in Dan-

ville

Lee and Diane Wallace moved to Dan-

ville from North Carolina. He is

a district sales manager with the

Keebler Co. Diane is described by

Lee, her husband, to be a "super"

housewife and mother. They have two

children, Karen age 4 and Jimmy age

13 months. The Wallaces come to our

church by letter of transfer from
the First Presbyterian Church in

Greensboro, North Carolina.
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ABOUT THE YOUTH

**Senior High Spring Fling held

at Camp Burnamwood April 25-27.

Those attending from our church

were: Elizabeth Walter, Susan

Scarborough, Tip Gentry, Libby

Holtzclaw, and Cynthia Hagley.

Karen Nelson, a Centre College

student, served as a counselor.

**Junior High Spring Retreat will

be held at Camp Burnamwood on

May 2-4. Attending from our

church will be: Susan Kincaid,

Shawn Caldwell, Roberta Bauer,

Jennifer Bauer, Allison Wilt,

Kristen Gentry, Julia Walter,

El oise Campbell, Patrick McClure,

Jon Lenn, Josh Lukins, Tyler

Hudson, Brad Twilley and Matthew

Wheat. Guests will be: Katie

McReynolds ,
Jennifer Parker,

Tracey Lymon, Meredith Ferrell,

Bethany Rogers, Van Pass and John
Hensley.

**Youth Sunday - May 11 - The

Senior High Youth Fellowship will

be conducting both worship
services that day.

Congratulations,

Graduates!

SENIOR HIGHS SAY THANKS!

**Yes, THANKS to all of you who
joined us on Maundy Thursday
evening for our Simply Spectacu-
lar Spaghetti Supper. It truly
was spectacular - as we served
over 180 hungry Presbyterians!
Thank you for being patient as

you waited in line—we had a

lot more people than we expected
and we got bogged down a bit.

Next time, we promise to have a

better system.

We also want to thank you for

your support at the Old Fashioned

Ice Cream Social on April 24th.

We raised over S300 with these

events, and that money will go

toward the monthly sponsorship

fee for our adopted 11-year old

Mexican little sister, Norma

Curro. THANKS AGAIN!!

RECOGNITION OF HIGH SCHOOL GRADS!

On May 18, during the 11:00
o'clock worship service our 1986
high school graduates will be

recognized and will be presented
a gift from the Christian Educa-
tion Committee. Following the

worship service, the graduates
will be invited to a luncheon in

their honor at the home of
Rev. and Mrs. Robert Wheat.

Our congratulations to the
following graduates: Rachel
Bootes, Tate Jackson, Scott Lar-
son, Brian McGuire, Kristen Mix,
Arden Offutt, Carrie Reigelman,
Jennie Reigelman, and Gus
Vahlkamp.
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by Samuel Moffett

RECOVERING
THE

POWER
OF

PENTECOST
What might happen if the Holy Spirit were given

full reign in the Church?

The United Methodist Church isn't the only

denomination in need of spiritual renewal. Over the last

decade, the Presbyterian Church U.S.A. has lost

approximately 25% of its total membership. Spiritual

vitality has been low. Last year several evangelically-

oriented renewal groups within the church held a National

Congress on Renewal, attended by 7, 000 Presbyterians. A
tremendously exciting and hopeful address was given at the

meeting by Rev. Samuel Moffett, a former missionary to

China and Korea. His remarks have great relevance to

United Methodists.

T
he greatest of all the great promises of God is

found in the first chapter of Acts: “You shall

receive power when the Holy Spirit has come

upon you; and you shall by My witnesses both

in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and even to

the remotest part of the earth” (Acts 1:8, italics min$.

Strictly speaking, no single promise of God is any

greater than His other promises. But to me this is the

greatest, because it is what I need most. You see, I’m a

Presbyterian. I have order and decency up to here. But

where's the power?

This promise is also the greatest of the five forms in

which the Great Commission comes to us. Oh, I know
that, strictly speaking, no one form of God's commission-

ing is greater than any other. But to me this is the

greatest, because it is the one I need most. You see, I’m

a Presbyterian. I have sentimetal, upper-middle-class vir-

tues up to here. But where's the power?
Where’s the power to propel us out of our comfortable,

encapsulated churches and across the world? Our
members are leaving; our missions declining. Where’s the

power? If the power is what God promises, isn’t that

what we need most today? So, let’s begin with the

promise.

"You shall receive power ...” I’m not so sure that

Jesus’ disciples really believed that promise. They were

too much like us. They were about as unrenewed,

powerless, unfocused, and puzzled a group as are most of

us American Christians. And like us Presbyterians, those

disciples were losing members.

A few days before, they had been 12. Now there were

only 1 1 in the inner circle. That’s a worse percentage

than even we Presbyterians can boast. About 40,000

members a year, isn’t it, that we’re losing? One out of

r
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every 80 or so. The disciples lost 1 out of 12!

So, disturbed and anxious, they turned to Jesus. But

the first question they asked Him was the wrong ques-

tion. All they wanted to know was. When does the

revolution begin? When will you bring in the Kingdom?

(i.e., Acts 1:6). They were still thinking in political terms,

which is all right in its place, but this was neither the

place nor the time for that question and Jesus turned

them away.

“It is not for you to know,” He said (Acts 1:7). But

Revolutions make the

headlines. Prayer doesn ’t. The

world has forgotten about the plot

against Tiberias that set tongues wag-

ging in Jerusalem. But the world has nev

forgotten that credulous, leaderless, out-

cast little band which trudged down the h

into Jerusalem—and took time to pray.

because He loved them, He gave them a promise, a pro-

mise centered in a different kind of kingdom. “You shall

receive power. . . when the Holy Spirit has come, and

you will be my witnesses ... to the remotest part of the

earth." Then He left them.

He left them with many questions unanswered. He left

them still unrenewed, still puzzled, still powerless. Yet,

isn’t that how renewal always begins—not with power for

the ambitious and powerful but with a promise of power

for those who have never had power, or have lost it?

Whether or not, at that moment when Jesus was about

to leave them, the disappointed little group of disciples

believed His promise, they did the right thing. They

trudged back down the hill into the city and “with one

accord devoted themselves to prayer” (Acts 1:14, RSV).

Gave themselves to prayer? Weren’t there more impor-

tant things to engage the attention of serious men and

women? There were rumors of a conspiracy against the

life of the emperor Tiberias in Rome—a good time for a

revolution—and of a threatened famine spreading in

North Africa. There also was news that the German bar-

barians were raiding again across the Rhine.

M ost people still think those are the kinds of

issues that matter, and they do matter. But all

the disciples did was go home and pray!

Prayer, says our secular world, is merely the Christian’s

escape from reality. It’s a cop-out.

That is what my wife was told at a Presbyterian

meeting not long after we came back from Korea to

America She was speaking about the vitality and en-

thusiasm of the Korean Christians in prayer, singing, and

personal witness. One woman asked her, “What did you

do for the people imprisoned by the government over

there?”

It was a good queston. It needed to be asked, and it

was not asked unkindly. Eileen paused and answered,

“Well, there wasn’t too much we could do. We thought

many had been imprisoned unjustly, and we visited them

when we could. And we prayed for them regularly.” That

was when someone whispered audibly, “Cop-out!”

At times I, too, have been more tempted to revolution

than to prayer. And apparently it was revolution the

disciples were thinking about when they asked Jesus,

“Lord, is it at this time you are restoring the kingdom to

Israel?” Yet, as they gathered in the upper room,

remembering how Jesus had answered them, instead of

waging revolution they prayed.

When I was arrested in China during the revolution

there, I wondered what was going to happen to me. Dur-

ing that time, the knowledge that Christians were praying

for me encouraged and sustained me far more than any

hope I might have had that another revolution, a

counter-revolution, would come and make everything all

right.

Here is the paradox. Revolutions make the headlines.

Prayer doesn't. But the world has forgotten about the

plot against Tiberias that set tongues wagging in

Jerusalem while the disciples prayed. The world has

forgotten the border raids across the Rhine. But the

world has never forgotten that credulous, leaderless, out-

cast little band which trudged down the hill into

Jerusalem—and took time to pray.

There was a time in Korea, about 80 years ago, when

missionaries and Korean Christians were so discouraged

about the prospects for the future of the church there

that they began to wonder if their 20 years of pioneering

ministry had been all in vain. The country was losing its

independence to the Japanese. The missionaries were

tired. The Korean Christians, like the Ephesian church

described in Revelation, seemed to have lost the love they

had at first.

Then it was that a Canadian medical doctor called

them not to give up, but to pray. The little prayer

meetings and Bible studies he started were the beginnings

of the great Korean revival of 1904-1908. What
happened?

What happened was power. This leads to my second

point. God keeps His promises.

God promised power to the powerless disciples on the

hill outside Jerusalem. They went back into the city and

prayed, and the power came. Suddenly, at Pentecost,

“there came from heaven a noise like a violent, rushing

wind . . . and fire . . .
” (Acts 2:2,3).

The Spirit came, and life flamed again within them, as

in coals dropped from a fireplace, apparently dead but

breaking open in a shower of sparks. The Spirit brought

flame back into the blue, bleak hearts of the disciples.

I must confess that the record of that first Pentecost-

al! wind and fire and many tongues— is a disconcerting

passage to read today in a group of Presbyterians like

this. This account smacks too much of hot gospellers and

holy rollers and quakers and shakers and enthusiasts. It

doesn’t describe all that is best and most beautiful in

Christian worship, does it?
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Yet, the more I read of the history of the Church, the
more I am impressed with the following fact: Some of the

most creative and effective periods in the Church have
been precisely those periods when the Gospel was “hot,”

/ not when it was most respectable.

If I were to pick my favorite spot in medieval

Romanism I would choose the days of that gentle mad-
man, St. Francis of Assisi. Some of the greatest moments
of Protestantism were in the times of Puritan enthusiasts
and “great awakeners” like Jonathan Edwards. Too hot
for Yale! (I’m glad Presbyterian Princeton took him in.)

Quakers really quaked once, in the days of their in-

tense beginnings. And when Methodism burned its way
into the history of England and America, strong men and
women roared and shook under the power of preachers
like Wesley and Whitefield and Peter Cartwright.

Long-haired dandies would come to Cartwright’s camp
meetings. “They came to scoff,” he wrote, “but they
stayed to pray.” Suddenly seized by the power, their
backs would bend almost to the breaking. Then, the ten-
sion suddenly released by the peace of the Spirit, they
would straighten up with such force that their long hair
cracked like whips.

feared, and could not be resisted. It came from God.
However, the fire was not the power. The Fire was on-

ly an outward sign of the power. Shouting and weeping
are not the power. There is no one way to describe the
power. Sometimes it shakes and shouts. Sometimes the
quiet words describe it best, words like cleansing, joy and
love. These three ingredients were present in the power
that came at Pentecost.

The power was not the wind and the fire. The power
was the Spirit who, with the Father and the Son, is the
One God who creates, sustains, and energizes all that
ever was or is or will be. The Spirit is the promised
Power. But an important practical question remains:
What is the power for?

The power is for witness.

What happened when the power came that first day of
Pentecost? Peter went out to preach. Pentecost was more
than an experience of renewal. It was more than a season
of rejoicing. It was a call to mission.

Tradition tells us that every one of the 1 1 disciples at

Pentecost became a missionary, James went to the Arabs,
Andrew to the Goths, Peter to the Romans, and so on.
Even doubting Thomas, according to the tradition, went i

to far-off India.

trange, bizarre, and to me, a little frightening.

Yet, as someone has said, “The Church of Christ
has had more power when the world thought it was
drunk, as at Pentecost, than when the world thought it

was dead." Before we condemn the outer extravagences
of those events it might be well to ask two questons.
First, is all that excitement necessary for renewal? And
second, when it does occur, what is the inward, quicken-
ing power that produces it?

The answer to the first question is no. Not all revivals
are fiery, and renewal can be as quiet as an inner
thought. Almost always, revival and renewal begin with
prayer, and the best prayers are usually quiet.

The revival of 1857 in New York, for example, was
just a prayer meeting. No fire. No shouting.
A city missionary in lower Manhattan passed out

handbills inviting anyone interested to join him on
Wednesdays for a prayer meeting. The first day, six peo-
ple came. Within six months, 10,000 New York
businessmen vyere gathering every day for prayer. Within
two years a million converts had joined American chur-
ches. Just a prayer meeting, but what a prayer meeting!
The Great Revival in Korea was another matter. There

was nothing low-key about that. It began with quiet
prayer meetings, yes. But it exploded into waves of wail-
ing, weeping, and writhing in agonies of confession.
The American missionaries were terrified. They stopped

the meeting. They were “frightened by the presence of a
Power which could work . . . wonders,” as one of my
father’s colleagues described it (Blair, Gold in Korea,
p. 64). But the meetings could not be stopped. They went
on and on, and gradually even the most traditional-
minded missionaries recognized that, however disturbing
its manifestations might appear, the power was not to be

Has not the Lord said, “You shall receive power . . .

and you shall be my witnesses ... to the remotest part
of the earth”? Power is for witness, and witness is for the
whole world.

What happened when the power came in Korea back
in 1907?

It was during that revival that the first Korean presby-
tery was formed. At that first presbytery meeting, the first

seven graduates of the little theological seminary, which
had been founded a few years earlier, were ordained.
They were awed and a little daunted by thoughts of

what this would mean in terms of the spiritual respon-
sibilities their ordination would bring to each of them.
Then another thought occured to them. Just as they were
about to come into the meeting one of them said, “We
will be the first Korean ministers of the Korean church.
But a real church has more than ministers. It has mis-
sionaries.”

They looked hard at a burly young man who had
come a little late into their class at the seminary.

“You stoned the first missionary you ever saw, didn’t
you?” they said. And he hung his head. It was true.
“Then you are going to be our first missionary,” they
said, and walked in to be ordained.
The moderator of the presbytery, my father, who hap-

pened to be the missionary that man had stoned 16 years
ealier, ordained the man who had stoned him. And the
church sent him off as its own first missionary, to a
strange island off the southern coast where he in turn
was stoned when he stood up to preach the Gospel.
Power is for witness.

But where is the power? I love the Church and I
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believe in it. I love our own Presbyterian segment of the

Body of Christ most of all. But where is the power?

At Pentecost, the power in a little group of about 120

men and women swept 3,000 people into the fellowship

in one day. In the American church, according to

statistics 1 saw some years ago, it takes 54 Christians

working a whole year to bring just one new member into

the church.

Among Presbyterians we lose more than we win. Has

the power gone?

Since coming back from Korea I have found more life

in this old church than some give it credit for, but I must

admit our statistical record is utterly appalling. Now, I do

not worship statistics of church growth. Nevertheless,

compare the Presbyterian record in America with Korea.

In 1974 there were one-and-a-half million Presbyterians

in Korea. Ten years later, in 1984, there were between

four and five million. Doesn't this say something about

the distribution of spiritual power in the two churches.

5
When Meth-

odism burned its way into

the history of England and America,

strong men and women roared and

shook under the power ofpreachers

like Wesley and Whitefield and Peter

Cartwright.

here and there? While Korean Presbyterians were tripling

their membership, we American Presbyterians were

losing about a third of ours, and cutting back on the

number of our overseas missionaries.

Has the power gone? Forty years ago I was so

discouraged about the Presbyterian church that I wrote

to my father, “I don’t think I’ll go to Princeton. I’m not

sure I want to be a Presbyterian.”

My wise father wrote back: “Sam, you’ll find a lot of

good Christians outside the Presbyterian church and a lot

of good missionaries. But before you make your decision,

why don’t you look around and see if you can’t find

some places where the Holy Spirit is working through the

Presbyterians. And if the Holy Spirit can work through

the Presbyterian church, perhaps you can.”

There is still power in our church. There is power

because our Lord has promised power and the Spirit still

works in the church. There comes a time to stop criticiz-

ing the church and try praying for it. Not for numbers,

for more Presbyterians, but for the power Jesus

promised—power for witness, power for mission.

When the power comes, don’t keep it for Presbyterians.

Take it out across the world in mission.

Two thirds of this world does not have enough to eat

today. It goes to bed hungry every night. Mission is

feeding. Most of the world suffers and lies in pain. Mis

sion is healing. More than half of the adult world is

blind; it doesn’t know how to read. Mission is opening

the eyes and teaching to read. Most of the world is op-

pressed by unjust powers. Mission is liberation.

So go forth and heal and feed and liberate. We can

and must join in the struggle against all the world's ills-

hunger, sickness, suffering, slavery—but that will not

complete the mission. The greatest need will still be

unmet.

When the power comes, we must also go forth and

preach the good news. Two-thirds of the world is still

without an effectual knowledge of our Lord and Savior

Jesus Christ.

The power is already here! The trouble is with us. Wi

do not call for the power, so we don’t get it. Then we

complain that we don’t have it.

We are more naive even than the Arab chieftains

which Lawrence of Arabia brought with him to the Pari

Peace Conference. These men of the desert were amazec

at many things, but nothing astonished them half so

much as the running water in their hotel rooms. They

knew the scarcity of water and its value. Yet, there it

was to be had by the turning of a tap, free and seemingl

exhaustless.

When they prepared to leave Paris, Lawrence found

them trying to detach the faucets so that out in their dn

deserts they might always have water. He tried to explai

that behind the flowing taps were huge reservoirs, and

that without this supply the faucets were useless. But the

Arabs insisted. They were sure that the magic instru-

ments would give them water forever.

Are we not even more credulous in our Christian lives

Those chieftans expected water from unattached faucets.

We look for water to run from a closed tap. In the Holy

Spirit are deep reservoirs of power, wells of water spring-

ing up into everlasting life. But the Holy Spirit cannot

flow through a closed tap. He cannot work though an

unyielded life.

So open up the taps. But watch out. The promise is fo

any who will believe and receive. And when by faith and

grace we turn the taps and the power flows, watch out!

The Spirit works when, where, and how He pleases.

When the power comes, it is not you but the Spirit

who controls the temperature. You may pray for the fire

and the Spirit may choose to send a cool, refreshing rain

and a still, small voice. Or you may think you will be

more comfortable with the still, small voice, and, as in

Korea, there may come the fire and the earthquake.

But don't ask me again, “Where’s the power?” It is

already here.

It is the same Spirit, the same promise, and the same

power that has always been here. For Jesus is still saying

to his disciples: "You shall receive power when the Spirit

comes ... and you shall be my witnesses.” Witnesses to

the ends of this dry and thirsty, this sick and hungry, this

oppressed, frightened, lost world. You shall be witnesses

that the Savior has come and will come again—and that

the Spirit is already here. °
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Rev Up Your Motor I And Go Go Go

$>

O ,

ffgf*

-

b Rae Tarr

I
was an extremely busy sinner

when I got saved. Then sud-

denly one night the cosmos

ground to a halt and reversed

gears. Only the fluffy cloud of

spiritual euphoria, on which I was

suddenly floating, cushioned me
from whiplash.

“Now you gotta get busy!" Ethyl

said, thumping her Bible and waving

at the emptying pews with an ex

travagant gesture.

"I am,” I said innocently. “Very
"

"You gotta get busy for God" she

said emphatically.

“I thought the preacher said

something about rest for the weary,"

I responded

“There’s no time to rest,” Ethyl

stated breathlessly. "We’re in the last

days and we gotta hurry. There's not

much time."

“Time?" I asked vaguely.

“Yup. Now you have to get busy

busy busy."

Somehow, I had the feeling I had

missed something.

“What am I supposed to do'7
"

I shouldn’t have asked.

“Well, there's a singles’ Bible study

at 9 a.m. Sunday morning, church

service at 1 1 a.m., altar workers’

meeting at 5 p.m., service at 6:30

Sunday. Monday night we have

visitation from 6 to 10 p.m. Tuesday

night there’s a Bible study at

Elmira’s house. Wednesday night

there’s church at 6:30 p.m. Thursday

night there’s a prayer meeting at

Samantha’s house.

“Friday night we pray for the na

tion from seven to whoknowswhen.

Saturday morning there’s the ladies'

breakfast. Saturday afternoon we get

together and fold bulletins. Can you

type? Saturday night we have a

potluck where we get acquainted and

bring unsaved friends and loved

ones. Then Sunday, of course, is

church. There, that’s part of it!"

She was almost out of breath So

llluiiratlon by Owigni Wanes
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